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The purpose of this classroom-based study was to create a variation of the Dictogloss that 

is successful in teaching target grammar within a meaningful context in beginning level 

secondary foreign language classrooms.  Specifically, the study aimed to find out if there were 

differences in the amount of target grammar (demonstrative adjectives and the imperfect tense) 

noticed, learned and used by students in the three treatment groups: Treatment Group 1 

completed a traditional Dictogloss with the last phase being a self-reflection activity, Group 2 

was the same as Group 1, except the learners saw a written version of the text during the first 

reading in addition to hearing the text.  Both the written text and a whole class discussion during 

the last stage of the Dictogloss were added to the lessons completed by Group 3.   

Differing from traditional DG studies that tend to examine Language Related Episodes, 

quantitative data was collected via pre, immediate post and delayed post-tests which consisted of 

multiple-choice and fill-in-the-blank questions.  Although there were significant within-group 

differences for all three groups, indicating that the participants in all groups noticed and began 

learning the target grammar, there were no significant between-groups differences, suggesting 
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that the addition of the written text and class discussion did not increase the amount of target 

grammar learned by the students.  While the test scores showed that the participants’ knowledge 

of the TG did improve, the fact that many participants never scored above chance level shows 

that the Dictogloss is not an effective stand-alone activity for teaching TG.   

Qualitative data was also collected via student surveys and the written metatalk produced 

during self-reflection activities.  The participants were asked what they liked, did not like and 

what they learned during the Dictogloss lesson.  The data was analyzed using Content Analysis 

which revealed three themes: organization and administration of the Dictogloss based on the 

theoretical framework of the Dictogloss, issues regarding the texts and the Dictogloss and 

learning.  The collaborating classroom teacher was interviewed two times in order to further 

analyze the effectiveness of using the variations of the Dictogloss with beginning Spanish FL 

learners.   
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CHAPTER 1:  Introduction 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM  

 

The role of grammar teaching in the foreign language classroom is a topic for 

which there is no consensus amongst researchers or teachers, and one will find support 

for any number of approaches along the continuum of implicit and explicit instruction.  

Some researchers (Ellis, 1993; Fotos, 1993; DeKeyser, 1995; Robinson, 1996) have 

found evidence to support explicit grammar instruction of some type, while others such 

as Doughty and Varela (1998), Krashen (1985, 1993),  Long (1991) and White (1998) 

advocate for implicit teaching/learning of grammar in the classroom.  According to 

Hulstijn (2005), "instruction is explicit or implicit when learners do or do not receive 

information concerning rules underlying the input, respectively” (p. 132).  The theoretical 

debate does not end at which type of instruction is more effective, though, and one can 

find deliberation in literature about which type of learning is more effective, inductive or 

deductive.  Hulstijn defined the two types of learning as follows: "deductive learning 

takes place when rules are presented before examples are provided, [while] inductive 

learning takes place when examples are given before the rules are presented" (p. 132).   

As a graduate student and researcher I have taken particular interest in the areas of 

implicit versus explicit instruction and inductive versus deductive learning (Shaffer, 

1989; Haight, Herron, & Cole, 2007), especially Guided Inductive Learning (GIL) 

(Corder, 1973), and the construct of Focus on Form (FonF) (Long, 1991; Doughty  & 

Willams, 1998).  Research in GIL and FonF shows these approaches appear to be 

effective in the foreign language (FL) classroom, and suggest that grammar be taught 
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within a meaningful context.  Haight et al (2007) found that university French 102 

students who were taught via a GIL approach showed significantly greater immediate 

learning than did learners taught with a deductive approach.  Additionally, the long term 

learning results favored GIL.  Although Shaffer (1989) did not find statistically 

significant differences between GIL and deductive approaches in the high school Spanish 

classroom, she found a trend favoring GIL in that the students with the lowest ability 

level benefitted the most from the inductive approach.   

Qin (2008) compared processing instruction (PI) (VanPatten, 1993, 1996, 2002), 

which she classified as input-based FonF, to the DG, which she defined as output based 

FonF.  The study was completed in a secondary EFL classroom in China with learners 

aged 13-15, who were taught the simple English passive voice via PI and DG.  Both 

groups showed statistically significant improvement in gain scores between the pre-test 

and immediate post-test.  While the PI group performed significantly better that the DG 

group on the immediate post-test, these differences had disappeared on the delayed post-

test, which showed both groups performed equally and significantly better than on the 

pre-test.  As in the current study, Qin also made adaptations to the DG in order to 

improve its effectiveness with secondary learners.  Her participants were exposed to a 

written, not audio presentation of the text, the instructor reminded them to pay attention 

to the usage of the passive voice in phase 3, and finally the participants were asked to 

“make notes on the differences between their reconstructed passages and the original 

passage” (p. 68).    These differences will be discussed in the literature review. 
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Doughty and Williams (1998) present a number of investigations that show FonF 

to be a successful approach to teaching grammar in the FL classroom.  Doughty and 

Varela (p. 114) used FonF in a middle school ESL class to successfully teach the past 

tense.  LaPierre (1994), in Swain (1998, p. 78) reported that using the DG and metatalk in 

the 8
th
 grade early immersion program increased the likelihood that learners would pay 

more attention and focus on their own language use, and that there was a positive 

relationship between linguistic issues that were resolved correctly during metatalk and 

correctly answered questions on the posttest.   

In yet another FonF study, Sullivan and Caplan (2004) created the Dictowatch 

based on Long and Robinson‟s views of FonF (1998).  The Dictowatch is an activity that 

has two students sitting opposite of each other in a language laboratory.  For the first part 

of the activity, student A describes a video scene to student B who takes notes, they then 

switch roles, and finally, work together collaboratively to reconstruct the main ideas of 

the video.  They found that during the Dictowatch, the learners paid substantial attention 

to form and attended to a wide variety of forms.    

Wajnryb (1988) claims that most FL students prefer some type of explicit 

grammar instruction provided via an explanation given by the instructor, though the 

instructors tend to favor embedding grammar lessons in a communicative context rather 

than lecture.  Given the differences in learner needs as perceived by the instructor and the 

learners themselves, Wajnryb claims that it is necessary to use classroom activities that 

satisfy the needs of both parties. 
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One activity in particular, the Dictogloss (DG) (Wajnryb, 1988, 1990), is 

proposed to be an activity in which students inductively learn a specific grammar form 

while completing a task that is situated in a meaningful context.  The DG has been 

classified as both a FonF (Doughty & Williams, 1998) and a GIL (Salaberry, 2006) task 

or technique; therefore, both approaches to teaching will be discussed in Chapter 2.  

Wajnryb, who did not specifically classify the DG as belonging to FonF or GIL 

developed the activity as a teaching activity as a compromise between instructor and 

learner grammar needs.  In the DG, students are exposed to a target grammar form via a 

short text that is read aloud.  Through the notes that the students take, as well as the 

output generated in the collaborative task of reconstructing the text, it is expected that the 

language students will notice the target grammar form.   

The DG has frequently been examined and, according to Qin, “popularized” (p. 

63) lately in EFL and ESL literature (Garcia Mayo, 2002; Jacobs & Small, 2003; Lim & 

Jacobs, 2001; Murray, 1994 Thornbury, 1997).  According to Qin, one of the main 

functions of the DG is prompting the learners to pay attention to (notice) target features 

by providing “multiple opportunities to draw L2 learners‟ attention to target linguistic 

forms” (p. 63). However, in many of the previously mentioned studies, the learners did 

not notice the target grammatical structures (TG) to the extent hypothesized by the 

researchers (Garcia Mayo, 2002; Salazar Campillo, 2006).  Instead, they focused on 

lexical meaning.  However, other researchers continue to claim that the DG does focus 

learners‟ attention on form (Swain & Lapkin, 2001; Qin, 2008).  Rather than disregard 

the DG as an effective activity for teaching grammar to secondary FL learners, I have 
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modified the activity in a way that I hypothesize will consistently help students to notice 

or focus on both form and meaning.  Specifically, I have slowed the rate of speech to 

meet the listening comprehension needs of beginning learners and increased the length of 

pause between sentences.  The instructions indicate that the learners need to pay attention 

to and try to notice any new grammar; in addition, two of the three groups in the study 

were exposed to the written text in addition to the audio version. 

NEED FOR THE STUDY 

 

 Traditionally, the literature has examined the DG in the context of adult L2 

learners at the university level (Izumi & Bigelow, 2000; Leeser, 2004; Malmqvist, 2005; 

Murray, 1994; Nabei, 1996; Salazar Campillo, 2006). For example, Salazar Campillo 

(2006) completed a study that involved the DG amongst other tasks.  Her study was done 

with Humanities students at Universitat Jaume I in Castellón, Spain, who were studying 

English for Specific Purposes.  Though she found the DG to be an activity that allowed 

learners to focus on form and receive feedback about the form, it was not the most 

effective of the activities she studied, possibly due to the DG giving more freedom for 

learners to focus on many forms, not just the target grammar (TG).  Another study 

(Nabei, 1996) compared the effectiveness of the DG versus a jigsaw activity with four 

adult ESL learners at a university in Philadelphia.  Nabei found that the DG required 

learners to use both form- and meaning-based communication as opposed to the jigsaw 

communication which was only meaning based.  It was also found that the amounts of 

input, output and feedback provided in the DG varied according to what stage of the DG 

the learners were performing.  Another researcher, Leeser (2004), found learners to be 
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successful with the DG.  He conducted a DG study with 4
th

 semester Spanish students in 

a content-based class.  He found that the learners did spontaneously focus on form, but 

the proficiency of the learners in the dyad affected the amount and type of the form they 

focused on, as well as how successful the learners were in resolving the issues with form.  

This study leads me to question whether the DG could be a more effective learning 

activity with younger, less proficient learners with the modifications I have proposed.   

There are few DG studies that have been completed to test the effectiveness of the 

activity with high school foreign language (FL) learners.  Studies with younger learners 

are usually in elementary or middle school classrooms and often times in an immersion 

setting (Kowal & Swain, 1994, 1997; LaPierre, 1994; Lapkin, Swain, & Smith, 2002; 

Shak, 2006).  Merrill Swain, in collaboration with others (Kowal & Swain, 1994, 1997; 

LaPierre, 1994; Lapkin et al., 2002; Swain & Lapkin, 1998), has worked with 7
th

 and 8
th

 

grade French immersion students using the DG in Canada, and has found it to promote 

L2 learning.  Again, however, most of the learners involved in these studies have been a 

part of the immersion program since kindergarten and had more advanced language skills 

than the participants in the present study.  Lim and Jacobs (2001) and Qin (2008) are 

among the only studies found regarding the use of the DG in the high school classroom, 

but Lim and Jacobs‟ study was completed in an ESL classroom with students who are 

immersed in the target language on a daily basis.  Qin‟s study took place in China.  No 

DG studies were found that have been completed in a traditional secondary FL classroom 

(defined as a regular education FL classroom in a public high school setting) within the 

United States.  It seems counter-intuitive that the DG would be promoted as a learning 
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tool for secondary FL classroom use if it has not been tested with this particular group of 

students. 

 Moreover, there are studies that have shown the DG to be less effective than other 

activities in teaching or getting learners to notice the target grammar.  Murray (1994) 

found that the DG did not seem to be a task that can be relied on to focus learners' 

attention on specific features of language.  Yet, Swain and Lapkin (2001) found that the 

DG, as compared to a jigsaw task, constrained student output more, which more narrowly 

focused the learners allowing them to focus on the target form.  Other recent studies have 

shown that while the DG is not ineffective, it may not be the most effective task that can 

be done in a classroom to promote noticing through interaction.  García Mayo (2002) 

collected data from seven dyads that completed a series of traditional DG and text 

reconstruction tasks, and found a total of nine Language Related Episodes (LRE‟s) 

referring to grammatical features and punctuation.  On the other hand, the same dyads 

produced 92 LRE‟s referring to the same language features during the text reconstruction 

activity.  Salazar Campillo‟s (2006) findings about the DG versus text reconstruction 

corroborated García Mayo‟s findings.  Differing from the current study, though, is the 

fact that none of these studies looked at gain scores from pre- and post-tests to measure 

whether the learners had learned the target structures.  Though these studies show that the 

DG might not elicit as many LRE‟s that refer to grammar, they cannot declare that the 

learners did or did not learn to use the TG correctly.  The only other study to date that 

looks at the effectiveness of teaching grammar with the DG based on test scores is Qin 

(2008). 
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Given that research has shown both that the DG is not ineffective, but it could be 

more effective, coupled with the fact that use of the DG is being promoted among 

teaching circles, it is imperative to empirically test the effectiveness of the DG with 

secondary FL learners, and develop new approaches to the activity to increase its 

effectiveness in the classroom and help students reach their fullest potential.  It is not a 

best practice of language teaching to assume that what works with one age group of 

learners will work with another.  The cognitive and maturational differences between the 

traditional study participants and my participants may affect factors such as noticing and 

awareness that are central to learners finding success with the DG.   

   

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

 

Based on suggestions found in literature (Jacobs & Small, 2003; Qin, 2008; 

Sullivan & Caplan, 2004; Thornbury, 1997), as well as the successes, failures and student 

feedback that I had received using the DG previously in the secondary classroom, I made 

modifications to the DG that need to be empirically tested for effectiveness.  Expressly, I 

wanted to find out if the modified DG based on Wanjryb‟s DG focused high school 

learners’ attention on form in addition to meaning. 

The modifications made based on student input include increasing the number of 

times the text is read to the learners from two to three, slowing the pace from native-like 

to a more typical “teacher pace” for beginning students, and increasing the length of 

pause between sentences.  These changes were suggestions that I had not only heard time 

and again from students, but that were also supported by Wajnryb (1990) who stated that 
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adjustments may be made in order to make the text level appropriate for learners.  

Frequently, beginning level high school students are not exposed to large chunks of text 

in the target language.  Students, therefore, often respond that the first time they hear the 

text, they spend the whole time overwhelmed by the amount of input they are receiving in 

the target language and do not really hear anything being said.  By adding a third reading, 

they have a chance to relax and try to understand what is being said.  Additionally, many 

beginning level high school language teachers do not speak with native speed; rather, 

they use “teacher talk” in which the output speed is slowed.  Students not accustomed to 

hearing native speech will obviously not be successful at understanding meaning and 

noticing a new grammar form if they are overwhelmed by the pace of the language.  

Increasing the pause between sentences would allow them to finish taking notes on the 

previous sentence before they need to listen to the next sentence.   

Some of the DG modifications in the current study were based on literature about 

the DG or related topics.  Thornbury (1997) suggested that allowing the learners to read 

the written text on an overhead projector as opposed to listening would lessen the 

cognitive load.  Qin (2008) distributed copies of the text to her students based on 

Thornbury‟s suggestion and found the DG to be successful at focusing learners‟ attention 

to form.  Not wanting completely to eliminate the listening portion of the DG, the current 

study provided both the audio and written versions to Groups 2 and 3 while Group 1 only 

heard the passage.   

Wajnryb (1988) suggested that one student be the scribe during the reconstruction 

phase, but Sullivan and Caplan (2004), concerned with all students staying involved, 
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suggested that all group members need to write the reconstructed text, which was done in 

the current study.  Ideas taken from Jacobs and Small (2003) also helped the teacher in 

successfully facilitating the group portions of the DG.  During the reconstruction phase, 

all students were asked to read their notes to the group, a student assigned as language 

monitor encouraged the group to speak in Spanish when possible, the checker checked to 

make sure that all group members understand why certain grammar or vocabulary forms 

are being used, and the facilitator kept the group on task. 

The various modifications that were made to the original DG will be discussed in 

greater detail in Chapter 3.  It was my expectation that the modifications would allow the 

younger FL learners who have had minimal exposure to input in the Spanish language, as 

well as limited opportunity to produce output, to be successful in learning the target 

grammar structures.  My hope was that learners who were exposed to the spoken and 

written versions of the text would focus more on meaning than learners who only heard 

the text.   

In order to measure these differences, the study used a pre-, post-, and delayed 

post-test design.  These three tests measured the learners’ abilities to recognize and use 

the target grammar correctly.  If it is the case that the modifications lessened the 

cognitive load and brought the activity to an appropriate level, then I expected that the 

learners exposed to bimodal input would perform better on the post-tests.  Though 

Thornbury (1997) proposed that exposing the learners to a written form of the text will 

lessen the cognitive load and make noticing more feasible, to my knowledge, the two 

types of DG had never been tested against each other.  The results of the pre- and post-
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test were meant to help in determining if the target grammar had been learned while 

completing the DG activities and to verify if it possible that high school language learners 

can focus on both meaning and form in the same activity.   

While the study was mainly quantitative in nature, I also employed an open-ended 

survey to gain an understanding of the students‟ perceptions of the effectiveness of the 

DG in teaching grammar in the Spanish II classroom.  Two interviews with the 

collaborating teacher provided additional qualitative data regarding the implementation 

and success of using the DG in the secondary FL classroom.   

Through this study, I hoped to begin to bridge the gap that exists between 

research and practical classroom applications in secondary schools.  In language teacher 

education programs, the importance of basing methods and philosophies on research is 

stressed, yet there is little research done with the populations that are most important to 

pre-service secondary teachers.  As previously mentioned, most DG studies have been 

done with adult learners or learners younger than 14.  In general, there seem to be few 

studies regarding grammar instruction in FL classrooms that have involved secondary 

level learners.  This study attempted to provide evidence to secondary and pre-service 

teachers regarding teaching grammar via a communicative activity based on noticing, 

inductive learning, Focus on Form, and focus on meaning.  While these topics have been 

researched extensively, the fact that they had rarely been looked at in the high school 

setting set this study apart from others. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

 

The findings from this study have both theoretical and pedagogical significance.  

The study aimed to provide information about the practical applications of the DG in the 

secondary language classroom.  The needs of the high school language learner and the 

adult language learner are distinct, yet the body of literature about adolescent language 

learners appears to be very limited.  This study aimed to provide empirical evidence to 

researchers, professors, and high school foreign language teachers who are interested 

specifically in the needs of high school language learners, or who want to know more 

about using the DG with younger FL learners.  This study was decisive in helping to 

determine whether or not the DG could be adapted to help young, beginning language 

learners attend to both form and meaning. 

My hope was that this study would be valuable for revising our theoretical 

understanding of foreign language learning as well, since the DG was originally 

developed for the ESL classroom.  ESL learners, whether adult or adolescent are 

language learners who are immersed in the target language, and most likely have to use 

the language on a daily basis.  ESL learners generally must communicate in English, the 

common language amongst classmates, whereas in the FL classroom, particularly at 

lower proficiency levels, students may prefer not to use the TL during group work.  Part 

of what makes the DG effective is the communication and negotiation that occurs 

between the learners using the TL which causes them to notice the gap, that is, noticing 

how their interlanguage is different from that of the target language form (Schmidt & 

Frota, 1986).  It was noteworthy to see that, during a DG activity with decreased 
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communication in the TL due to the learners‟ limited proficiency, many of the 

participants noticed the gap between the input and their output and began to notice and 

learn the target grammar.  
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter presents a summary of the relevant literature on foreign language 

(FL) grammar instruction and the Dictogloss (DG). First, a historical overview of 

grammar instruction in the FL classroom is presented, including how grammar is 

approached in current and previously popular FL teaching methods and approaches.  

After the historical overview there will be an in-depth look at the DG procedure and 

previous findings regarding its use in the language classroom.  Following that will be a 

discussion of Focus on Form (FonF), noticing and its relation to the DG and FonF, 

output, metatalk, and input and their roles in language teaching/learning and the DG.  

Finally, there will be a section about deductive (DL) versus inductive grammar learning 

(IL).  The chapter will end with a discussion of the classification of the DG as both an IL 

and FonF activity and the author‟s reconciliation of the two points of view in the field.  

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF GRAMMAR INSTRUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES 

Introduction 

 

 The preferred method or approach for foreign language instruction, including 

grammar instruction, has traditionally been compared to a pendulum that swings back 

and forth from one extreme to another.  Brown Mitchell and Ellingson Vidal (2001) have 

viewed the changes as being like a flowing river that “diverts and divides into several 

channels” (p. 26).  These changes may be an indication that no one approach has met the 
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needs of all language learners, but it is also an indication of the changing trends and 

findings in the fields of linguistics, second language acquisition and psychology.   

Brown Mitchell and Ellingson Vidal stated that if one views the changes as a 

swinging pendulum there are various dichotomies that need to be included in the 

metaphor such as whether or not there are universal principles of language teaching, 

whether or not there are universal elements in all languages and whether success with 

language should be defined by knowing about the language (knowing rules, etc.) or 

knowing the language (being able to communicate with it).  This dichotomy is evident in 

the ever changing FL teaching methodologies and approaches discussed in the section 

below. 

The Methods and Approaches 

 

The Grammar Translation Method (GT) first came into wide use in the 1880’s.  

The main focus of GT was written language, specifically developing learners’ abilities to 

read and translate.  The translations became the tool for studying vocabulary and 

grammatical structures (Larsen-Freeman, 2000).  Larsen-Freeman explains that in the 

GT, grammar is studied deductively and learners are to memorize rules and apply them to 

examples.  The GT method did not teach learners to communicate in the TL and lost 

popularity after World War II soldiers began returning home reporting that they were not 

able to communicate in the TL (Donahue, 2005).  Even though the GT method was in 

schools until the 1960’s, other methods were experimented with in the meantime such as 

the Direct Method (Richards & Rodgers, 2001). 
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The Direct Method (DM), used from 1920-1930, had “one very basic rule: No 

translation is allowed” (Larsen-Freeman, 2000, p.23).  Learners who are in DM classes 

learn to communicate and think in the TL.  The basic premise behind the DM was to 

imitate first language (L1) acquisition, so learners were exposed to great amounts of the 

TL and target culture.  The DM is based on situations and topics and grammar is taught 

inductively (Larsen-Freeman, 2000).  After the Coleman Report was issued in 1929, 

which recommended “that a more reasonable goal for a foreign language course would be 

a reading knowledge,” the DM faded from use in public schools (Richards & Rodgers, 

2001, p. 13). 

The Audio-Lingual Method (ALM) was derived from Army Specialized Training 

Program (ASTP), an intense program in which a native speaker systematically drilled 

students (Brown Mitchell & Ellingson Vidal, 2001).  From the ASTP, via influences from 

structural linguists and behaviorism, the ALM was developed.  According to Larsen-

Freeman (2000) the ALM, is theoretically based on structural linguistics and principles 

from behavioral psychology.  Learners in the ALM classroom learn grammatical sentence 

patterns from drilling.  Grammar is taught inductively through drills such as repetition, 

question-answer and substitution, and explicit grammar rules are not given.  According to 

Richards and Rodgers (2001), the ALM enjoyed widespread use in the 1960’s but began 

to decline after that due to criticisms that learners were unable to transfer the acquired 

skills to communication outside the classroom.   

Due in great part to the entrance of Chomsky in the linguistics scene, who 

challenged the theoretical underpinning of ALM that “language is purely a set of 
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sentence patterns” (p. 30), the Cognitive Code approach surfaced in the 1970’s.  The 

approach “referred to a view of learning that allowed for a conscious focus on 

grammar…” (Richards and Rodgers, 2001, p. 65).  Richards and Rodgers stated that 

Cognitive Code activities should be meaningful and involve language use to allow 

learners to “derive and make explicit the underlying grammatical rules of the language” 

(p. 66). 

The Communicative approach to language teaching was born out of Hymes’ 

(1972) notion of communicative competence, which is knowing “when and how to say 

what to whom” (Larsen-Freeman, 2000 p. 121).  Learners who are in a communicative 

approach classroom are to focus on language functions more so than learning language 

forms.  According to Richards and Rodgers, with the communicative approach, there may 

not be a textbook and grammar rules are not presented, but the teacher may also take 

notes about student errors that need to be discussed during an activity that focuses more 

on accuracy.  The Communicative Approach is still commonly used today in language 

instruction. 

Another language teaching approach that is still in use today is the Natural 

Approach, which was presented to language teaching in 1977 by Tracy Terrell (Richards 

and Rodgers, 2001).  The Natural Approach was supported by Krashen’s (1981) five 

hypotheses regarding Second Language Acquisition which supported the idea that 

language students should acquire, not learn the L2, and that the emotional state and 

attitude of the learners play a major role in L2 acquisition.  Grammar is not taught 
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explicitly in the Natural Approach, rather the teacher provides the students with 

comprehensible input, and the student processes it (Richards and Rodgers, 2001). 

 Another current approach to grammar instruction is Task-based Language 

Teaching (TBLT) which draws on many ideas from Communicative Language Teaching, 

and according to Richards and Rodgers is motivated chiefly by learning theory as 

opposed to language theory.  In TBLT, pair or small group tasks facilitate language 

acquisition because learners need to attend to the communicative message in the task and 

the target form that should be used in completing the task.  The pre-task activities that 

prepare the learners for the task at hand can be inductive and explicit or deductive and 

explicit (Richards and Rogers, 2001). 

The final approach to grammar instruction to be discussed in the current study is 

Focus on Form (FonF).  In their 1998 book about Focus on Form (FonF), Doughty and 

Williams credited Michael Long for “reawakening of interest” (p. 3) of the role of 

attention to form.  Additionally, in his seminal work (1991), he is credited with 

introducing FonF.  FonF is an approach to language teaching in which the learners must 

be engaged in meaning before attention to linguistic features (grammar) can be effective.  

The shift in attention from meaning to form is generally accepted as being an occasional 

shift to linguistic features which is triggered by either the learners or the teacher 

perceiving a problem with language comprehension or production.  The definition of 

FonF has become broader over the years, and though all proponents agree that engaging 

learners in meaning is the first step to doing FonF in the classroom, the approach to 

focusing on the linguistic form varies from researcher to researcher.  Since the DG is 
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considered to be a FonF activity, FonF will be discussed in greater detail after the DG 

section. 

Table 1: FL Teaching Methods and Approaches in American Academia (adapted from 

Donahue class handout, 2005) 

 

Grammar Translation Method 1880 (or earlier) to 1960 

Direct Method 1920-1930 

Audiolingual Method 1960-1970 

Cognitive-Code Approach 1970-1990 

Communicative Approach Mid 1970’s to present 

Natural Approach Mid 1980’s to present 

Task-Based Approach 1990’s to present 

Focus on Form Early 1990’s to present 

 

THE DICTOGLOSS 

 

 The Dictogloss (DG), as developed by Wajnryb (1988), is a teaching technique in 

which a short text is dictated to a group of language students.  It stems from the 

traditional dictation that has often been used in language classrooms, but the DG is more 

than students copying down word for word what the teacher says.  The DG was originally 

promoted principally by Wajnryb as a teaching procedure, as opposed to a testing 

procedure, as a way to reconcile the needs of the learners as perceived by the learners and 

the teachers.  Though the DG was first used as a testing techinque, Wajnryb recognized 

that it could be an effective teaching activity given that teaching and testing are not 
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disparate.  Wajnryb states that the efficacy of the DG for teaching comes from its 

capacity to demonstrate areas of weakness in the learners‟ interlanguage (IL)  Not only 

does the DG show the areas of weakness, but offers immediate feedback via the error 

analysis stage.  According to Wajnryb, therefore, the DG “both tests and teaches, all 

while working from the baseline of the learners‟ own production” (p. 36).  

For Wajnryb, the DG as a teaching procedure emerged out of what she saw to be a 

central conflict of English-language teaching, which “pertains to the question of 

grammar” (p. 36).  It hinges on the perception of needs and a question of methodology.  

This conflict of needs that she discussed referred to what the learner perceives as his/her 

needs and how the teacher perceives the same needs.  Wajnryb said that because many 

learners think language is grammar, they perceive their needs to be grammar related, 

whereas the teacher may recognize that learners‟ weaknesses have nothing to do with 

grammar.  Due to the learners‟ perceptions of their needs as grammatical, there are many 

learners who want “grammar lessons” p. (36).  In other words, they want the teacher to 

give them the rules of use for a particular grammar function.  She continued that since the 

emphasis in the literature is on “language as communication, and more teachers see 

themselves as communicatively oriented, there are fewer and fewer teachers prepared to 

give lessons on the rules of usage” (p. 36).  The DG, then, for Wajnryb is a compromise 

between the learners‟ and teachers needs/wants in language teaching and learning.   

 The Dictogloss as presented by Wajnryb involves presenting a short story or text 

in the target language to a group of students who take notes and subsequently reconstruct 

the text in small groups and then analyze and correct it as a whole class.  The premise 
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behind the DG is that the students will pay attention to meaning in order to reconstruct 

the story, but at the same time will focus on the target grammar form that is used in the 

initial reading of the text by the teacher.  This is accomplished by students paying 

attention to their own output.  According to Wajnryb, the students refine their knowledge 

of the language being used through the following processes she described, including the 

task of text reconstruction and the follow-up error analysis.  Wajnryb (1988) briefly 

describes the DG as the following:   

 “a short, dense text is read (twice) to the learners 

at normal speed;  

 as it is being read, the learners jot down familiar 

words and phrases;  

 working in small groups, the learners pool their 

"battered texts" and strive to reconstruct a 

version of the text from their shared resources;  

 each group of students produces their own 

reconstructed version, aiming at grammatical 

accuracy and textual cohesion but not at 

replicating the original text;  

 the various versions are analyzed and compared 

and learners refine their own texts in the light of 

the shared scrutiny and discussion” (p. 35). 

 

Table 2 below, taken from Wajnryb (1988, p. 37) show the stages of the DG and the 

types of activities involved in each stage.  Following the table are more details regarding 

each of the stages as well as a discussion of what the DG does and does not aim to do 

according to Wajnryb.  
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Table 2: Stages and phases of the DG according to Wajnryb 

Stage Phases 

1. Pre-dictation 
 

 Prediction 

 Lexical pre-teaching 

 “logistics” 

 

2. Dictation 
 

 1 (listening only) 

 Reading 2 (listening and writing) 

 

3. Reconstruction LEARNER 

 Pooling and reconstruction 

 Text check: grammar, cohesion, 

sense 

TEACHER 

 Monitor group work 

 Error analysis: recognition of key 

problem areas, correction of 

peripheral error 

 

4. Analysis and Correction 
 

 Sentence-by-sentence correction of 

groups’ versions 

 

Expanded explanation of stages 

 

During the Pre-dictation stage the teacher has the learners make predictions and 

learn new vocabulary and reviews the logistics of the procedure.  During the prediction 

phase of stage one, the teacher prepares the learner for the field of discourse that is found 

in the text.  This could be done via activities such as brainstorming and predicting from a 

visual aide.  During the lexical pre-teaching, the teacher needs to teach “key, non-
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inferable, content lexical items” (Wajnryb, 1988, p. 37).  Finally logistics need to be 

discussed before the dictation begins and the learners should already be seated in their 

groups and understand the aims of the task. 

During the dictation stage of the original DG, the text is read two times.  The first 

time the text is read, the learners should simply listen, but during the second reading, the 

learners should take notes.  The text should only be 3-5 sentences long and should be 

very cohesive.  Wajnryb stated that the texts are “dictated at normal speed, sentence by 

sentence.  It is crucial that the rhythms of normal spoken English be maintained in the 

dictation.  The teacher pauses for slightly longer than usual between sentences” (p. 35). 

According to Wajnryb, during note taking, it is essential that the learners write down 

content, rather than function words.  For example in the sentence Doing thirty minutes of 

exercise daily is important to one’s physical health. the underlined words indicate they 

types of words that would be beneficial for the students to write down in order to 

understand and reconstruct the main ideas of the text. 

The reconstruction stage of the DG is really two-fold.  As indicated by the name 

of the stage, the students pool their notes at this point and reconstruct a text that contains 

as much as the original information as possible.  In this sense, the more detail that they 

can include that appeared in the original text, the better.  The text may be re-written many 

different ways and still contain the same amount of original information.  Wajnryb 

stresses that the text that is written by the group is not a replication and states that “it may 

help to think of this procedure as the opposite of the cloze: in the cloze, we have a text 

with holes or gaps; in Dictogloss we have fragments in need of a text” (p. 35). 
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In addition to including as much information as possible, the text should be 

grammatical, cohesive and coherent, in other words, make sense.  By cohesive, Wajnryb 

means that the sentences should be “tightly linked” (p. 37) and “textually connected” (p. 

37).  They should not be a “random collection of unrelated sentences” (p. 37).  It is 

possible for a sentence to be grammatical but not coherent, however, the learners should 

strive to write meaningful and grammatical sentences.  The teacher also has an important 

role during the reconstruction phase, though as Wajnryb points out this role is 

“unobtrusive and low-key” (p. 37).  While the students are writing, the teacher should 

listen to the conversations and observe their papers in order to correct the peripheral 

errors that are not related to the main grammar points of the text.  By removing peripheral 

errors before the analysis stage, “error clutter” (p. 37) can be avoided, since when there is 

error clutter, the clarity of the lesson is diminished and the learners can become 

overwhelmed.  During the final stage, analysis and correction, the groups share their texts 

while the teacher monitors and mediates the class discussion and guides the students to 

correct the errors. 

Research regarding the DG 

 

Wajnryb (1988) claims that the DG is a successful classroom procedure for 

various reasons.  In addition to being a compromise between the learners‟ and teacher 

perceived language needs as mentioned, she states that it is task-based and stimulating 

because it requires effort and energy.  Since the task is completed in a group setting, it is 

comfortable for the learners, it is communicative in nature and requires the students to 
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learn grammar “in response to a visible need” (p.38) as opposed to learning grammar not 

connected to a task.   

Many researchers have claimed that the DG is an effective classroom tool that 

causes learners to focus both on meaning and form.  Wajnryb (1988, 1990), Malmqvist 

(2005) and Shak (2006) believe that as a small group task, the DG helps learners at 

developing implicit and explicit knowledge at the same time.  In addition, they state that 

the nature of the DG allows for natural, content-based L2 interaction in a realistic setting.  

The output that comes from the interaction raises the learners‟ consciousness about 

formal features of the target language.  According to Nassaji (2000), the DG draws the 

learners‟ attention to form as the activity makes the students aware of their strengths and 

weaknesses and they work to overcome their weaknesses during the group task of 

reconstructing the text.  The cooperative nature of the DG, in theory, creates an 

environment where students are able to “notice the gap” between their interlanguage and 

the native-like language they need in order to re-tell the text.  Some researchers (Kowal 

& Swain, 1994; Nabei, 1996; Swain & Lapkin, 2001) claim that the DG is effective due 

to the learner‟s output which does, in fact, cause them to notice the gap in their 

knowledge and what they need to know to communicate their ideas in the target 

language.  One study (Nabei, 1996) examined learners‟ interaction in the interaction stage 

of the DG to see how it might facilitate language learning.  The author analyzed the 

Critical Language-Related Episodes (CLREs) which are parts of conversation that reflect 

attention to or negotiation of language skills.  The CLREs in the study fell under the 

categories of meaning based, grammatical and orthographic).  Of the 43 CLREs 
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analyzed, about half of them were grammar related, while 15 were meaning based.  The 

conclusions from this study were that the DG does facilitate discussion of both meaning 

and form, but there were only four subjects involved all of whom were adult ESL 

students in an intensive program.  The DG in Nabei‟s study did not introduce one new 

grammar form, rather, took an overall look at all grammatical forms.   

Swain and Lapkin (2001) compared the DG to a jigsaw task in pairs of students 

who worked together to create a story based on a series of pictures.  The researchers 

noted that the DG led to more accurate reproduction of the target forms than the jigsaw 

tasks, but both “generated a similar and substantial proportion of language related 

episodes” (p. 111).  

Jacobs and Small (2003) point out that not only does the research indicate that 

learners are forced to focus their attention on form, but that they are also involving the 

four language skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking.  They also point out that 

the DG represents a major shift from traditional dictation which is consistent with the 

paradigm shift that Jacobs and Farrell (2001) describe.  As part of the paradigm shift, 

they name what they consider to be sound principles of language teaching, such as 

learner autonomy, cooperation among learners, focus on meaning, thinking skills, and 

alternative assessment.  Jacobs and Small believe that the DG embodies these principles 

when implemented correctly.   

Malmqvist (2005) completed a study with adult L1 speakers of Swedish who were 

L3 learners of German.  The participants completed three DG activities; two on an 

individual basis and one in a group.  Since there were only 12 participants, Malmqvist did 
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not perform any statistical analysis on the data, but the results indicated that when done in 

a group, the reconstructed text was longer and that there were more LREs focused on the 

target form.  The first and third DG texts that were re-written had large ranges in length.  

In the first (individual) text, the learners wrote between 51 and 88 words.  In the second 

(group) they wrote between 61 and 84 words.  In the third (also individual) they wrote 

between 26 and 84 words.  Not only were the group texts longer, they were also 

syntactically more advanced.  The data from all the groups in the group session was 

transcribed and analyzed for LREs.  Of the 329 LREs, 42% (138) were grammatical 

while the rest were lexical or content LREs.  Most of the grammatical LREs were 

directed toward the noun phrase, which had been expected, but the activities did not have 

a specific target form.  At the end of the activities the learners were asked to express their 

opinions about the DG and all twelve responded favorably,  

Though it is claimed by many researchers (including the above-mentioned) and 

other such as Murray (1994) and Fortune (2005) to be an effective technique for 

delivering grammar instruction, others like García Mayo (2002) have found that the 

Dictogloss may not be the most effective way to focus learner‟s attention on form.  

García Mayo found that a text reconstruction task produces eight times more Language 

Related Events (LREs) than the DG which produced mostly meaning-based discussion.  

This researcher has personally had the same experience with the DG, so it is with the 

intention of finding a good balance between meaning-based and form-focused learning as 

well as adapting the activity for beginning language students that this dissertation study 

will be conducted. 
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NOTICING   

 

 There are many researchers who argue that the role of attention or consciousness 

in SLA is imperative for L2 learning (Fotos, 1994; Izumi, 2002; Robinson, 1995; 

Schmidt & Frota, 1986; Schmidt, 1990; Tomlin & Villa, 1994).  These researchers 

contradict others, such as Krashen (1985), who believe that SLA is a purely subconscious 

process.  This dichotomy has certainly influenced FL pedagogy as both camps have 

developed approaches or methods that complement their views.  The Natural Approach, 

for example, is rooted in the Krashen‟s (and Terrell‟s) beliefs that SLA is a subconscious 

process, while other approaches such as FonF and GIL both employ the use of noticing.  

One of the most important assumptions made about FonF, Inductive Learning and the DG 

is that the learners will notice the target linguistic form or forms presented in the passage. 

Schmidt (1990) argued that conscious processes were important to language 

comprehension and production, which was a change from historical beliefs based on 

behaviorism that unconscious processes were more important.  With that article came the 

introduction of the Noticing Hypothesis.  The Noticing Hypothesis basically states that 

conscious awareness (noticing) plays in important role in grammar instruction since 

learners must consciously notice the grammatical form of their input in order to acquire 

grammar.  According to Schmidt and Frota (1986), two kinds of noticing are necessary 

for language acquisition.  First, learners must attend to the features of the input in order 

for the input to become intake. Second, learners must “notice the gap” by making 

comparisons between the input and their output (p. 313). 
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As part of this new Noticing Hypothesis, he stated that conscious processes 

unified such concepts as attention, short-term memory, control vs. automatic processing 

and serial vs. parallel processing.  Schmidt stated that in order for L2 input to become 

intake, it had to be noticed first, which excluded the possibility of subconscious noticing.  

Intake, as defined by Schmidt and Frota is “the part of the input that the learner 

notices”(1990, p. 139).  This will also be the definition used in the study at hand. 

After analyzing Schmidt‟s journal regarding his learning of Portuguese while in 

Brazil, Schmidt and Frota (1986) were able to conclude that there is a close connection 

between noticing a form and its emergence in production.  However, they were not able 

to conclude that noticing is sufficient for learning to occur.  They also claimed as cited by 

Schmidt (1990) that “those who notice the most learn the most” (p. 144), and it may be 

that learners who pay attention the most are the ones who notice the most.  Schmidt went 

on to explain that “subliminal language learning is impossible, and noticing is the 

necessary and sufficient condition for converting input to intake” (p. 129).  This 

requirement of noticing is meant to apply equally to all aspects of language (lexicon, 

phonology, grammatical form, pragmatics). He was also clear, however, that there are 

many factors that constrain what learners will ultimately notice and that incidental 

learning is possible if a task is able to focus the learner‟s attention on the pertinent 

features of the input. He cautioned that it seems unlikely that adults (older than the 

critical period) will notice target forms in the input if it is not task-crucial, and stated that 

paying attention to language forms may be necessary for adult L2 learners. 
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Robinson (1995) supported Schmidt‟s hypotheses about noticing.  In his article, 

he argued that “attentional demands of pedagogical tasks and individual differences in 

memory and attentional capacity both affect the extent of noticing, thereby directly 

influencing SLA” (p. 284).  Equally important in his article is the idea that “information 

processing during acquisition and learning both require conscious attention to form in the 

input” (p.298), and that non-conscious processing does not aide in L2 learning.  

According to Robinson, there are three uses of the concept of attention.  First, it is used to 

“describe processes in „selecting‟ the information to be processed and stored in memory” 

(p. 287).  Second, it is used to “describe our „capacity‟ for processing information.” 

Finally, it is used to “describe mental „effort‟ involved in processing information” (p. 

288).  Robinson (1995) and Schmidt (1990) are closely aligned with the ideas of Tomlin 

and Villa (1994) with the exception of one main concept.   

Tomlin and Villa (1994) analyze the three processes of detection that they believe 

lead to noticing.  The first process is alertness which is the learner being ready to deal 

with incoming stimuli and data.  Orientation, as the second process, refers to the 

allocation of resources based on learners‟ expectations about the incoming stimuli.  It is 

the orientation that is affected by prior experiences that will, for example, determine if a 

learner focuses on form, meaning or both based on the type of stimulus received.  Finally, 

the process of detection is the learners focusing their attention on specific information.  

The process of detection is most similar to what Schmidt refers to as noticing.  It is 

detection that is responsible for encoding information in memory and according to 

Tomlin and Villa, “this is where learning begins” (1994, p. 192).  Similarly Robinson 
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(1995) stated that “noticing is a consequence of encoding in short term memory, and is 

necessary for learning” (p. 298).  This does not mean that learning will occur if noticing 

does, as it is just as possible for a learner to notice something and forget it either 

temporarily or overtime as it is to notice it and remember it.  Robinson and Schmidt 

disagree with Tomlin and Villa regarding whether or not detection can occur without 

awareness.  The former say no, while the latter believe so. 

According to Nassaji and Fotos (2004), most SLA investigators agree that 

noticing or awareness of target forms plays an important role in L2 learning.  This 

noticing is often referred to as noticing the gap (Schmidt and Frota, 1986; Swain, 1998; 

Swain & Lapkin, 1995).  Noticing the gap occurs when learners make comparisons 

between their output and the input in the target language.  Schmidt and Frota (1986) 

define noticing the gap as a process that requires learners to make comparisons between 

their current state of linguistic competence (in their output) and the target language 

(input.)  Noticing the gap has also been referred to as “cognitive comparison” (R. Ellis, 

1995).  Schmidt and Frota (1986) add that a second language learner will begin to acquire 

a target form only when it is present in comprehended input and consequently noticed 

consciously.  They also suggested that learners must attend to linguistic features in the 

input (the language available to learners), otherwise the input will not become intake.  As 

explained by Swain, learners‟ need to engage in communication which may allow them 

to notice a gap in their interlanguage, which in turn is a stimulus for noticing the gap 

when they are trying to produce the target language.  This noticing may bring their 

attention to something they need to discover about the L2.  Swain and Lapkin have stated 
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that, while producing language, L2 learners occasionally become aware, or notice, a 

linguistic problem.  This noticing can push learners to modify their output.  In the course 

of producing the target language, they may come to notice what they do not know or 

what they need to discover about the language.  They also support the idea that pushing 

learners to modify their output can result in making improvements in the accuracy of 

production of grammar concepts that they have previously internalized.   

FOCUS ON FORM 

 

Using a DG as a teaching technique in a foreign language classroom has been 

classified as both a FonF and (Guided) Inductive learning technique.  In order to better 

understand the purposes of the DG, it is helpful to be familiar with these teaching 

approaches. 

As SLA became an emerging field, researchers such as Krashen (1985) proposed 

that to acquire a second language (L2), learners need only sufficient input.  A recent 

movement away from that idea emerged from researchers who stated that SLA, 

especially in formal language learning settings, involves much more than the exposure to 

sufficient input.  Though a pedagogical trend in this country has advocated against the 

use of explicit grammar instruction for a number of years, many language instructors now 

support this instruction as an important part of the communicative language learning 

setting.  Support of grammar instruction does not mean, however, that instructors should 

lecture students on grammar topics and return to rote memorization and drills.  A 

proposed pedagogical perspective, called FonF by Long (1991), claims that is it possible 

to maintain meaning-based or communicative settings while briefly and frequently aiding 
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learners in improving accuracy of L2 grammatical forms without detracting from the 

communicative setting. 

There are numerous FonF techniques that may be implemented by the L2 

instructor.  In its most prototypical interpretation, FonF should arise incidentally in the 

classroom based on problems that surface during task-based learning.  FonF proposes an 

emphasis on input, noticing, and understanding.  Gass and Selinker (2001) state that 

input is the language available to learners, or in other words, it is exposure to the TL.  

Input alone is not enough to acquire language successfully and L2 learners must also 

notice forms and understand them.  Schmidt (1993) (as cited in Long and Robinson, 

1998) uses “noticing to mean registering the simple occurrence of some event,” while he 

states that understanding “implies recognition of a general principle, rule, or pattern” (p. 

24).  In addition to input, noticing, and understanding, many of the theoretical 

underpinnings used in defining FonF are derived from Long‟s Interaction Hypothesis, 

which basically asserts that SLA is a process not entirely explicable by a purely linguistic 

nativist approach (language acquisition facilitated through biological faculties) or a 

purely environmentalist theory (learner‟s experience is more important for SLA than 

biological faculties).  According to the Interactional Hypothesis, interaction between 

learners, learners and more proficient speakers, and learners and certain types of written 

texts, is crucial  (Long & Robinson, 1998). 

Through interaction between learners, negotiation for meaning, or attempting to 

clarify a lack of understanding in a conversational exchange, can take place. Learners can 

draw from negative feedback, such as recasting, which can focus learners' attention on 
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mismatches in input and output.  This negotiation for meaning can cause learners to focus 

on form in order to communicate effectively.  Long (1991) (as cited in Doughty and 

Williams, 1998) proposes that “FonF overtly draws students‟ attention to linguistic 

elements as they arise incidentally in lessons whose overriding focus is on meaning or 

communication” (1998, p. 3).  As VanPatten (1990) discussed, however, when learners 

simultaneously attend to meaning and form in a communicative activity, priority is given 

to meaning.  Therefore, FonF is one way to draw learners‟ attention to form, purposefully 

though implicitly.  Attention to forms and attention to meaning are not always mutually 

exclusive.   

Though according to the narrow interpretation of FonF it should arise incidentally 

in the classroom, it is argued that planned (proactive) FonF is also effective in the 

communicative classroom (Doughty & Varela, 1998; R. Ellis, Basturkmen, & Loewen, 

2002).  In planned FonF the teacher designs a communicative activity or task to elicit the 

use of a specific form, but the student is not necessarily aware that the purpose of the task 

or activity is to practice the targeted form.  As Ellis, Basturkmen, and Loewen (2002) 

discuss, planned FonF is effective since the learners repeatedly focus on the same form 

while they are communicating.  The Garden Path Technique (Tomasello & Herron, 1988)  

and the Dictogloss are examples of Planned FonF (Doughty and Williams, 1998).   

NOTICING IN FONF AND THE DG 

 

Shak (2006) examined children‟s attitudes toward the DG.  In her study she 

classified the DG as a FonF (planned FonF) activity and stated that one of the main 

constructs of FonF was noticing.  If noticing, as defined by Schmidt, is essential for SLA, 
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according to Shak, then, one of the key issues in the L2 classroom is how to focus 

learners‟ attention on linguistic features.  She chose the DG for her study since “it allows 

for learners to engage in meaningful negotiation while drawing their attention to 

linguistic form” (p. 49).  She continued that the DG directs learner attention to form 

through noticing the gap between their interlanguage and the target language.  Shak noted 

that noticing does not only occur in the noticing stage of the DG, but also in the 

comparison phase when the instructor draws the learners‟ attention to the discrepancies in 

the TL and the IL.  Two of the three teachers in her study reported that the interaction 

among the students was effective and that “most” of the learners did notice the target 

form.  The third teacher felt the activity was too difficult for the level of students and 

found that most of her students did not notice the target form.  All three teachers taught 

the same level of students. 

Thornbury (1997) examined reformulation and reconstruction (i.e. DG) activities 

and how they are conducive to noticing.  Thornbury explains that the learners‟ linguistic 

competence will “fall short” of the target language in the text, which will force their 

attention to form.  He supports his suggestion with Swain and Lapkin‟s view (1995) that 

reconstructing the text in the TL “may prompt second language learners to consciously 

recognize some of their linguistic problems; it may bring to their attention something 

they need to discover about their L2” (p. 373).  However, Thornbury believes that the 

most important activity for promoting noticing is through the learners comparing their 

versions with the original text.  The noticing that occurs during this stage in theory, he 

says, “converts the input to intake” (p. 330). 
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Leeser (2004) studied learner proficiency and FonF incorporated the use of the 

DG as well as analysis of language related episodes (LREs) to determine if the Spanish 

L2 learners in a fourth semester course noticed the target forms in the DG texts.  In his 

study, he examined how grouping learners by their relative proficiency would affect the 

number of LREs produced, and therefore the amount of noticing that took place.  Leeser 

found that as the proficiency level of the dyads increased, the number of LRE‟s 

increased, they became more grammatical in nature and the learners were more likely to 

notice grammatical problems and resolve them successfully. 

Swain and Lapkin (2001) also discussed focusing on form through collaborative 

dialogue via the DG and a jigsaw activity.  The researchers found that the learners 

produced many more correct forms of pronominal verbs (target form) during the DG that 

the jigsaw activity, and the learners clearly paid more attention to the target form in the 

DG dialogue.  The DG also enhanced the accuracy in learner production of the target 

form.  In this study as with many DG studies that look at noticing and producing of target 

forms, this study specifically looked at how learner output contributed to L2 

learning/acquisition.  Examining output in SLA is essential to understanding how learner 

collaboration in the DG may promote noticing. 

OUTPUT 

 

"It is while attempting to produce the target language (vocally or 

subvocally) that learners may notice that they do not know how to 

say (or write) precisely the meaning they wish to convey. In other 

words, under some circumstances, the activity of producing the 

target language may prompt second language learners to 

recognize consciously some of their linguistic problems. (Swain, 

1998, p. 67) 
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Swain and Lapkin (1995) proposed the Output Hypothesis, which stated that 

“output is one of the triggers for noticing…[and] in producing the TL, learners may 

encounter a problem leading them to recognize what they do not know” (p. 373).  

Additionally they said that producing the L2 may bring their attention to “something they 

[learners] need to discover about the L2” (p. 373).  The noticing that occurs in these 

situations can “push learners to modify their output” (p. 371).   

Izumi (2002) discussed two approaches to draw learners’ attention to form that 

have received noteworthy attention recently in SLA research, one of which is learners’ 

output, the other being visual input.  He stated that the two approaches share similar 

characteristics such as “an attempt to direct the learners’ otherwise elusive attention to 

problematic aspects in the input to promote their acquisition,” yet they differ in that 

attention in output arises externally through production while attention from input 

enhancement arises externally (p. 543).  Izumi went on to state that the popular view 

about output is that it may be a “causal factor in the acquisition process” and that output 

offers learners with distinctive opportunities to process language that may not be essential 

for simple comprehension.   

Izumi examined the noticing function of output in university ESL learners, which 

is one of Swain’s (1993, 1995, 1998) four functions of output.  According to Izumi the 

noticing function of output posits that while attempting to produce the target language 

(TL), the learners’ will notice a gap in their interlanguage (IL) which in turns prompts 

them to resolve the discrepancy between the IL and TL.  In the pretest-posttest design, he 

had 4 treatment and 1 control groups.  The treatment groups used a reconstruction task to 
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learn English relativization.  A MANOVA revealed the two groups that produced output 

experienced greater gains on their posttest than the two groups that did not.  One of the 

output and one of the non-output groups were also provided with input enhancement, but 

no main effect was found for either the input enhancement or an interaction effect.  From 

the results, Izumi concluded that output is an internal priming device for noticing and that 

it clearly worked better than input enhancement. 

In Swain and Lapkin (1995), young adolescent learners in a French immersion 

program were asked to participate in a writing activity in which they used think aloud 

strategies to allow the researchers to understand what the learners were thinking as they 

wrote.  The statements made by the learners were analyzed and the LREs categorized.  

Through this data the researchers were able to determine that the learners did become 

aware of gaps in their linguistic knowledge.  Swain and Lapkin claimed that finding 

problems with their own linguistic knowledge played a role in the learners’ L2 learning.  

They suggested, however, that feedback is crucial in the L2 learning, as learners often 

created “incorrect hypotheses” about the language due to their own incorrect ideas about 

how the language worked (p. 384). 

Izumi and Bigelow (2000) investigated the role of output in noticing in a study 

with adult ESL learners in which the target form was the past hypothetical/conditional in 

English.  Specifically they examined whether written output followed by relevant input 

would facilitate the noticing and learning of the target form.  Bigelow and Izumi felt that 

“under some circumstances output stimulates language acquisition by forcing the learner 

to process language syntactically” (p. 243).  Furthermore, they stated that with input, the 
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learner can often comprehend a message without analyzing it too much, but learners 

cannot produce without paying attention to the forms needed to express the message.  

Additionally, they said that if output does trigger attention to form, the attention “is most 

likely to involve simultaneous attention to meaning, provided that the learner initiates 

production with the intention of conveying content” (p. 244). 

It was hypothesized that the experimental group would show greater noticing of 

the target form (H1) and therefore greater gains than the control group on the posttest 

(H3).  In addition they hypothesized that the experimental group would demonstrate 

immediate uptake in their output (H2).  The first and third hypotheses were not supported 

by the data and the results were not statistically significant, while was partially supported.  

Bigelow and Izumi stated that perhaps the type of text reconstruction task was too open, 

so the learners were free to focus on more than the target form.  Furthermore they 

suggested that the target form may have been too complicated.  One of their suggestions 

for further study was to use the DG in order to more closely focus the learners’ attention 

on the target form.  Izumi (2002), while referring to the 2000 study, stated that “care 

needs to be taken to make sure that the learners’ processing capacity is not overloaded 

during output and input processing to allow for adequate allocation of attentional 

resources to forms” (p. 547).  In other words, the input cannot be so difficult that the 

learners’ are left with no resources that allow them to notice the target form.  This issue 

was resolved in the 2002 study by changing the treatment from a combination of essay 

writing (which previously had not been found to focus learners’ attention on the TG due 

to the openness of the task) and text reconstruction, to text reconstruction only. 
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METATALK/METALINGUISTIC AWARENESS 

 

Closely related to output are the notions of metatalk and metalinguistic awareness.  

According to Gass and Selinker (2001) metalinguistic awareness is the learners‟ ability to 

use language not only for expressing one‟s self or communicating, but also as an object 

of inquiry.  Christensen (1991) described it as one‟s ability to see the nature of language 

not just use it for communicative purposes.  Metalinguistic awareness is important in 

language learning because the more metalinguistic awareness one has, the better they are 

able to learn languages.  In addition, Fortune (2005) claimed that the higher the learners‟ 

metalinguistic awareness is, the easier it is for them to make linguistic generalizations 

about the language.   

 Gass and Mackey (1998) argued that through pedagogical training and application 

a learners‟ metalinguistic awareness can be raised.  One way of accomplishing this is 

through collaborative tasks, which, according to Fortune (2005), require learners to 

reflect on their knowledge which can include thinking about language rules.  The DG is a 

type of collaborative task that is used to raise metalinguistic awareness.  In fact, Murray 

(1994) said that the DG first and foremost involves learners in metalinguistic decision 

making. 

 Though researchers cannot directly see metalinguistic awareness, it is reflected in 

learners‟ metatalk.  Metatalk is talk or verbalization about language.  According to Swain 

(2001) metatalk is learners‟ talk about language, while Brooks, Donato, and McGlone 

(1997) say that metatalk is learners talking about their own language.  While using 

metatalk, learners can use formal metalinguistic terminology, but it is not necessary as 
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seen in Swain‟s study.  Metatalk is categorized by Language Related Episodes (LREs) 

that are broken down into such categories as meaning, linguistic/grammatical, 

orthographic, and negotiation (Swain & Lapkin, 1998).   

Swain believes that metatalk is language that is used for problem solving for 

cognitive purposes.  Metatalk allows researchers to see how learners working 

collaboratively can either strengthen or change their hypotheses about the language they 

are working with.  In addition she says that if learners are using metatalk to solve a 

problem, then the linguistic processes involved in solving that problem should be seen.  

Finally, metatalk helps ensure that the processes of SLA are functioning.  Metatalk 

allows learners to notice the gap in their language abilities and to collaborate with others 

to pool metalinguistic knowledge in order to solve their problems with the language 

learning task.  Additionally, metatalk helps learners form their output by helping them 

notice the gap between what they know and what they need to learn in order to 

communicate an idea.   

Metatalk is important for helping learners to internalize their knowledge about a 

language or language problem.  It has been shown in studies that when learners solve a 

problem using metatalk, that they are likely to correctly solve the same problem or be 

able to produce the correct answer on a post-test.  Metatalk is also important because 

when learners are able to solve a problem using metatalk, they are able to resolve both 

the meaning and form issues at the same time.  That is to say that learners do not just 

solve a linguistic issue, say a past tense morpheme, without also understanding the 

meaning that is behind that morpheme.  According to Brooks et al, part of metatalk is 
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learners talking about their linguistic resources, and by talking about their linguistic 

resources they become more aware of what their linguistic resources are.  Swain cautions 

that the metatalk needs to occur in meaningful contexts, otherwise for the learners it is 

just talking about grammar, not language use and will not be as helpful for them. 

 Most of the published DG studies do not look at gain scores from the pretest to 

the posttest, such as the current study; rather, they analyze learners‟ metatalk to 

determine if learners notice the target form.  For example, in García Mayo (2002), the 

learners produced metatalk when using the DG, through they produced many more form-

focused LREs in the text reconstruction task (Cloze) than the DG.  During the DG 

activity the learners did not notice the target form, but in the cloze task they talked about 

3 of the 4 target forms.  Nabei (1996) reported the participants producing 43 LREs with 

the DG.  Of the 43, 21 were form focused and 15 were meaning focused.  While these 

studies showed that learners do notice the target grammar forms, it can be seen that the 

metatalk in the DG activities more likely focuses on meaning than form.  Therefore, 

studying metatalk alone does not indicate how learners might use the target forms on a 

posttest. 

INPUT  

 

Input is defined by Gass and Selinker (2001) as any language that is available to 

the learner.  In SLA, input has perhaps been made most well-known by Krashen (1985) 

through the Input Hypothesis/Monitor Model.  According to Krashen, all that is needed to 

activate a learner’s language acquisition device is sufficient comprehensible input.  

Comprehensible input is i + 1, which is input that is one level above the learner’s current 
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competency.  The + 1 ensures that the learners are improving and not staying at the same 

level linguistically.  As previously mentioned, there are many researchers who believe 

that input is not sufficient for learning or acquisition to take place, and that noticing must 

also occur.  However, these researchers do not negate the importance of input.  For 

example, Swain (1985) argued that although comprehensible input may be essential to L2 

acquisition, it is not enough to make certain that the outcome of language study for the 

learner will be native-like speech.  She argued that comprehensible output has as much to 

do with SLA as comprehensible input.  As Izumi and Bigelow (2000) stated, other 

hypotheses such as the Output Hypothesis complement and reinforce the importance of 

input. 

Input enhancement is one FonF technique that has been used as a way of making 

something in the input more salient for L2 learners.  As a standalone activity, it does not 

require any explicit grammar explanation.  One of the most common forms of input 

enhancement is though bolding, underlining, italicizing, etc, the words they instructor 

wants to draw attention to (Blyth, 2005).  According to Blyth, instructors may also use 

gestures to enhance the input in addition to using typographical differences in the text.  

He continues that using only input enhancement in language learning has had mixed 

results and that employing “input enhancement in conjunction with other FonF 

techniques may have the desired effect” (p. 239). 

Although in research input enhancement has only been considered to be text 

based, the current study would like to put forth that input/comprehensible input may also 

be provided aurally and that providing enhancement to this type of input may also 
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provide desirable effects.  Thornbury (1997) and Qin (2008) argue that noticing target 

forms may not occur when learners are exposed to aural comprehensible input due to 

high memory load and lack or attentional resources, but learners who are also provided 

with written forms of the text in addition to the aural text may be better able to notice 

target forms.  Thornbury (1997) considers this to be an awareness-raising technique, 

which is what input enhancement ultimately claims to be.   

In fact, Qin (2008) conducted a study with 13-15 year EFL learners which 

examined the effectiveness of the DG (an output-based FonF activity) versus Input 

Processing Instruction (IP) (an input-based FonF activity which is described below) in 

helping learners produce the English Passive Voice.  The IP and DG groups both 

improved significantly in both comprehension and production, though the IP group did 

perform significantly better on the posttest.  The delayed posttest showed no significant 

difference between the two groups.  

 IP is a teaching model created by VanPatten (1996, 2004) to drive learners to 

notice and correct their processing strategies in order to be able to better internalize 

intake (input that remains in the working memory that may be available for further 

processing) and therefore notice target forms.  He argued that some learners default input 

processing strategies prevent them from doing this naturally and therefore not allowing 

them to attend to target linguistic forms.  He proposes that learners acquire language 

through input processing followed by intake incorporation and finally output processing.  

In his method learners are provided with input first and that input is stored in working 

memory until meaning connections are made.  At that point the input becomes intake and 
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finally when the learners are ready they will produce output.  The current study argues 

that by providing learners with level-appropriate aural input enhanced by making 

available the written text, in combination with the output produced in the DG is sufficient 

to allow noticing of the target form to happen. 

INDUCTIVE AND DEDUCTIVE TEACHING AND LEARNING 

Introduction 

 

The changes in language teaching and learning approaches in the last century as 

explained above, have been driven by various factors including the debate surrounding 

how best to address the teaching and learning or acquisition of grammar in the foreign 

language class.  The central questions around this debate are whether or not the 

instruction and learning should be implicit or explicit and whether grammar should be 

taught and learned inductively or deductively.   DeKeyser (1994) stated that “deductive 

means that the rules are given before any examples are seen; inductive means that rules 

are inferred from examples presented [first]” (p. 188). 

As early as 1956 (Cuff), research was being published in the Inductive versus 

Deductive debate.  Cuff‟s central question was if one method or the other, or a 

combination of the two would be most effective in teaching grammar at the university 

level.  After reviewing the research of the time, he concluded that “the theory that either 

of these logical methods should never be used in learning of teaching grammar would be 

untenable” (p. 77).  Rather, he stated, deduction might be too common and it should 

probably be reduced, while the inductive method increased.  However, Cuff never 
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operationalized Induction and Deduction, so it is difficult to determine if his beliefs align 

with more modern research.    

DeKeyser (2003) researched the various dimensions of implicit/explicit and 

deductive/inductive learning.  He stated that though the two dichotomies are independent 

in principle, they coincide in practice.  The four categories are shown in Table 3 which 

has been adapted from DeKeyser (1994).  Williams (1999) concluded from his study on 

memory and attention that inductive learning is not a completely explicit process of 

hypothesis formation, testing, and revision, nor a fully implicit process.  Rather it uses 

features of both implicit and explicit learning in which learners do consciously notice 

some structures that then go into long-term memory and become explicit knowledge 

without the learner ever intending to do so.  

  

Table 3: Relationship between deductive/inductive and explicit/implicit learning 

Deductive           Inductive 

 

Explicit 

 

Implicit 

 

 

The DG, as used in this study and others (Garcia Mayo, 2002 ; Nabei, 1996; Qin, 

2008; Shak, 2006; Thornbury, 1997 ), is an inductive and explicit grammar instruction 

This is representative of 

“traditional teaching” (i.e. 

the Grammar Translation 

Method) 

This is “Inductive Learning” 

as seen in the current study. 

Learning using parameters       Entails learning from L1 input 

(i.e. Natural Approach) 
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activity.  It is inductive since the learners are expected to induce the grammar rules based 

on the input provided to them, yet it is explicit since the instructor guides a discussion 

about the grammar and the grammatical choices made by the learners during the last 

phase of the DG activity.  In order to understand the rationale for using such an activity in 

the foreign language classroom it is important to understand the concepts of inductive 

(IL) and deductive learning (DL). 

 

Inductive Learning 

Decoo (1996) published a paper that was not an experimental study on IL, rather a 

restructuring of how the terms should be looked at, as not to show the concepts in the 

traditional views of the dichotomy of IL and DL always being shown in opposition to one 

other.  She proposed five types of DL and IL.  The first was deductive learning in the 

traditional sense, in which the learners are told the rules by the teacher, and then usually 

shown examples of the rule that has already been explained to them.  The other four were 

all possible realizations of IL.  She did not make a claim for one being more effective 

than the other.   

The first type of IL was conscious learning through guided discovery.  In this 

method the instructor provides examples and data and then through questioning guides 

the students to discover the rule for themselves.  The second type of IL proposed by 

Decoo was more behavioristic.  In this method students induce and internalize the rule 

through intense practice.  One key characteristic of this model is that the teachers always 

explicitly summarize the new grammatical form.  This is the type of IL that Herron and 
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Tomasello (1992) referred to as not really being any different from deductive learning, 

though as long as the teacher does not summarize the new rules until have the they have 

been induced by the student, this author disagrees with them.   

 The third type of IL is subconscious learning through structured input.  In other 

words, the input is decided on by the teacher and is purposeful in order to bring learner 

attention to the target form.  The presentation of structured input is to be followed by drill 

and exercise in order for the students to internalize the form.   

The final type of IL explained by Decoo is subconscious learning through 

unstructured output.  This type of IL most closely resembles the natural approaches or 

what Corder (1973) called a purely inductive approach.  In this approach it is expected 

that the learners will implicitly learn and induce the grammar through natural language 

without any further guidance.  The DG appears to be a combination of Decoo’s first and 

third types in that the input is structured and purposeful (like the third type), but learners 

are assisted more through guiding questions (first type) than drills and exercise.  

Corder dedicated much of an entire chapter to discussing IL versus DL and then 

presenting a new teaching technique that he coined Guided Inductive Learning (GIL).  

Corder described IL as rule discovering and heuristic and said that IL, not DL most 

closely resembles the actual cognitive processes of learning.  He was, however, opposed 

to teaching via a strictly inductive method and claimed that doing so was only exposing 

learners to unorganized, uncontrolled data and that would not benefit them.   He believed 

that the cognitive processes of learning were most similar to inductive learning, but could 

be improved by the instructor providing descriptions and explanations that were correctly 
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timed, as well as providing plenty of opportunity for students to form and test their 

hypothesis about language.  

Bourke (1996) referred to inductive learning as a “Problem Solving” (p. 12) 

method.  He described the problem solving method as inductive and heuristic.  In the 

method there are basically two stages that he said lead to internalization of the rule which 

leads to the learners being able to apply it to “academic discourse” (p. 20).  The first 

stage is “rule getting” (p. 20) which is essential Corder’s data and examples and 

descriptions and explanations combined.  Rule getting refers to inducing, not getting 

from the instructor.  Bourke stated that the first step to problem solving is noticing.  The 

second state is “rule using” (p. 20) which appears to be the same as Corder’s induction 

and hypothesis exercises.  Bourke gave examples of these exercises as cloze, DG, and 

sentence combining.   

Shaffer (1989) conducted a study comparing the effectiveness of inductive versus 

deductive learning in the high school foreign language classroom.  In that study she 

stated that Inductive Learning 1) focuses student attention on the structure being learning; 

and 2) requires the students to formulate and verbalize for themselves the underlying 

pattern.  As Hammerly (1975) states, this type of learning is effective because it allows 

the students to understand the rules in terms that are understood by the students, and not 

just the instructor.  This supports Shaffer‟s claim that Inductive Learning is beneficial to 

all students, not just the brightest.  In fact, the weak students in Shaffer‟s study seemed to 

be the ones who benefited most from Inductive Learning, which in this case consisted of 

the students reading a sheet containing contrasting examples of a grammatical structure 
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and then writing what they perceived to be the underlying pattern.  It would seem, then, 

that the explicitness of inducing the grammar rules and patterns and then verbalizing 

knowledge aides students in remembering grammar points. 

Her study did differ from the study at hand as Shaffer stated that anytime an 

explanation is given the learning becomes deductive learning.  This operationalization of 

inductive learning does not fit with the type of inductive learning that occurs with the DG 

since it is quite possible that a grammar explanation may be given during the analysis 

stage of the DG, whether given by the teacher or students. Rather, the study at hand 

follows more closely the beliefs of DeKeyser (2003) and Hulstijn (2005) that both 

Inductive and Deductive learning are used as part of explicit instruction because the 

correct rule is always given an some point, the difference being that in inductive learning 

the rules are given after the examples.   

CONNECTING FONF AND INDUCTIVE LEARNING 

 

 The DG has been called both a FonF (Fortune, 2005; Garcia Mayo, 2002; Nassaji, 

2000; Swain & Lapkin, 2001) and an IL activity.  Bourke (1996) labeled it a Problem 

Solving activity, which shown above, falls in line with the GIL literature.  These 

differences in labeling the activity may not be so different when considering the 

similarities of some types of FonF and GIL.  While IL is defined by current literature as 

planned or proactive, FonF can be either reactive/unplanned or proactive/planned.  In its 

narrowest interpretation (Long, 1991) FonF does not resemble GIL, nor would the DG be 

characteristic of a FonF activity.  However, as discussed in the FonF section, FonF has 

become more broadly interpreted over the years and the concept of proactive/planned 
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FonF has become widely accepted.  This type FonF and GIL are considered 

proactive/planned as the instructor knows ahead of time what TG the learners need to 

learn during the course of the lesson.  In both approaches, the learners are provided with 

input which they will use to form/notice/induce rules about the language.  One of the 

main tenets of FonF is that the activity should be situated within a meaningful context.  

Corder (1973) also stressed that GIL should be done in meaningful contexts.   

 The two types of approaches to teaching grammar are so similar that the DG is 

not the only activity that both groups lay claim to.  The Garden Path technique 

(Tomasello & Herron, 1988) is considered by Doughty and Williams (1998) to be a FonF 

technique as well as Input Enhancement which has been classified by Bourke (1996) as 

Inductive Learning, yet mentioned extensively throughout the FonF literature (Doughty 

and Williams, 1998; Doughty and Varela, 1998; Blyth, 2005).  Whether or not 

researchers agree if the DG is in fact a FonF or GIL activity, this researcher takes the 

position that these two types of learning and teaching can be so similar that the DG will 

be considered both a GIL and FonF technique.  It is quite possible that the discrepancies 

in the literature can be reconciled if Inductive Learning is considered to be an 

overarching, broad approach to language teaching and both GIL and FonF, which share 

numerous commonalities fall under the umbrella of IL. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Much research has been conducted to examine the use of the DG in the language 

classroom.  However as can be seen in the studies reviewed above, much of this research 

has been completed at the college level and in ESL classrooms, or at the secondary level 

in immersion settings.  To date, this researcher has found only one other study that 

examines the use of the DG with high school foreign language learners.  Typically the 

focus of the research that has been completed has been on the metatalk and LREs of the 

study participants and few studies have examined whether or not students could correctly 

use the target grammar after completing the DG activities.  The results of several 

previously completed studies show that while it does appear that the DG is effective in 

focusing learning attention to form, in its original design it more successfully directly 

learner attention to meaning.  Numerous researchers have proposed changes that they 

believe will create a version of the DG that is more likely to help learners notice and 

learn the target form.  The present study was designed to address the issues of adapting 

the DG to succeed at the high school level as well as incorporate some of the adaptations 

that previous researchers have suggested will make the DG a better activity for teaching 

grammar.  Additionally this study will directly look at student performance in the pre-, 

post- and delayed posttests to determine whether or not they students appear to be 

learning the target forms and if there is a difference between groups due to the variations 

of the DG used in each group.  The methodology used to conduct this study is described 

in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The purpose of this study was to test the effectiveness of three different 

approaches to using the Dictogloss (DG) to teach grammar to high school Spanish II 

students.  As a high school language teacher, over the course of two school years, I spent 

several days teaching with the DG and eliciting input from students as to how to make the 

DG a strong instructional tool to use with low foreign language proficiency high school 

language learners.  When I first began using the DG, I observed that the DG was effective 

for practicing listening and written communication skills, and did focus learner attention 

on meaning.  In fact, the students focused almost exclusively on meaning and rarely 

noticed the target grammar (TG) until they were prompted during the final stage, even 

though it had been expected that they would notice the TG while reconstructing the texts.  

They always noticed the TG form after we had shared the texts and I had specifically 

asked them to look for it, but rarely during text reconstruction.   

With the idea of better adapting the DG for high school use, I was able to guest 

teach in my colleagues‟ Spanish II high school classrooms in order to try different 

versions of the DG, as well as demonstrate to the other teachers in the FL department 

how to conduct a DG activity.  During the first day of visiting classes, I followed the DG 

procedure as described by Wajnryb (1990), and made subsequent changes based on how 

well I believed the activity had gone, and written feedback that was elicited from the 

students.  The students were candid and many offered suggestions for making the DG 
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easier and more effective for them to use.  The following were some of the written 

comments that students submitted: 

“Reading pace should be slow down to understand clearer, and not so 

fast.” 

 

“What would help me if it was said slower and I could understand it 

more.” 

 

“Play it one more time and play it slower.” 

 

“Have stories written out to read instead of listen to.” 

 

“Maybe just say those certain words with much more pronunciation or 

something so that we know those are the key words.” 

 

“…the important words…like have them highlighted and come up on the 

board or something.” 

 

“Slow down the tape, listen once and then replay twice to write.”1 

  

 If it is to be empirically shown that the DG can indeed be used successfully in the 

secondary FL classroom, it is imperative to have more than anecdotal evidence.  A formal 

study of the questions I have been asking as a teacher was meant to provide answers to 

questions that many language teachers and researchers have about the effectiveness of the 

DG at lower proficiency levels, specifically at the high school level.  

  Three groups of second-year Spanish students at a local high school and their 

teacher participated in the study.  The first group completed a traditional DG with a self-

reflection activity in the last phase (as opposed to whole-class discussion).  Group 2 was 

the same as Group 1 except the learners saw a written version of the text during the first 

reading (treatment type= DG+Visual).  The third group was provided with the written 

                                                
1 Author maintained original student comments including all errors  
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text during the first reading and completed the self-reflection activity which was followed 

by a whole-class discussion (treatment type= DG+Visual+Discussion).  The treatments 

were assigned to the groups in numerical order; Group 1 completed treatment one, Group 

2 did treatment two and Group 3 completed treatment three in order to avoid teaching 

errors regarding the treatment type that needed to be presented to each group. 

Though the effectiveness of using the DG has been studied repeatedly in language 

teaching, no study to date has looked at its use in the high school Spanish classroom in 

teaching grammar and compared pre- and post-test scores to determine if the learners did, 

indeed, learn the target grammar over the course of the study.  Much of the previous 

research has been in either elementary or middle school classrooms or with college level 

language students as noted by the literature review.  Two recent studies have examined 

the use of the DG with adolescents, though the studies do differ from the current one. 

Qin (2008) studied the effectiveness of the DG compared to Processing 

Instruction (PI) in an EFL classroom with students aged 13-15.  Though her results on the 

post-test showed that the PI group performed significantly better at the conclusion of the 

study, the delayed post-test scores showed a statistically significant improvement over the 

pre-test for both groups and there was no longer a statistically significant difference 

between the PI and DG groups in their use of the simple English passive voice, though 

the DG variation used was a written version that was quite different from the study at 

hand.   

Lim and Jacobs (2001) looked at secondary female students ages 14-17, also 

English as a Foreign Language (EFL) students, who had much more exposure to English 
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on a weekly basis at 7.25 hours than the 4.25 hours of Spanish class the study participants 

have.  Their proficiency level was rated at primary 5 (Singapore).  Additionally the 

participants of the current study have had only the equivalent of one previous level of 

instruction.  Like most DG studies, Lim and Jacobs, as well as García Mayo (2002) and 

Malmqvist (2005), looked only at Language Related Episodes (LRE‟s) as opposed to 

grammar performance on a post-test. 

Researchers such as Shak (2006) have examined the use of the DG in primary 

language classrooms.  Her study included 3 intact classes in primary 5 in the country of 

Brunei Darussalam, in which the primary goal of the research was to elicit teacher and 

student opinions and attitudes about the use of the DG in class.  Swain in collaboration 

with others (Kowal & Swain, 1994, 1997; Lapkin, Swain, & Smith, 2002; Swain, 1998) 

has often examined the DG in secondary (middle school) French immersion classes, but 

investigates the role of output by analyzing LRE‟s.   

Most studies have examined the learner talk to discover what it is learners discuss 

during the DG and if they noticed the TG form.  However, Qin‟s DG/PI study had a pre 

and posttest design to specifically test the amount of TG learned.  With this in mind, I 

have designed the current study to analyze the students‟ performances using the grammar 

in a testing situation similar to one they might have in a typical high school Spanish 

classroom in order to compare the three variations of the DG in regards to student 

achievement in learning the target grammar concepts. 

This chapter first presents the research questions and hypotheses of this study and 

then describes the research design used to attempt to answer those questions. A 
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discussion of the instruments used is followed by description of the data collection 

procedures and the data were analyses. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The following research questions will be addressed in this study:  

 

1. Does the difference in input type (bimodal or unimodal) cause a difference 

in the amount of target grammar learned by students in the three treatment 

groups after using the DG in the classroom, where learning is measured by 

gain scores between the pre-test, post-test, and delayed post test? 

 

2. Does the metalanguage that arises from teacher-led, whole class 

discussions cause learners to notice and correctly use the TG more than 

learners who only perform a self-assessment as evidenced by treatment 

group three outperforming the other two treatment groups on the post-test 

and delayed post-test? 

 

3. How do student participants feel about completing DG activities in order 

to learn grammar as measured by a survey?  

 

4. How does the collaborating teacher feel about the effectiveness of using 

the DG for teaching grammar at the high school level? 

 

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 

Rationale for hypotheses 

 

In my previous high school classroom experience with the DG, I found that most 

students did not notice new grammar that was presented via the DG.  Many of these 
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students have stated that listening to the text was overwhelming and that they were too 

concerned trying to understand what was being and were not able to notice new grammar 

forms.  If the new forms are not noticed, it is unlikely that the learners will analyze the 

forms and use them in the text.  With this in mind, a written text in a power point, similar 

to subtitles, which Groups 2 and 3 viewed on the projection screen the first time they 

listened, was added to the lessons.  During the subsequent playing of the text, they took 

notes and the written text was no longer available to them.  The written text, which 

provided bimodal input, was to lessen the cognitive load associated with the listening and 

allow the learners to notice the target forms (Thornbury, 1997).  Additionally it was 

believed the written form would assist students in the note-taking process since they had 

seen what all of the words were how they were spelled.  With more detailed notes that 

included target forms, it was thought it would be more likely that the students would 

incorporate the target forms in their written version of the text, and therefore arise in the 

discussion phase of the DG.  The metalanguage from the discussion in turn would cause 

learning to occur and therefore the students who were exposed to the bimodal input 

would perform better on the post-tests and delayed post test than the students who were 

only exposed to the audio.   

While it was expected that the exposure during to the written form of the text 

during phase two of the DG would assist learners in noticing the TG, the researcher 

anticipated that the last phase of the DG would be more crucial in facilitating the noticing 

of the TG.  It was thought that some learners would notice the TG forms during the self-

assessment activity, but others would not.  Thus, during a whole-class discussion that 
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would take place after the self-assessment in Group 3, the participants who had not 

previously noticed the TG forms in the self-assessment activity would have their attention 

drawn to the form by a classmate.   

Therefore, the following are the hypotheses that were examined in this study: 

 

H1: Learners in Groups 2 and 3, completing the DG activity with exposure 

to both the written text and audio, will be more likely to notice and 

internalize (learn) the TG, and in turn perform better on the posttests than 

Group 1. 

 

H2: The use of metalanguage that arises from teacher-led, whole class 

discussions in the final stage of the DG will cause learners to notice and 

correctly use the TG more than learners who only perform a self-reflection 

activity in the last phase of the DG, therefore Group 3 will outperform 

Groups 1 and 2 on the post-tests. 

 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

Setting 

 

This study was conducted at a public high school located just outside the Austin, 

Texas metro area.  The community where the school is located has experienced rapid 

growth over the last ten years and the school size has changed from about 500 to 1200 

students in that period of time.  According to the city website, the community population 

of 28,142 is 83% Caucasian, 19% Hispanic, 4.5% African American, and 2% Asian.  The 

employment rate is 96% and the average household income is $78,167 (source withheld 
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to protect participant identity).  The Spanish program has also seen great influxes in 

students and has recently experienced high teacher turnover, changes in curriculum, and 

courses offered.   

All of the treatments were completed in a second-year Spanish course that is 

designed for students who are, in general, not planning on taking third-year Spanish and 

are in Spanish primarily to fulfill some type of requirement. The researcher‟s previous 

experience in working with this population of students at the same school revealed that 

most of these students do not take the course because they want to or are interested in 

learning Spanish.  This previous observation is substantiated by the participant 

background surveys that found that 96% of the participants are taking second-year 

Spanish to fulfill a high school requirement.  52% are taking the course to help them get 

into college and 43% to help them improve the language skills for their current or future 

jobs.  Much smaller numbers of students reported taking the class to better communicate 

with their families, talk with their friends in Spanish, or feel closer to their culture (16%, 

9%, and 11% respectively).   

 The Spanish department at the high school consists of 1 male and 3 female 

teachers.  The department is headed by a teacher who is in her second year at the school.  

Though she offers guidance and suggestions, the department does not currently have a 

written curriculum, rather follows the scope and sequence of the textbook, Realidades 

Texas Edition.  Realidades is based on the Communicative Approach to language 

learning, and according to co-author Rich Sayers (Sayers, n.d.) presents grammar in 

manageable chunks and through different ways such as power points, music and video.  
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Students who use Realidades are expected to learn the Texas Essential Knowledge and 

Skills that have been determined as necessary by the state of Texas.  Within the school‟s 

Spanish department, teachers are allowed to teach using the approach that they are most 

comfortable with. 

Participants 

 

The teacher participant in the study had been teaching for four years; all at the 

same school.  She was 27 years old, and Spanish was her native language.  She had been 

in ESL classes until she was in 3
rd

 grade, but said that she was more comfortable 

speaking English at the time of the study.  The teacher majored in education with a major 

in an area other than foreign language.  Her minor was Spanish.  She had a number of 

courses that helped her learn to create lesson plans and learn the pedagogy of teaching in 

her major area, but never had a language teaching methods course.  She did not student 

teach in Spanish, so when she got her first job teaching Spanish, she modeled her lesson 

plans after what had done during her student teaching for her major.  

In her first two years teaching, she predominantly taught first-year Spanish and 

believed that she was very good at giving the students the strong foundation they needed 

in order to be successful in Spanish II.  She had been frustrated the last two years 

teaching second-year Spanish as she did not think that the students that she was getting 

were coming to her with a strong enough first-year Spanish background to be successful 

in second-year Spanish.  Compared to students in other area schools, the collaborating 

teacher classified her students as low level and thought that their program moved more 

slowly than others.  As of the beginning of March, her classes were on chapter 2B of the 
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textbook and the teacher reported that other schools might be on chapter five, for 

example.  She had tried to accelerate the pace, but the many of students began to fail and 

then the teacher got pressure from the administration about the number of students 

failing.  She had come to the conclusion that as long as the students were coming to her 

unprepared, the only thing she could do was teach slowly. 

The teacher participant described herself as a traditional teacher who teaches 

everything using a deductive approach to learning.  She believed that her students learned 

better if they were given information or an explanation and then practiced the material.  

When she asked students to figure something out on their own, she said that they tended 

to “freak out.”  She contributed this to the students not being taught higher order thinking 

skills in any classes and in general had the expectation that everything would be given to 

them, including answers.  She expressed being nervous and uncertain as to how the 

students would do with the DG given its inductive nature. 

The participants of the study were 56 regular Spanish II students, 24 female and 

32 male students.  All students ranged in age from 14-18 years old.  15 were 14 years old 

(26.8%), 22 were 15 (39.3%), 10 were 16 (17.9%), 8 were 17 (14.3%), and one who was 

18 (1.8%).  Their academic and Spanish language abilities were varied as in any 

classroom setting.  17 participants reported being previously exposed to Spanish from 

family members who are Spanish speakers.  Of these 17 students, the teacher and 

background surveys identified three students who were possibly heritage speakers whose 

language skills may have been better than their peers.  By the end of the study it was 

evident from the learners‟ comments in the self-assessment activity that only one found 
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the listening portions of the lessons to be relatively simple.  The other two seemed to be 

at level with their non-heritage peers.  For the purpose of providing an equal public 

education to all, none of the NSs were eliminated from the study, as that would be 

unrepresentative of a public Spanish class in Texas.  I considered excluding the data of 

the heritage speaker, but since he was not an outlier in scores, his data remained in the 

study.  The students had no prior exposure to the DG before the study and had not have 

previously studied the target grammar topics.  The study participants have taken Spanish 

for between one and one half to three years.  The students who reported having taken 

Spanish for three years took a 7
th
 and 8

th
 grade Spanish IA and IB combination or had to 

repeat either first or second-year Spanish.  Only one student took a semester of Spanish 

III before being moved back down to Spanish II.   

INITIAL CONTACT 

 

A cover letter introducing the researcher and describing the purpose of this study 

was given to the participants to read and take home to their parents (see Appendix A1). 

The letter explained that participation was completely voluntary and that all work would 

remain confidential and anonymous. In addition, students were informed that their 

decision not to participate in the study would not affect their grade or status in their class, 

though they would be required by their teacher to complete the activities and submit their 

work to the teacher instead of the researcher.  The cover letter ended with the researcher‟s 

contact information (name, phone number, email address) in case the subjects or their 

parents had any questions or comments regarding the study.  Included with the cover 

letter was the IRB informed consent form that parents needed to sign allowing their 
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minor students to participate in the study as well as the minor assent form, and 

permission to use the audio recordings for educational purposes or scientific conventions. 

Quantitative Data Instrumentation 

 

Background/demographic information 

 

The students were given a background questionnaire (see Appendix B) to be filled 

out along with the permission form.  This questionnaire elicited their name, age, gender, 

grade in school, number of years they have taken Spanish, if they had any other L2 

experience such as travel, if they considered themselves to be a NS, if they rated 

themselves as a strong, average or weak Spanish student, and if they had ever done a DG 

activity before in a language class.  This data was used to determine if certain groups of 

students, such as NSs, should work together.  Through the information gathered from the 

background survey, it was determined that no students needed to be eliminated from the 

study due to significant prior exposure to the DG.   

Target grammar  

 

Six DG activities were developed to align with the goals of the Spanish II 

curriculum at the school where the study took place. The first three activities focused on 

the target grammar topic of demonstrative adjectives and the second group of three 

presented the imperfect tense.  In order to determine if the DG activities were effective, 

the TG forms were forms that the students would not be learning again until after the 

study was completed.  For each lesson, the researcher created three warm-up questions, a 
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vocabulary list, a comprehension question and the text.  The warm-up questions were 

designed to help the students focus on the topic of the text from the time they entered the 

classroom and began reading the warm-up questions.  Since Wajnryb (1990) suggests 

teaching novel words before beginning the DG to allow learners to focus on the task at 

hand, the researcher and classroom teaching collaborated to create the lists of novel or 

difficult words for each text.  The comprehension question for each lesson was not used 

for data collection purposes, rather as a way to maintain the learners‟ focus during the 

first reading of the texts when they were not taking notes.  From the target grammar 

embedded in the six to eight sentence texts, the pre-test, post-tests and delayed post-test 

were developed.  The texts and test questions were written based on the vocabulary 

concepts the students had learned in the textbook up until the start of the study.   

The pre-test consisted of 37 multiple-choice and 16 fill-in-the-blank questions for 

each of the two TG topics for a total of 53 questions; there were seven multiple-choice 

and six fill-in-the-blank distracter questions, with a total of 40 questions regarding the 

target grammar.  The delayed post included the same questions, but in a different order.  

The immediate post-tests consisted of fifteen multiple-choice and five fill-in-the-blank 

questions plus seven multiple-choice distracter questions and three fill-in-the-blank 

distracters for each of the two grammar topics for a total of 30 questions on each test.  

The order of the questions had been re-arranged from the pre-test and small lexical items 

had been modified as well, to reduce the effect of practice.   

In order to insure consistency between the three classes, three sets of student 

instructions that correspond accordingly to the three types DG activities that were used 
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were developed and used every day the lessons were taught (see Appendix C).  The 

instructions were identical except for when they incorporated the variations of the DG 

procedures.  They were handed out to the students at the beginning of each class to refer 

to while they were completing the activities. 

Before the beginning of each DG activity, all class sections completed three, 

open-ended warm-up questions pertaining to the topic of the text at hand, modeled the 

pronunciation and had students repeat the written vocabulary words on the list that was 

provided to students along with translations.  The comprehension question that they were 

to answer during the first time they listened to each text was read and discussed to be sure 

that all students understood the question.  As the DG tasks were performed, Wajnryb‟s 

(1990) general procedures were followed as outlined in her book.  The adaptations of the 

DG that are found in the current study did cause any major changes in the lesson plan 

procedures provided by Wajnryb.  Following the general lesson plan outline that she set 

forth ensured uniformity across the class sections and DG sessions.   

 

Qualitative Data Instrumentation 

 

Before collecting DG data from the students, a series of interview questions for 

the collaborating teacher was developed by the researcher in order to obtain information 

regarding the teacher‟s background in language and teacher training, her beliefs about 

language teaching, the type of grammar instruction that she uses, how the language 

department in structured at her school and her previous experience with the DG.  

Moreover, the student survey questions were adapted and expanded upon to create the 
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guide questions for the final interview with the collaborating teacher to collect data from 

her about her beliefs on the effectiveness of using the DG to teach grammar in the 

second-year Spanish classroom.   

Due to the nature of the final phase of the DG, two qualitative data collection 

instruments were developed as a result of creating the DG lessons.  The last phase of the 

DG included a self-assessment activity for all three groups, and a group reflection 

discussion for Group 3.  These activities were scripted in order to ensure consistency 

between groups and over time.  The self reflection activity asked the students to compare 

their text with the original and make note of their errors.  Additionally they were asked to 

write down what they did well, what they could improve on and what new grammar they 

noticed (see Appendix C).  The group discussion was carefully scripted with questions to 

encourage the students to think about the TG, but not provide them with answers or 

explanations (see Appendix D) for the script. 

As did Malmqvist (2005), a survey with open-ended questions (see Appendix E) 

was administered at the end of the study by the classroom teacher to elicit students‟ 

opinions about the DG activity such as what they like and did not like about the activity 

and what they feel they learned over the course of the two weeks.  As stated by Shak 

(2006), the suggestions provided by the students can be a springboard for future 

investigations regarding the DG in addition to understanding what did and did not work 

well with the current DG variations.   
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DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES 

Role of the researcher 

 

As in most second language acquisition studies, the researcher was the primary 

collector of data during this study.  Since it was a classroom study, collaborating teacher 

was also instrumental in the proctoring and collecting of the pre-tests and post-tests, and 

the student participant survey.  In this particular study, the researcher also played a role 

similar to that of teacher-researcher.  Although the study was conducted in a classroom 

other than that of the researcher, the collaborating teacher was not comfortable teaching 

the Dictogloss activities and requested that the researcher facilitate and teach the lesson 

as opposed to observing them.   

In order to ensure that the six lessons were consistent from group to group and 

over time, the lessons were scripted (see Appendix C) from the warm-up to the last stage 

of the last phase of the DG (either the self-assessment activity or the whole-class 

discussion).  In fact one participant even wrote on the survey, “I wish the lessons weren‟t 

so boringly scripted.”  This was also done as a way of preventing personal biases from 

influencing how the lessons were taught.  This scripting of the lessons was particularly 

important for the whole-class discussion as it was essential for the researcher not to 

provide students with grammar explanations or correct answers; for the purpose of the 

study, it was essential that this information came from the students (see Appendix D). 

Despite the careful scripting of the lessons, the researcher entered the classroom 

with the attitude that these were “her” students for two weeks.  Every effort was made to 

learn the students‟ names and begin to build a rapport with them in order for them to feel 
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comfortable in working with the researcher (as opposed to their classroom teacher with 

whom they obviously have a good relationship with).  For example, the collaborating 

classroom teacher stands at her door every day to greet students, shake their hands, and 

converse with them as they enter the classroom.  The researcher also stood by the door 

and greeted the students.   

Classroom management was a shared responsibility of the collaborating 

classroom teacher and the researcher.  The roles of classroom manager were never 

overtly discussed, but a comfortable routine was established during the first day.  The 

researcher drove the schedule and transitions between lesson activities in addition to 

managing small classroom disruptions such as an off-task participant.  This was done 

through subtle means such as proximity, making eye contact with the student or putting a 

hand on that participant‟s desk.  Bigger issues, such as a participant who flat out refused 

to work, were handled by the classroom teacher.  Both the teacher and researcher shared 

in the responsibilities of distributing and collecting student work. 

Quantitative Data Collection 

 

Quantitative data was collected via a pre-test, 2 immediate post-tests, and delayed 

post-test of the target grammar structures (see Appendix F).  The tests consisted of a 

variety of multiple-choice-type and fill-in-the-blank questions that included questions 

about the target structures and distracters.  Care was taken to include 1
st
, 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 

person singular and plural for the imperfect tense and variety of feminine, masculine, 

plural and singular forms for the demonstrative adjectives.  The pre-test include both 

target grammar topics, while the immediate posts tests each included one of the topics.  
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The pre-test was given the day before the first DG session, administered by the classroom 

teacher; it was scored by the researcher using a scantron for the multiple-choice section.  

The two post-tests were administered the day after completing each group of three DG 

activities. By breaking the immediate post-test down into two separate tests, the students 

had more of an opportunity to show what they learned without becoming confused from 

receiving instruction on two separate grammar topics.  By doing this, the students had to 

focus on only one grammar topic at a time as opposed both target grammar topics from 

the study.  Assuming that the treatments and separate post tests aided the student in 

learning the TG, the delayed post-test again included both of the grammar topics 

together.  It was administered two weeks after the completion of the last DG session (see 

Table 4 for an overview of the pre- and post-test and treatment timelines). 
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Table 4: calendar showing order of procedures with students 

Session/date Activity with students Data collected 

 

1 

2/4/2010 

Introduce myself and the study, hand out permission 

form, cover letter and demographic survey (to be 

picked up before session two) 

Background information from the 

students 

 

2 

2/9 

 

Administration of pre-test 

 

Any previous knowledge of target 

grammar 

 

3 

2/10 

 

Dictogloss #1 

 

Recordings of the triads and 

collection of completed students 
notes  

 

4 

2/11 

 

Dictogloss #2 

Recordings of the triads and 

collection of completed students 

notes and texts 

 

 

5 

2/12 

 

Dictogloss #3 

Recordings of the triads and 

collection of completed students 

notes and texts 

 

6 

2/13 

 

Post-test #1 

Amount of TG 1 learned in first 3 

DG activities 

 

7 

2/16 

 

Dictogloss #4 

Recordings of the triads and 

collection of completed students 

notes and texts 

 

8 
2/18 

 

Dictogloss #5 

Recordings of the triads and 

collection of completed students 
notes and texts 

 

9 

2/19 

 

Dictogloss #6 

Recordings of the triads and 

collection of completed students 

notes and texts 

 

10 

2/22 

 

Post-test #2, administer survey  

 

Amount of TG 2 learned in 4th-

6th DG activities, student 

opinions about the DG 

 

11 

3/5 

 

Delayed post test 

Students knowledge gained from 

DG, differences  from pre-post 

test 
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Qualitative Data Collection 

 

Before the start of the DG sessions, the collaborating teacher was interviewed and 

recorded and asked a series of questions in order to obtain information regarding the 

teacher‟s background in language and teacher training, her beliefs about language 

teaching, the type of grammar instruction that she uses, how the language department in 

structured at her school and her previous experience with the DG.  Though this does not 

appear to be common practice in DG studies, the information was helpful in explaining 

the study results, and understanding the previous language learning experiences of the 

teacher and her students, which influences how the students learn grammar. 

Further data, qualitative in nature, in the form of a teacher/researcher journal was 

collected throughout the study and noteworthy items that arose during the course of each 

session, such as surprising student questions or comments, observations about individuals 

or groups, issues of non-participation, reminders, or ideas regarding lesson improvement 

were written down by the researcher.  Some of these comments appear in chapter five 

during the discussion about the results.   

During the final phase of the DG lessons, the participants were asked to read the 

original text and self-assess how well they did in reconstructing the texts and noticing the 

target grammar.  This was done in all three groups via a series of instructions, such as 

circling and explaining their errors, comparing their texts with the originals and writing 

out what they did well and what they could have done better, and telling the researcher 

about any new grammar concepts they might have noticed and how they think the new 

grammar works (see Appendix C).  The participants did all of this work in red pen so the 
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researcher was able to analyze what the students did or noticed during the self-assessment 

phase.  While examining the learners‟ metatalk that was produced in the self-assessment 

phase was used in the current study to help interpret results, it was not the main focus of 

the study, and data analysis was limited to question # 5 which asked what new grammar 

they noticed and how they though it worked.   To guide the participants to focus on form, 

the self-metatalk that occurred during the self-assessment phase, as well as the metatalk 

that was produced by Group 3 during the group discussion, was guided and scripted to 

focus the participants on TG specifically as opposed to leaving it to chance that the TG 

would come up in discussion.  Since the participants in the current study were 

accustomed to learning language via a deductive approach, and metatalk in not a normal 

part of their repertoire of learning strategies, it was questioned whether or not the self-

assessment phase of the DG would be sufficient for the participants to produce the type 

of self-metatalk necessary to cause learning to occur.  In order to further the students‟ 

opportunities to produce TG related metatalk, Group 3 also had a whole group discussion 

in the final DG phase. 

The whole class discussion at the termination of the self-assessment was 

completed only by Group 3.  During this conversation the researcher posed a number of 

questions to the participants regarding what they did well, what they could improve on, 

and what grammar they thought they were learning/noticing.  This discussion was 

recorded during all six discussions and the data were used to explain the results of the 

study as presented in chapters four and five.   
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The researcher also recorded herself during parts of the DG sessions in order to 

corroborate how the sessions were conducted.  All participants were audio recorded 

during the reconstruction phase of the DG.  The primary use for this data was for 

recording the procedures of the study, and utilizing it in the discussion of the study 

outcomes. 

At the completion of the DG treatments, an open ended survey was administered 

to the students by the collaborating teacher to obtain their opinions regarding what they 

liked and did not like about the DG, what they learned during the lessons, and how the 

DG could be improved.  The survey took approximately 15 minutes.  At the close of the 

study, the collaborating teacher was again interviewed and recorded to elicit her opinions 

about the effectiveness of using the DG in the secondary FL classroom.  She was also 

asked if she would use the activity in class again, how it could be improved, which 

variation appeared to be most effective and what her observations were regarding student 

frustrations and successes (see Appendix G).  Again, the information gathered from the 

teacher will assist in further investigation to find out how high school students can best 

benefit from the DG.   

DATA ANALYSIS 

Quantitative Analysis 

 

 After the three groups completed the pre-test, the test was scored and divided in to 

four separate sections to be analyzed independently, the multiple-choice sections for 

demonstrative adjectives and the imperfect tense (Pre_DAMC and Pre_IMPMC), and the 
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fill-in-the-blank sections for each of the TG topics (Pre_DAFB and Pre_IMPFB).  The 

tests were scored and, it was determined based on the fact that no one scored even at 

chance (50%) level, that none of the students had sufficient prior knowledge regarding 

the TG to disqualify anyone from the study.  A one way ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) 

with a Bonferroni correction was used to compare the means between the classes.   

After the completion of each of the two immediate post-tests, the tests were 

scored by the researcher and the pre-test and immediate post test scores for each question 

type in all three groups were analyzed by a repeated measures ANOVA.  After the 

collection and scoring of the delayed post-test, once again a repeated measures ANOVA 

was completed to determine if there were any statistically significant differences between 

groups in any of the four subtests.  Post Hoc analyses were also run to determine 

specifically how each group performed over time.   

Qualitative Analysis 

 

 The data gathered from the collaborating teacher through the interviews was 

partially transcribed by the researcher and data pertinent to the study was categorized and 

organized for reporting.  Based on Shak (2006) initial categories for consideration were 

current practices in grammar instruction, teacher’s ideal approach to grammar 

instruction, teacher’s attitudes towards using the DG though different categorized 

emerged from the data in the current study.  The responses to the open-ended student 

survey questions were also categorized and summarized and the frequency of each 

category calculated.  Additionally the written data for the last phase of the DG was 

categorized and coded to further support the quantitative data.   
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Content analysis was used to analyze the data from the self-assessment activities 

student participant surveys and the teacher interviews.  According to Merriam (1998), the 

process of content analysis “involves the simultaneous coding of raw data and the 

construction of categories that capture relevant characteristics of the document‟s content” 

(p. 160).  Merriam states that Content Analysis is generally more quantitative in nature, 

which makes is a good complementary technique to use with this mostly quantitative 

study.  The specific steps in Content Analysis include collecting the data, coding the data, 

transforming the codes into categorical labels or themes, isolating meaningful patterns 

and processes, and making generalizations to explain the data‟s meaning (Berg, 2004).  

The categorized data was used to make generalizations about how the students and 

teacher view the effectiveness of using the DG in a Spanish II classroom. 

CONCLUSION 

 

This chapter described the methodology used for this study.  The subjects who 

participated in this study included 58 students enrolled in three Spanish II classes at a 

local high school. The study involved several types of data collection, including both 

quantitative data (the pre, post and delayed post test score, number of instances of 

correctly used target grammar in the reconstructed texts) as well as qualitative data 

(open-ended questions on the questionnaire, the interview with the collaborating teacher 

the journal, and the recorded class sessions). The procedures used to analyze the data 

were also described. The quantitative results of the study are discussed in Chapter 4 and 

the qualitative results in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 4: Quantitative Results 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter presents the results from the quantitative data analyses of the pre-

test, the immediate post-tests, and the delayed post-test for each target grammar (TG) 

topic. General descriptive statistics regarding the participants and the pre-test results will 

be provided first, followed by the results for each quantitative research question.  A 

discussion of the findings and relevant literature are included within the results. 

THE PARTICIPANTS 

 

Of the 74 students in the three sections of second-year Spanish that were asked to 

participate in the study, 73 returned informed consent forms and agreed to participate.  

However, due to attrition only the results of 56 students could be included in the final 

data analysis.  Data from participants who missed any of the pre-or post-tests were 

excluded from the study, as were the data of participants who missed two or more days 

during the three-day lesson sets.    

During the first day, the study was explained and the informed consent documents 

were reviewed with the participants and sent home for parental review and to collect 

signatures.  On the second visit with the students, they turned in a background 

information questionnaire (adapted from Tallon, 2006) (see Appendix B); which 

provided demographic information about the participants‟ personal backgrounds and was 

used to establish the age and gender, and grade of the participants, as well as the number 

of previous years of Spanish taken. Additionally, the questionnaire helped determine the 
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students‟ motivations for taking the course, self assessments of their reading, writing, 

speaking and listening abilities in Spanish, and whether or not they identified themselves 

as heritage speakers.  

 The mean age of the participants was 15.3 years old with a minimum of 14 and a 

maximum of 18 and a standard deviation (SD) of 1.1.  A one-way ANOVA (analysis of 

variance) revealed no significant difference in the ages of the three groups (f=2.0, p= .1).   

Since this study intended to examine the potential effects of inductive grammar 

instruction on a particular age group, it was important to establish the comparability of 

the groups in terms of the participants‟ age.  Of the 56 participants, 32 were male 

(=57.1%) and 24 were female (=42.9%).  Table 5 contains a summary of these 

descriptive statistics as well as the percent of participants for each age.   

Table 5: Age and Gender of Participants 

 
 

Age 

 

Male 

 

 

Female 

 

Total n 

 

Percent 

 

 14 8 7 15 26.8 

15 10 12 22 39.3 

16 8 2 10 17.9 

17 6 2 8 14.3 

18 0 1 1 1.8 

Total 32 24 56 100.0 
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Of the 56 participants, 13 (=23 %) reported having prior exposure to Spanish 

from family members who speak Spanish.  Of these 13 participants, five did not consider 

themselves to be heritage speakers, and seven students reported being heritage speakers 

adding that they did not speak or understand Spanish, but their ethnic heritage was 

Hispanic.  One student reported that his first, or native, language was Spanish.  Though 

his scores were monitored carefully to see if he outperformed the other students, it was 

determined that his data did not need to be excluded from the study as his test scores 

were in line with his classmates‟ scores.  Other than the 13 students who reported having 

prior exposure to Spanish through family, no other students reported having prior 

exposure to the language that positively affected their general Spanish level.  All 

participants except one reported having taken first-year Spanish either over a period of 

two school years in middle school or one school year in high school, and the first 

semester of second-year Spanish.  One student reported having taken both first and 

second-year Spanish and starting the third year before it was noticed that he had not 

passed the second semester of second-year Spanish and was re-taking the second-year 

course.  His scores were also comparable to those of his peers despite the previous extra 

semester of experience. 

The participants were all members of three intact second-year Spanish courses.  

Since the classes were intact, the groups were not randomized; changing participants 

from one group to the other was not a possibility in this study.  Group 1 completed a 

traditional DG with a self-reflection activity, as opposed to a whole-class discussion, as 

the last phase.  Since their treatment type was a traditional DG, their treatment will be 
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abbreviated (DG).  Group 2 was the same as group one except the learners saw a written 

version of the text during the first reading (treatment type = Dictogloss plus visual 

=DG+V).  The third group (like Group 2) was provided with the written text during the 

first reading, completed the self-reflection activity, and also participated in a whole-class 

discussion (Dictogloss plus visual plus discussion =DG+V+D). 

In order to examine the dynamics of the classes and the type of motivation the 

students had for taking the course, item #4 on the questionnaire asked the students to give 

their primary reasons for taking the course.  The students were given a list of choices of 

which they could choose as many reasons as they felt applied to their situation.  Option 

“4i” allowed them to provide a reason other than those listed.  Frequencies and 

percentages are reported in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Reasons for Taking Course by Group  

 

Question #  Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 

n % N % n % 

4a) to fulfill a high school language requirement 21 100 16 88.9 17 100 

4b) to get into college 10 47.6 10 55.6 9 52.9 

4c) to better communicate with my family 3 14.3 5 27.8 1 5.9 

4d) to improve my bilingual skills for my current or 

future job(s) 

8 38.1 6 33.3 10 58.8 

4e) to talk to my friends in Spanish 2 9.5 2 11.1 1 5.9 

4f) to listen to and watch Spanish language TV 

programs, films, music and radio 

3 14.3 2 11.1 2 11.8 

4g) to read Spanish language newspapers, 

magazines and books 

2 9.5 2 11.1 0 0 

4h) to feel closer to my culture 2 9.5 3 16.7 1 5.9 

4i) other (please specify)* 0 0 1 5.5 1 5.9 

*The response for group 2 was “to graduate” and for group 3 “easy.”    

 

STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

  

 Pre-tests 

 

 At the beginning of the study, the learners in the three treatment groups were 

given a pre-test (see Appendix F) to determine their levels of background knowledge, if 

any, regarding demonstrative adjectives and the imperfect tense, and to establish whether 

or not there were any statistically over the next two weeks in order to later significant 
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differences in the prior knowledge of the participants.  The pre-test consisted of a total of 

37 multiple-choice items and 16 fill-in-the-blank items.  Of the multiple-choice items, 

seven were distracters, 15 tested knowledge of the imperfect tense, and 15 of 

demonstrative adjectives.  Each of the 15 test items regarding the target grammar 

included eight novel items and seven that came directly from the texts that would be 

presented determine if prior exposure to the sentence had any effect on the test outcomes.  

The fill-in-the-blank items were distributed in two paragraphs; one tested learners‟ 

knowledge of the imperfect tense, the other one of demonstrative adjectives.  Each 

paragraph contained three distracter questions and five TG questions.  The results of the 

test were broken down into four categories, demonstrative adjective multiple-choice 

(Pre_DAMC), demonstrative adjective fill-in-the-blank (Pre_DAFB), imperfect tense 

multiple-choice (Pre_IMPMC), and imperfect tense fill-in-the-blank (Pre_IMPFB) since 

the four types of test items tested different types of knowledge.  The multiple-choice 

items tested the students‟ abilities to recognize the correct form for the sentence while in 

the fill-in-the-blank section they had to be able to produce the target grammar items.  

 A one-way ANOVA showed no differences between the groups for the 

demonstrative adjective multiple-choice (Pre_DAMC) or fill-in-the-blank questions 

(Pre_DAFB) and no difference for the imperfect tense fill-in-the-blank questions 

(Pre_IMPFB).  There did appear to be a difference in the imperfect tense multiple-choice 

questions (Pre_IMPMC) as reported in Table 7 below (p = .05).  However, a Bonferroni 

adjustment was made to the results because there were four test item types, which 

increases the chance for a Type I (false significant difference) error.  With the 
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adjustment, the p-value needed to be lower than .0125.  Therefore, the p= .05 that at first 

glance appeared to be significant, was not (see Table 7).  A confidence level (alpha level) 

of .05 was set for these and all subsequent analyses. 

In addition to finding no significant between group differences on the pre-test, the 

results indicated that the students did not have prior knowledge of the target grammar as, 

when mean scores were transformed into mean percentages, the scores were between 0% 

(for the IMPFB) and 32% (Group 3, DAMC).  These scores are no better than chance, 

and, from a classroom standpoint where at the participating school 70% is the highest 

passing grade, indicative that the students did not yet know the material (see Table 8). 

Table 7: Results from the one-way ANOVA: Pre-test scores 

 

 

 
SS 

 

Df 

 

MS 

 

F 

 

Sig. 

 

Pre_DAMC Between Groups 9.9 2 5.0 2.0 .15 

Within Groups 133.6 53 2.5   

Total 143.6 55  

 
  

Pre_DAFB Between Groups 1.8 2 .9 1.2 .32 

Within Groups 42.1 53 .8   

Total 43.9 55  

 
  

Pre_IMPMC Between Groups 19.8 2        10.0 3.3 .05 

Within Groups 161.3 53 3.0   

Total 181.1 55  

 
  

Pre_IMPFB Between Groups    0.0 2  0.0 . . 

Within Groups    0.0 53  0.0   
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Table 8: Mean pre-test scores by group and test type 

 

Test type: 

Group 1 

Mean       SD 

Group 2 

Mean       SD 

Group 3 

Mean       SD 

 

Pre_DAMC* 4.1       1.7 3.7       1.9 4.8        .8 

Pre_DAFB**  .6       1.1  .3         .6  .7        .9 

Pre_IMPMC        1.9        1.7        3.1       1.8         3.1       1.7 

Pre_IMPFB        0.0        0.0        0.0       0.0         0.0       0.0 

*Multiple-choice tests (MC) had a maximum number of points of 15 

**Fill-in-the-blank tests (FB) had a maximum number of points of 5 

 

  

The day after the pre-test, the students began the first set of three DG 

demonstrative adjective lessons, which was followed by the immediate post-test for 

demonstrative adjectives.  During the second week, the second set of three DG imperfect 

tense lessons was given followed by the imperfect tense immediate post-test.  After a 

period of two weeks, the delayed post-test was administered.  The results of the tests are 

discussed in the following sections. 

 

RESEARCH QUESTION # 1  

 

Does the difference in input type (bimodal or unimodal) cause a difference in the amount 

of target grammar learned by students in the three treatment groups after using the DG in 

the classroom, where learning is measured by gain scores between the pre-test, post-test, 

and delayed post test? 
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Immediate post-test results 

 

The first research question sought to investigate if there was a difference between 

groups in the amount of target grammar learned due to the input type, where learning was 

measured by gain scores between the pre-test and the immediate post-test, and between 

the pre-test and the delayed post test.  The day after completing the first set of three 

treatments, which consisted of three DG lessons for Group 1, three DG+V for Group 2 

and three DG+V+D for Group 3 for the demonstrative adjectives, the students took an 

immediate post-test.  The immediate post-test consisted of 30 items that came from the 

pre-test, including 22 multiple-choice items (including seven distracters) and 8 fill-in-the-

blank items (including three distracters).  All of the items were modified slightly from the 

pre-test by changing the order of the test items and some lexical items.  The basic 

sentence structure remained the same to ensure the difficulty level of the test items did 

not change. 

 

Sample demonstrative adjective multiple-choice test item changes: correct 

answers in bold 

PRE-TEST: Allá al otro lado de la tienda tienen _______ bicicleta que me gusta. 

(Way over there on the other side of the store, they have ______ bicycle that I 

like.) 

a. aquella (that one, feminine (f)./singular(s), way over there) 

b. esa  (that one, f/s) 

c. esta (this one, f/s) 

d. estas  (these, f/pluaral (p)) 
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IMMEDIATE POST-TEST: Allá al otro lado de la tienda tienen _______ camisa 

que te gusta. 

(Way over there on the other side of the store, they have ______ shirt that you 

like.) 

a. aquella (that one, feminine (f)./singular(s), way over there) 

b. esa  (that one, f/s) 

c. esta (this one, f/s) 

d. estas  (these, f/s) 

 

PRE-TEST:  Aquí en ________ puerta compras tu boleto para el partido. 

(Here in ________ gate you buy your ticket for the game.) 

a. aquella (that one, feminine (f)./singular(s), way over there) 

b. esta (this one, f/s) 

c. esos (those, masculine (m)/p) 

d. esa  (that, f/s) 

 

IMMEDIATE POST-TEST:  Aquí en ________ tienda compras tu mochila para 

la escuela. 

(Here in ________ store you buy your backpack for school.) 

a. aquella (that one, feminine (f)./singular(s), way over there) 

b. esta (this one, f/s) 

c. esos (those,m/p) 

d. esa  (that, f/s) 

 

 

During the first class period after the second set of three DG lessons that aimed to 

teach the imperfect tense, the participants took the second immediate post-test.  Like the 

demonstrative adjective post-test, the imperfect tense immediate post-test consisted of 30 

items that came from the pre-test, including 22 multiple-choice items (including seven 

distracters) and 8 fill-in-the-blank items (including three distracters).  Again, the items 

were modified slightly from the pre-test by changing the order of the test items and some 

lexical items, but the basic sentence structure remained the same. 
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Sample imperfect tense multiple-choice test item changes: 

PRE-TEST: En la escuela primaria, mis amigos y yo ______ a la escuela todos 

los días. 

(In elementary school, my friends and I ______to school every day.) 

a. caminamos  (we walk) 

b. caminaban   (they used to walk) 

c. caminan  (they walk) 

d. caminábamos  (we used to walk) 

 

IMMEDIATE POST-TEST: En la escuela primaria, mis amigos ______ al parque 

todos los días. 

(In elementary school, my friends ______to the park every day.) 

a. caminamos  (we walk) 

b. caminaban   (they used to walk) 

c. caminan  (they walk) 

d. caminábamos  (we used to walk 

 

PRE-TEST:  De niño, yo siempre ______ con mis amigos en el parque. 

(As a child, I always ______ with my friends at the park.) 

a. juego (I play) 

b. jugaste (you played) 

c. jugaba (I used to play) 

d. juegas (you play) 

 

IMMEDIATE POST-TEST:  De niño, tú siempre ______ con tus amigos en el jardín. 

(As a child, you always ______ with your friends in the yard.) 

a. juego (I play) 

b. jugaste (you played) 

c. jugaba (I used to play) 

d. jugabas (you used to play) 

 

 

Based on research that suggested a written version of the DG could be successful 

(Qin, 2008; Thornbury, 1997) and that metatalk helps learners notice TG forms (Kowal 

& Swain, 1994; Swain, 1995; Swain & Lapkin, 2001), Hypothesis 1 for the first research 

question stated that Groups 2 (DG+V) and 3 (DG+ V+D) – the two treatment groups 
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using the bimodal input DG instruction – would improve significantly over Group 1.  

However, the results of the repeated measures ANOVA (see Table 9) comparing the 

scores from the pre-test to the immediate post-test between groups showed that the results 

were not in line with the hypothesis as there were no between group effects for any of the 

test item types.  The confidence level for all repeated-measures ANOVA was set at .05.  

If Mauchly‟s Test of Sphericity had a significant result of p < .05, and the sphericity 

assumption was not met, the Greenhouse-Geisser result was reported.  

Table 9: Repeated Measures ANOVA-Multivariate Tests for between groups effect 

Effect 

 

Value 

 

F 

 

df 

 

Sig. 

 

 

 
Group Pillai's Trace .2 1.3 8.0 .27 

Wilks' 

Lambda 

.8 1.3 8.0 .27 

 

Although there were no between-groups effects after the immediate post-test, the 

repeated measures ANOVA did show significant within groups improvement for all test 

types and all Groups (see Table 10).  The amount of within-groups improvement that 

occurred during the study might be an indication that, in general, the DG triggers FL 

learning processes in secondary FL learners regardless of variation in the activity.  The 

groups showed significant improvement in all test types, but if the increase in mean 

scores across the groups is examined from a teacher‟s point of view, the amount of TG 

learned is not sufficient (see Table 11).  Due to similarities in results across all three time 

points, a further discussion of the results will follow the presentation of the data.
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Table 10: Repeated Measures ANOVA-Univariate Tests for within groups effect 

 

Source 

 

Measure 

 

SS 

 

df 

 

MS 

 

F 

 

P 

 

Test DAMC 

DAFB 

IMPMC 

IMPFB 

 

21.3 1 21.3 7.0 .01 

38.9 1 38.9 29.4 .00 

834.5 1 834.5 103.3 .00 

4.7 1 4.7 16.6 .00 

 

Table 11: Mean scores for all groups Pre-test and Immediate Post-test 

 

Measure 

 

Pre-test 

 

 

SD 
Immediate 

post-test 

 

SD 

  

DAMC 4.5 1.6 5.1 2.2 

DAFB .5 .9 1.8 1.6 

IMPMC 1.8 .539 8.2 3.4 

IMPFB 0.0 0.0 .5 .8 

 

 

Delayed post-test results 

 

Two weeks after the last treatment, a delayed post-test was administered.  The 

delayed post-test was identical to the pre-test, consisting of a total of 37 multiple-choice 

items and 16 fill-in-the-blank items.  Of the multiple-choice test items, seven were 

distracters, 15 tested knowledge of the imperfect tense and 15 of demonstrative 

adjectives.  Each of the 15 questions regarding the target grammar included eight novel 

test items and seven that came directly from the texts that were presented over the two 
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weeks in order to determine if prior exposure to the sentence had any effect on the test 

outcomes.  The fill-in-the-blank test items were distributed in two paragraphs; one tested 

learners‟ knowledge of the imperfect tense, the other one of demonstrative adjectives.  

Each paragraph contained three distracter questions and five TG questions.  The test 

items were presented in a different order than on the pre-test to reduce practice effect.   

The results of the pre-test, immediate and the delayed post-tests were analyzed via 

a repeated measured ANOVA for each of the four test item categories (demonstrative 

adjective multiple-choice, demonstrative adjective fill-in-the-blank, imperfect tense 

multiple-choice and imperfect tense fill-in-the-blank).  These results indicate a trend that 

with this particular group of high school Spanish students, the added visual feature did 

not make a significant difference in the outcomes of the activity (p> .05) (see Table 12).  

As a result of the lack of statistically significant differences between groups after the 

delayed post-test, hypothesis 1 (H1), which addressed research question one, cannot be 

supported.  It does not appear to be the case that the learners in Group 3 (DG+V+D), who 

completed the DG activity with exposure to both the written text and a final group 

discussion of the differences between the learners‟ text and the reconstructed texts, were 

more likely to notice and internalize (learn) the TG than Groups 1 (DG) and 2 (DG+V).   

Nevertheless, the Univariate test (see Table 13) showed that the within groups 

effects for all of the test item types were significant, which indicates, that even though the 

variations in the DG did not cause differences between groups, the DG did appear to be 

effective in triggering the noticing of the TG forms in turn causing learning to occur. 
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Table 12: Repeated Measures ANOVA-Multivariate Tests for between groups effect over 

all three time points 

Effect 

 

Value 

 

F 

 

df 

 

Sig. 

 

 

 
Between  

Groups 

 Pillai's Trace .2 1.8 8.0 .09 

 Within 

 Groups 

Pillai's Trace .6 11.7 8.0 .00 

 

 

 

Table 13: Repeated Measures ANOVA-Univariate Tests for within groups effect over all 

three time points 

Source 

 

Measure 

 

SS 

 

df 

 

MS 

 

F 

 

P 

 

Test DAMC Sphericity Assumed 21.3 2 10.6 3.7 .03 

DAFB Sphericity Assumed 42.3 2 21.1 18.0 .00 

IMPMC Sphericity Assumed 835.6 2 417.8 69.5 .00 

Greenhouse-Geisser 835.6 1.7 478.3 69.5 .00 

IMPFB Sphericity Assumed 4.7 2 2.4 8.3 .00 

 

  

 In order to gain better insight as to what changes occurred over the course of the 

study in terms of the amount of learning that occurred as shown by change for each test 

item type across the three time points, the mean scores and standard deviations are 

reported in Table 14.  If it is to be assumed that the DG does cause learners to notice and 

begin to learn the TG forms, then the results shown in Table 14 are promising since the 

scores increased.  However, from a classroom teacher perspective, the low scores indicate 

that the students need additional instruction or activities to further increase their 
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knowledge levels as student only answered half or less of the 15 test items correctly for 

the multiple-choice items, and consistently less than two correct out of five possible 

points for the fill-in-the-blank items. 

Table 14: Mean scores for all groups for  Pre-test,  Immediate Post-test, and Delayed 

Post-test 

 

Measure 

 

Pre-test SD Immediate post-

test 

SD Delayed post-

test 

SD 

DAMC 4.2 1.6 5.1 2.3 4.7 1.7 

       

DAFB .5 .9 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.5 

       

IMPMC 2.6 1.8 8.2 3.4 5.2 3.0 

       

IMPFB 0 0 .4 .8 .3 .7 

       

 

 

It was suspected, based on the low test scores, participants‟ comments on the self-

assessment activities from stage four of the Dictogloss activities, and the whole-class 

discussion in Group 3 that the participants had noticed that Spanish demonstrative 

adjectives agree in gender and number with the nouns they modify, but did not notice (or 

therefore learn) that location of the noun must also be considered.  When the answers 

were re-coded as correct based only on whether the students had chosen an answer that 

agreed in gender and number (location was disregarded) there was a mean difference of 

8.09 (p= .00) for all groups combined, with many students scoring perfect or near perfect 

for gender and number agreement.  This conclusion is supported by Doughty and 
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Williams (1998) who stated that the collaborative metatalk that arises from the DG 

engages the learners in syntactic rather than semantic processing.  The results regarding 

the low test scores for the demonstrative adjective multiple-choice questions will be 

further discussed in Chapter 5 which explores the qualitative results. 

The imperfect tense multiple choice items were the only item type in which the 

participants had a mean score of more than 50% correct on the immediate post-test.  The 

mean scores were much higher than the mean scores for the demonstrative adjective 

multiple choice items.  During the second of the two interviews with the collaborating 

classroom teacher, she explained that, in her opinion, her students thought of “grammar” 

as verb conjugations.  Her observations were that her students are good at recognizing 

verbs and verb endings.  She thought that this would lead her students to notice a verb in 

the texts by its root and then notice that the ending was different.  This, she concluded, 

was the main reason why the participants scored higher on the imperfect tense than the 

demonstrative adjectives.   

The results of the fill-in-the-blank imperfect tense tests would indicate that the 

results may, once more, be more related to the syntactic focus of the DG activities.  

While the results from the pre-test to the immediate post-test and the pre-test to the 

delayed post-test were significant, the mean score was still less than one answer correct 

out of the five possible.  An analysis of the student answers showed that almost nobody 

even attempted to fill in the blanks with the imperfect tense.  Rather, they used the 

present tense.  The only indication on the test that the past tense was needed was 
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semantic; the paragraph began with when I was little.  Again these results will be 

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. 

Additional analysis 

 

Since the quantitative results that confirm that there were no statistical differences 

between treatment types, which was unexpected, it was decided that the test items would 

be further analyzed to find out if there were any differences due to the participants being 

previously exposed to the sentences used in the test items.  

The demonstrative adjective and imperfect tense multiple-choice questions were 

reanalyzed to determine if seeing the text as did Group 2 (DG+V) and Group 3 

(DG+V+D) caused the learners to perform better that Group 1 (DG) on the test items that 

were taken directly from the texts used in the treatment Dictoglosses.  As previously 

mentioned, each of the 15 test items regarding the target grammar included eight novel 

items and seven that came directly from the texts that were presented over the two weeks 

in order to determine if prior exposure, especially bimodal exposure, to the sentence had 

any effect on the test outcomes.  In order to control for the different number of test items 

(eight novel and seven text-based), percentages were calculated and used to compute gain 

scores.  Gain scores were not calculated for the pre-test to immediate post-test because 

the sentences had been lexically modified on the immediate post-test.  The results of the 

one-way ANOVA were not significant, that is there were no between group differences in 

gain scores of the test items that came directly from the texts versus those that were novel 

to the students (see Table 15); Groups 2 and 3 did not outperform Group 1. 
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Table 15: One-way ANOVA results for novel versus text-based test questions 

 

  

 

SS 

 

 

df 

 

 

MS 

 

 

f 

 

 

p 

 

Gain Score                 Between groups 

DAMC novel            Within groups 

                                   Total 

 .1 

2.4 

2.5 

2 

53 

55 

 

.06 

.05 

 

1.4 .27 

Gain Score                 Between groups 

DAMC text-based     Within groups 

                                   Total 

 .3 

2.4 

2.7 

2 

53 

55 

.13 

.05 

 

2.1 .06 

Gain Score                 Between groups 

IMPMC novel           Within groups 

                                   Total 

.1 

2.6 

2.7 

2 

53 

55 

.07 

.05 

1.4 .25 

Gain Score                 Between groups 

IMPMC text-based    Within groups 

                                   Total 

.5 

5.9 

6.4 

2 

53 

55 

.25 

.11 

2.3 .12 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Research question #1 sought to investigate if there was a difference between 

groups in the amount of target grammar learned due to the input type.  Group 1 received 

audio only reading of the Dictogloss texts, while Groups 2 and 3 received audio and 

visual (text only) input.  The statistical analyses revealed the following: 

 There were no significant differences between groups on the pre-test. 
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 A repeated measures ANOVA revealed no between-groups effects on the 

immediate post-test, but did show significant improvement from the pre-test to the 

immediate post-test across all groups and test item types.  

 

 The repeated measures ANOVA that included data from the pre-test, immediate 

post-test and delayed post-test again showed no between-groups effects for input 

type (p = .90).  However, the within-groups effects for all test item types were 

significant. 

 There were no statistical differences in the test items that were novel to the 

learners at test time versus test items that were taken directly from the Dictogloss 

texts that they had been exposed to previously.  

 

 Because of the lack of statistically significant between-group differences, 

hypothesis #1 (Learners in Group 2 and 3, completing the DG activity with 

exposure to both the written text and audio, will be more likely to notice and 

internalize (learn) the TG, and in turn perform better on the posttests than Group 

1) cannot be confirmed. 

 

RESEARCH QUESTION # 2 

 

Does the metalanguage that arises from teacher-led, whole class discussions cause 

learners to notice and correctly use the TG more than learners who only perform a self-

assessment as evidenced by treatment group three outperforming the other two treatment 

groups on the post-test and delayed post-test? 
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According to Swain (2001), metatalk is language that is used for problem solving 

(cognitive purposes), and helps ensure that the processes of SLA are functioning.  It 

allows learners to notice the gap in their language abilities and to collaborate with others 

to pool metalinguistic knowledge in order to solve their problems with the language 

learning task (Kowal & Swain, 1994; Swain, 1995).  All of the study participants were 

provided with the opportunity to produce metatalk in the study during the fourth DG 

phase in which they completed a self-assessment activity through answering a series of 

guide questions comparing their texts with the originals (see Appendix C).  These 

questions allowed the students to produce self-metatalk via writing about the linguistic 

features of the texts.  Since metatalk literature that claims that learners who correctly 

solve a problem using metatalk generally answer post-test questions about the problem 

correctly (Swain, 2001), it was expected that this would facilitate learners in noticing the 

target grammar and consequently incorporating it into future use.   

However, it was also anticipated that the adolescent learners in this particular 

study who are accustomed to deductive learning would lack sufficient noticing training 

(Thornbury 1997), and therefore not answer the questions thoroughly enough to make a 

difference in the amount of target grammar they learned.  In their current Spanish foreign 

language class, they are trained to receive and process information rather than inducing 

grammatical rules.  Due to time constraints of the current study none of the noticing 

training suggested by Thornbury (1997) (such as: providing opportunities in class for 

silent reflection, introducing the term noticing into the metalanguage of the classroom 
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and developing text-scanning and proof-reading skills) that could have possibly increased 

the amount of TG they noticed, could be implemented. 

In order to determine if a group discussion would provide these high-school aged 

learners with a more age, previous experience and level appropriate opportunity to 

produce metatalk, Group 3 participated in a whole class discussion at the end of every 

lesson.  As can be seen by above in Table 12, Group 3 never significantly outperformed 

Group 2, and the hypothesis to the second research question cannot be supported.  Based 

on the qualitative data, it appears that the metatalk produced in the self-assessment 

activities was sufficient to cause the participants to notice and consequently learn the TG.  

That coupled with the tightly scripted whole-class discussion that did not produce 

detailed discussion about the TG prevented Group 3 from outperforming the other two 

groups.  A detailed discussion of the metatalk during self-assessment will be provided in 

the qualitative discussion in Chapter 5, and the whole-class discussion will again be 

addressed in Chapters 5 and 6. 

IMPLICATIONS  

 

While the DG may not be an acceptable stand-alone approach for teaching novel 

grammar concepts to high school foreign language learners (as seen by the significant, 

yet low scoring test results), it may be an effective activity for triggering the learning 

process to begin for a new concept, or as a way of reinforcing a concept that has 

previously been presented, whether inductively or deductively.  The results from this 

study indicate that the DG may not be a suitable activity for teaching all target grammar 

forms.  For example, the scores on for the imperfect tense fill-in-the-blank test items were 
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higher than the scores for the demonstrative adjectives.  Verb conjugation is a familiar 

concept to the second-year Spanish students in the study, and the DG in combination with 

their previous knowledge seems to have triggered learning of the imperfect tense, 

especially the more salient –ar verbs.  On the other hand, the students did not have 

previous knowledge of demonstrative adjectives which are semantically complex.  The 

analysis of the test scores indicated that the students did learn that demonstrative 

adjectives agree in gender and number with the noun they modify, but there were not able 

to learn from the DG that the demonstrative adjective choice is dependent on the location 

of the noun being modified.    

Previous research that has examined the use of the DG with younger learners 

(Qin, 2008; Shak 2006) has shown that the DG does draw learners‟ attention to form and 

is an appropriate activity for the cognitive level of the learners in the current study.  Shak 

also found that “the gradual mastery of a task can influence learner attitudes which in 

turn leads to further progress in task performance” (p. 53).  With the novelty of learning 

via an inductive activity, it could be that with exposure to inductive or focus on form 

activities over time, this particular group of foreign language learners would have 

increasingly better results.  This hypothesis is also supported by Thornbury (1997) who 

suggests that it is possible to train learners to notice through the implementation of 

various strategies into the classroom. Again this is supported by the comments in the 

qualitative data below.  However, it may be that the DG may not be an effective activity 

to promote mastery of all TG forms, or all concepts related to a particular form.    
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CONCLUSIONS BASED ON THE QUANTITATIVE ANALYSES 

 

The analyses of the quantitative data showed that at the time of the delayed post-

test, there were only statistically significant differences between Groups 1 and 2 for the 

DAFB questions.  Since the hypothesis to the first research question was that Groups 2 

and 3 would outperform Group 1 due to differences in the input type, - namely that 

Group 1 completed traditional DG activities with audio-only input while Groups 2 and 3 

were also able to read the accompanying script during the first reading of the text - the 

hypothesis cannot be supported.  In other words, neither the bimodal DG nor bimodal DG 

with explicit whole class-based metatalk was more effective for this group of participants 

than the group who performed the traditional DGs. According to the second hypothesis, 

in response to research question 2, Group 3 was expected to outperform Groups 2 and 1 

because of benefits brought on by the additional metatalk produced in the whole class 

discussion as opposed to only the self-assessment activity.  It was expected, due to a lack 

of previous training (Thornbury, 1997) and the benefits of metatalk situated in 

“collaborative dialogue (Swain, 2000), that the self-assessment activity would not elicit 

sufficient metatalk to promote learning.  Again, this hypothesis was not supported by the 

data as the DG+V+D did not result in significantly higher scores on the two target 

grammar points than simple inductive instruction, DG or the DG+V.  In the next chapter, 

the qualitative data is analyzed to explain the results of research question # 2, (Does the 

metalanguage that arises from teacher-led, whole class discussions cause learners to 

notice and correctly use the TG more than learners who only perform a self-assessment?) 

along with the survey and interview data to determine what the collaborating high school 
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teacher and students liked and did not like about their experience with Dictoglosses to 

teach grammar. 
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Chapter 5: Qualitative Results 

 

INTRODUCTION 

According to Shak (2006) exactly how learners‟ attention to grammar should be 

directed in Focus on Form (FonF) activities is still uncertain, and “there is still a lack of 

information for classroom practitioners to determine what particular qualities or specific 

features of FonF tasks they can utilize to effectively shape learner language performance. 

One way to determine what works in a task is to obtain learner perception of the task” (p. 

48). There is also relevant literature (Krashen, 1981; Savignon, 1976, 1997) that suggests 

that attitude may be the most important factor in language learning or acquisition.  

The current study obtained learner perceptions of teaching high school Spanish 

grammar via the Dictogloss (DG) with an open-ended student survey.  The collaborating 

teacher‟s opinions regarding the task were also considered during two interviews-one 

before the start of data collection and the other upon the completion of the DG lessons. 

This chapter first analyzes the qualitative data to further explain the unexpected 

results for research questions # 1 and # 2.  This discussion is followed by an exploration 

of the student participant survey data and the collaborating teacher‟s interview data.  The 

themes that emerged from the data through Content Analysis are discussed in detail and 

examples of student responses are provided.  These results are further discussed and 

analyzed using previous research findings.   
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QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE QUANTITATIVE RESULTS  

 

After the completion of the first three phases of the DG-pre-dictation, dictation 

and reconstruction, all three groups performed self-assessment activities that provided 

them with an opportunity to produce self-metatalk in order to notice and subsequently 

learn the target grammar (TG) forms.  Group 3 (DG+V+D) also participated in a whole-

class discussion to elicit further metatalk.   It was hypothesized in H2 that the metatalk 

produced in the group discussion would help Group 3 learners to internalize the TG better 

than Groups 1 and 2. Consequently, they were expected to perform better on the 

immediate and delayed post-tests on both target grammar points.  Since the hypothesis 

was refuted by quantitative analyses, the metatalk from the self-assessment activities and 

the class discussions was examined to understand better the nature of their metatalk and 

to see if there were qualitative differences among the groups.   Not unexpectedly, there 

were findings that also supported the results of the first research question which indicated 

that there were no between-groups differences due to the input type. 

On the day of the first DG lesson, students’ responses across all three groups on 

the self-assessment questions were short and contained little detail, for example, student # 

55 wrote, “I think I did well with general ideas and struggled with technicalities.”   Many 

of the guiding questions were not answered (see Appendix C).  Moreover, during the first 

couple of days of the study, many students asked what was meant by “grammar” in the 

question “Tell me about any new grammar concepts that you think you noticed.  Explain 

how you think this new grammar works and what its purpose is.”  In order not to put 

those who asked the question at an advantage, the researcher always answered, “Just 
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discuss something new you noticed.”  Though the time on task was not measured, it did 

appear, based on the researchers‟ observations, that as the days progressed, the students 

spent more time reflecting and comparing their text to the original during treatment, 

though most students continued to write very little and often times did not follow the 

guiding questions as they were asked to do.   

It seemed while the researcher observed the participants the self-assessment 

activity that it was not successful in helping the learners notice the target grammar, 

because many students seemed to be writing about topics other than the TG such as new 

vocabulary words or other linguistic forms, or spending much of their time correcting 

spelling mistakes in their reconstructed texts instead of answering the guiding questions.  

Yet, when the self-assessment answers were read and coded by the researcher, it became 

evident that many students did notice the TG.  The fact that there was not a statistical 

difference between Groups 3 and the other two on the immediate and delayed post-tests 

could be due to the self-metatalk (metatalk from the self-assessment activity) which may 

have led students to notice the TG in all three groups.  This task, then, may have rendered 

the full class discussion unnecessary or redundant.  As cited in previous research (Kowal 

and Swain, 1994; Swain, 1995; Swain, 2001) metatalk is a cognitive tool that allows 

learners to solve linguistic problems.  The self-assessment may have been effective 

despite the lack of collaboration, which has been suggested to promote learning (Swain, 

2000) and previous training that encouraged noticing (Thornbury, 1997). 

Over the course of six lessons in the self-assessment activity in Group 1 (DG), 

seven of the 21 (33%) participants never mentioned noticing any specific new grammar 
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form.  In Group 2 (DG+V), 10 of 18 participants (56%) did not report noticing new 

grammar while in Group 3 (DG+V+D) six participants (35%) did not report noticing any 

new grammar, but 11 did.  In the cases where no TG was mentioned, the participants 

either skipped the question all together or mentioned noticing “grammar” or “no 

grammar,” but did not write about a specific form.  Respondents reported noticing 

vocabulary only (see Example 1) 2.  The high number of students in all classes that 

reported noticing the TG forms can help to explain why Group 3 did not outperform 

Groups 2 and 1 despite having a whole-class discussion.  As seen by the numbers above, 

more students in Groups 1 and 3 reported noticing the TG than Group 2.  Though Group 

2 did not perform statistically worse than the other two groups as indicated by the 

quantitative data analyses, there is possibly a trend that shows they were consistently 

outperformed by Groups 1 and 2.  It is with great caution that this difference is 

highlighted, and it will be further discussed in Chapter 6. 

Example 1 

 

Student #11, Group (G)1, day 5: “The grammer [sic] was a little hard for 

me this time.  I don‟t know why.” 

Student #20, G1, day 5: “gritar-to shout, pueblo-town” 

Student #30, G2, day 2: “The new grammar is throwing me off a lot 

because I‟m not use [sic] to hearing them [sic].” 

Student # 30, G2, day 5: “The grammar was quite easy this time.” 

                                                
2 Participants’ spelling was not corrected. 
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Student # 44, G2, day 4: Niña pequeña [little girl] is the only new gramer 

[sic] concept I noticed.” 

Student # 50, G3, day 5: “I noticed a lot of new grammaer [sic] like 

pueblo, gritar, miembros, partidos…[town, to shout, 

members, games]” 

Student #71, G3, day 5: “They used animadoras and haber a lot.  It means 

cheerleaders and this is/that is. 

 

The learners (across all three groups) who discussed specific grammar they had 

noticed, usually did so with very short, non-detailed answers.  Frequently they mentioned 

noticing something new but said they could not explain why or how it was used in the 

text (see Example 2).   

 

Example 2 

Student # 43, G2, day 2: “I noticed how the new words are conjugated for 

example: aquel [that (mascualine, singular) way over 

there] could be aquellas [those (feminine, plural) way 

over there]. 

Student # 55, G3, day 3: “Este [this], ese [that] and aquel [that way over 

there] need to be changed to fit with gender and 

number. 

Student#3, G1, day 4: “The grammer [sic] concepts that I noticed was the 

conjugation of nadaba [used to swim] and jugaba 
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[used to play].  I never heard of those two- I think 

that‟s the concept for learning.” 

Student #58, G3, day 5: “We noticed that some of the words were 

conjugated for the past tense (ex: practicaba [used to 

play]) and we started to figure out how to do it. 

Student # 28, G2, day 6: “cosas [things]-a lot were conjugated with aba on 

the end. 

 

It was expected that the self- assessment activities would help learners notice the 

TG, but that guiding questions would not help them learn the linguistic rules of the TG.  

Though lacking in specific detail regarding usage rules of the TG, the comments do 

indicate noticing, which could have been sufficient to cause the significant improvement 

from the pre-test to the immediate post-tests and delayed post-tests in all three groups.  

Thornbury (1997) believes that the most important activity for promoting noticing is 

through the learners comparing their versions with the original text.  The noticing that 

occurs during this stage in theory, he says, “converts the input to intake” (p. 330).  

According to VanPatten (1996, 2004), intake is input that remains in the working 

memory that may be available for further processing.  The self-assessment activity seems 

to have provided learners with the opportunity to compare their reconstructed text with 

the original; it would appear that there was input that was converted to intake, though the 

learners may not have learned explicit knowledge regarding usage rules. 
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On the other hand, during the metatalk that stemmed from the full class discussion 

in Group 3, there was a lot of mention of noticing new grammar.  The comments made by 

the students were not necessarily more detailed than the comments made in the self-

assessment activity, but a comment made by one student often triggered another 

comment by another student.  Additionally, the researcher often asked students to provide 

examples of what they were commenting on or explaining.  From a teacher‟s point of 

view, it seemed like the learners were noticing more of the target grammar, and it became 

more transparent what the students did and did not understand after the lessons.   

For example, based on these discussions it seemed that the majority of students in 

Group 3 understood that the demonstrative adjectives had to agree in gender and number 

with the noun they modified.  It was also evident that most students realized that the 

forms of este, ese, and aquel did something to talk about location.  However, no one 

mentioned noticing during the group discussion (or in the self-assessment answers) that 

the adjective used depended on how far away the object being described was from the 

speaker.  This conclusion is supported by the DAMC post-test data.  When the answers 

we re-coded as correct based only on whether the students had chosen an answer that 

agreed in gender and number (location was disregarded) there was a mean difference of 

8.09 (p= .00) for all groups combined, with many students scoring perfect or near perfect 

for gender and number agreement.  This result could indicate that most learners learned 

about the demonstrative adjectives implicitly, realizing they were adjectives, and 

therefore had no explicit memory of learning that the demonstrative adjectives changed 

based on location of the noun they modify.   
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N. Ellis (2005) stated that “most knowledge is tacit knowledge; most learning is 

implicit; the vast majority of our cognitive processing is unconscious” (p. 306).  

However, the participants had already learned explicitly via previous deductive learning 

that Spanish adjectives agree in gender and number with the noun they modify.  

According to Erlam (2003), knowledge that is learned is available to the learner as a 

conscious representation and results from paying conscious attention to language as the 

learners try to understand the language rules.  Ellis (2005) stated that explicit and implicit 

knowledge may interact, but it is unknown how much they interact.  This could account 

for the learners in Group 3 mentioning that demonstrative adjectives have to do with 

location, without being able to verbalize that location of the noun in relation to the 

speaker is the determining factor in deciding which demonstrative adjective is used.  The 

quantitative and qualitative results mentioned above showed that learners noticed 

something about location but were unable to apply this knowledge to a multiple-choice 

test.  These results may also be caused by learning syntactic knowledge about the 

demonstrative adjectives (changes in gender and number) but not semantic knowledge 

(they also convey location).  Doughty and Williams (1998) stated that the nature of the 

metatalk in the DG usually causes learners to focus more on syntax than semantics.   

During the discussion about the imperfect tense over the course of three days, the 

students discussed noticing the endings, such as –aba, for the –ar verbs.  There was only 

one learner on day X who mentioned that some verbs had –ía endings; no one else 

followed up on this comment, and no students ever commented that there were different 

endings for –er and –ir verbs than –ar verbs.  It is possibly that the more common 
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noticing of the –ar verbs is due to saliency.  In other words, over the course of first and 

second-year Spanish, students are more frequently exposed to verbs that end in –ar.  

Additionally, the imperfect tense endings for the –ar verbs are more marked that those 

for –er and –ir verbs.   

With the exception of the above-mentioned gaps in noticing, it appeared that the 

students in Group 3 were using metatalk in the whole-class discussion to share 

information with and “teach” each other the TG more effectively than in the self-

assessment.  The results, as explained in the previous quantitative data section, indicated 

otherwise.  The results of Research Question #2 suggest that all groups improved equally 

over time, possibly due to the noticing that occurred in the self-assessment activities. 

RESEARCH QUESTION # 3: LEARNER REACTIONS TO THE DG 

 

How do student participants feel about completing DG activities in order to learn 

grammar as measured by a survey?  

 

 

The answer to the third research question was explored with an open-ended 

survey in which the participants were asked what they liked about the DG, what they 

didn‟t like about the DG, what they learned during each week, and what they learned 

overall.  They were also given space to write additional comments about the DG.   

Content analysis was used to analyze the data from the surveys.  According to 

Merriam (1998), the process of content analysis “involves the simultaneous coding of 

raw data and the construction of categories that capture relevant characteristics of the 

document‟s content (p. 160).  Merriam states that Content Analysis is generally more 
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quantitative in nature, which makes is a good complementary technique to use with this 

mostly quantitative study.  The specific steps in Content Analysis include collecting the 

data, coding the data, transforming the codes into categorical labels or themes, isolating 

meaningful patterns and processes, and making generalizations to explain the data‟s 

meaning (Berg, 2004).  In the current study, the survey data was coded and categorized 

and the frequencies of answers were tabulated.  The categorized answers were further 

analyzed for emerging themes and subthemes, for which three main themes in student 

opinion regarding the DG were found- organization and administration of the DG based 

on the theoretical framework of the DG, issues regarding the texts and the DG and 

learning.  Each theme with its subsequent subthemes will be discussed below as it 

pertains to the current study, as well as previous research. 

Organization and administration of the DG activities based on the theoretical 

framework of the DG 

The most prevalent theme that arose from the student survey regarded issues of 

organization and administration of the DG lessons, which were referred to 100 times on 

the survey (students could provide multiple answers).  Based on the specific survey 

answers pertaining to organization and administration of the DG based on the theoretical 

framework of the DG, the theme was further broken down into three subthemes, issues 

with group work, issues with teaching styles and learning practices and issues with the 

lesson procedures.   

Issues with group work 

 

The most frequently reported answer on the student surveys pertaining to the 

organization and administration of the DG activity was the issue of group work, which 
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was mentioned a total of 23 times, four times in a negative light, and 21 times positively.   

According to Jacobs and Small (2003) “when implemented conscientiously, Dictogloss 

embodies sound principles of language teaching which include: learner autonomy, 

cooperation among learners, curricular integration, focus on meaning, diversity, 

thinking skills, alternative assessment, and teachers as co-learners” (p. 9). Implementing 

a version of the DG that uses cooperative learning, he continued, reflects several current 

foci in second language education, such as learner autonomy, cooperative learning and 

thinking skills.  The group autonomy in the DG encourages students to rely on each other 

as resources instead of getting their information solely from the teacher.  Such 

collaboration can result in metatalk, which allows learners to notice the gap in their 

language abilities and to pool metalinguistic knowledge in order to solve problems they 

have with the language learning task (Swain, 2001).  Research based on Vygotsky‟s 

sociocultural theory3 (Lantolf, 2000; Van Lier, 2002) shows that collaboration (in this 

case the group work in the reconstruction phase) provides an environment for developing 

language skills through learners assisting each other understand what they would not be 

able to on their own.  The group work during the reconstruction phase allows learners to 

use each other as mentors or teachers and solve their linguistic problems without having 

to first speak out in front of the entire class, which for many students is an uncomfortable 

situation.  This particular student population enjoyed the collaborative work and showed 

that they were old enough to be trusted to complete the work.   

                                                
33 See Lantolf, J. (Ed.). (2000). Sociocultural Theory and Second Language Learning. New York: Oxford: 

Oxford University Press for further information.  
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In both the initial and follow-up interviews, the collaborating classroom teacher 

reported that she “rarely” allowed her students to work in groups or do collaborative 

learning activities.  Work-related formal observations during the 2006-2007 and 2007-

2008 school years completed by the researcher along with informal observations of 

another of the collaborating teacher‟s classes (not involved in the study) over the course 

of the investigation corroborate her statement.  Nevertheless, many of the participants 

were satisfied enough with the opportunity to collaborate with their peers that it was 

reported 19 times on the surveys.  Some of the participants reported enjoying working in 

groups because it was fun.  Student #27 stated, “I like that you got to work with other 

people instead of doing it all by myself.  It was a little more fun that way.”  Other 

participants had specific reasons for liking the group work that are related to the above 

discussed relevant literature (see Example 3).  

Example 3 

Student # 26, G1: “We got to work in groups so it made it easier.” 

Student # 41, G2: “I liked that we were allowed to work in groups because 

we never get to in class and that really sucks.” 

Student #51, G3:  “I like how we went into groups because I was 

embaressed [sic] or scared to ask any questions.  It really 

helped me understand better.” 
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Student #62, G3:  “What I liked about the DG lessons was we, as a group, 

got the chance to discuss what we thought about the text 

rather than try and understand it by ourself [sic].” 

Student # 63, G3: “I liked working in groups because it helped other 

people understand your point of view.” 

 

Working in groups was the highlight of the DG lessons for 19 of the students, but 

due to learner differences or groups that did not function well as a team, four participants 

reported that working in groups was what they liked the least (see example 4).   

Example 4 

Student # 10, G1: “The groups were unnecessary.” 

Student # 63, G3: “I couldn‟t really look forward to doing stuff in my 

group because no one wanted to talk.” 

 

Three of the participants simply did not like the groups they were in, at least two 

cases because their group members did not contribute enough or help in the 

reconstruction process.  Lim and Jacobs (2001) also found tension in students‟ 

relationships due to “affective filters allegedly created by the partners” (p. 15).  Many of 

their participants wrote in their journals about difficulties getting used to collaborative 

work.  This is important to note, because cooperative learning is not something that can 

be implemented in the classroom without great thought (Lim and Jacobs, 2001).   
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While there are some successful characteristics of cooperative learning that can be 

implemented by the teacher, such as heterogeneous groups and simultaneous interaction, 

there are others, like collaborative skills and equal participation that must be practiced in 

order for the collaborative experience to be successful (Lim and Jacobs, 2001; Jacobs and 

Small 2003).4   The issues mentioned by the participants on the survey indicate that 

collaborative skills and equal participation should be discussed and practiced to ensure 

effective implementation of cooperative learning if group work were to become 

commonplace in this classroom. 

The discussion of participant reactions concerning the theoretical framework and 

its relation to the organization and administration of the DG continues in the next section, 

including a discussion of pertinent issues of teaching and learning styles. 

Issues with teaching styles and learning practices 

 

The subtheme that received the least amount of attention from the participants, 

and is the most global is issues with teaching styles and learning practices.  The term 

learning practices is used in this case, because the learning styles of each learner were not 

determined in the study.  Rather, based on the teaching practices used in the classroom, 

the learners have developed certain learning practices that they are accustomed to using 

in their Spanish class. The DG is situated in the SLA theories of, among others, noticing, 

inductive learning, and focus on form (FonF).  The DG as presented in the three groups, 

(DG, DG+V and DG+V+D)  is an inductive learning or FonF activity in which inductive 

is operationalized as: rules are inferred from examples (DeKeyser, 1994).   

                                                
4 See Jacobs and Small (2003) for a full discussion successful cooperative learning characteristics. 
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As reported by the collaborating teacher in the initial interview, she teaches 

Spanish as a foreign language via a deductive approach in which new concepts are first 

presented by the teacher giving an explanation of the rules and writing notes on the 

board/projecting them on a screen with explanations first and followed by practice 

activities, usually written that increase in difficulty.  The concept of learning language via 

Inductive learning (IL) was completely novel to the participants, and but obviously, the 

stark contrast in the participants‟ normal classroom activities and those of the study, were 

noticed by some of the learners and commented upon in the survey.  For example, student 

# 32 said, “It was alright and kinda [sic] funny.  I ain‟t [sic] used to learning like that.”   

There were a total of 22 comments regarding the theoretical background of the teaching 

style, six of which viewed the change in language teaching approach favorably, reporting 

that they liked the DG because it was “a change from what we normally do (student 

#31).”  Students # 45 and #65 also stated liking the DG due to the change in the language 

teaching and learning approaches (see Example 5). 

Example 5  

Student # 45, G2: “I liked how we listen to the voice thing and try to get as 

many clues as you can get.” 

Student #65, G3: “I liked the way it was taught.  It helped us learn and 

understand Spanish better.” 

 

There were only 14 negative comments regarding the major difference in teaching 

approach, which considering that there were 56 participants, indicates that the majority of 
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the students (75%) did not express dislike the change from deductive to inductive-type 

learning.  Some of the survey answers were a direct reflection of the difference in 

deductive versus inductive teaching styles (see Example 6).  Since, in deductive learning 

an explanation of new grammar concepts is always presented first before examples are 

provided (DeKeyser, 1994), the participants are accustomed to being given rules as 

opposed to inducing rules.  Eight participants reported frustrations on the surveys of 

regarding a perceived lack of grammar explanations or notes, which is promising, given 

the number of completed surveys and the stringency in which the deductive teaching 

style is followed by the collaborating classroom teacher.  Seven of the comments were 

made by participants in Groups 1 and 2 which could indicate that the metatalk produced 

in the whole class discussions in Group 3 led the students to feel like they were being 

provided with explanations even though the explanations were coming from their 

classmates and not the instructor.   

Example 6 

Student # 2, G1: “Maybe explain a little of how to use what conjugations 

where.” 

Student # 32, G2: “I didn‟t like having to learn things from the DG.  I 

think this is a good idea for once we have a grasp of the 

thing we are being taught.” 

Student #34, G2: “If we would have known we were learning past test or 

had a lesson on making verbs in the past tense, we could‟ve 

learned more.” 
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Student #65, G3: “With the lessons it would be nice if we went over it in 

English first to know what was going on.” 

 

Of the 16 negative comments regarding the underlying theoretical background of 

the DG, only six participants (10.7%) reported that the DG with its inductive nature, was 

too difficult and not an appropriate activity for a second-year high school Spanish course 

(see Example 7).  Considering that the students had never done a DG and are beginning 

level students, this number is encouraging regarding the appropriateness of using the DG 

at high school level as part of a larger group of activities to teach TG.  The quantitative 

data, showing the statistically significant improvements between the pre-test and post-

tests for all test item types support this conclusion, and lend credence to the body of 

literature (Qin, 2008; Shak, 2006; Swain & Lapkin, 2001) that suggest that the DG is 

appropriate for younger learners. 

 

Example 7 

Student # 5, G1: “I honestly didn‟t like what she was teaching.  It was too 

hard and too complicated.  I didn‟t understand nothing [sic] 

she taught…Sorry!” 

Student # 37, G2: I think that this system doesn‟t go well with the 

attention span of an American teenager.” 

 

The theoretical underpinnings of the DG are interwoven in all aspects of the DG; 

including the procedures followed when presenting a DG lesson.  The survey comments 
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made by the participants regarding the lesson procedures are explored in the discussion of 

the subtheme of organization and administration, issues with the DG lesson procedures. 

  

Issues with the DG lesson procedures 

 

The traditional DG activity as presented by Wajnryb (1990, 1988) calls for 

reading the text two times, during which the students listen the first time and listen and 

take notes the second time.  After the notes have been taken, students work in groups to 

reconstruct the text, which is followed by an error correction and analysis phase.  The 

activity is designed to focus learners‟ attention to form while working within a 

meaningful context.  Based on the survey answers, one of the foremost subthemes of the 

organization and administration of the DG pertains to the daily lesson procedures that the 

learners were exposed to six times over a period of two weeks.  A total of 53 comments 

were made about the lesson procedures. 

It was obvious from the students‟ comments and the questions they asked while 

the researcher was there, as well as from the survey answers of 21 participants that most 

students did not enjoy doing the DG activity so many times over the course of two weeks 

(see Example 8).  In terms of teaching, there seems to be a clear indication that doing the 

same activity over and over is not a best teaching practice, and it is unlikely that this 

researcher or the collaborating classroom teacher would use the DG so frequently.  It is 

important to maintain student interest in the activities being used to teach the TG and the 

conclusions made by the participants were that it is “boring” to have to do the activity so 
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many times.  There were numerous repetitions of the activity for research purposes only, 

as the participants needed exposure over numerous days in order for learning to ensue.   

 

Example 8 

Student # 17, G1: “The DG was very bland and boring.  It felt like the day 

would just drag on forever.  It‟s not Miss Uribe, it was the 

way that it was taught.” 

Student # 51, G3: “I didn‟t really like how we did the same exact activities 

every day.  It got a little boring.  I like to do different 

things.” 

 

 The comments made by the other 32 students had both positive and negative 

remarks about the design and execution of the lesson plan with reference to the lesson 

procedures.  For example, while a large number of participants complained about the 

repetitiveness of participating in six dictoglosses in two weeks, there were four 

participants who specifically mentioned liking the consistency of doing the same type of 

activity every day and the way the activities were organized (see Example 9).  Four 

students even suggested spending more time per lesson would help them learn better, 

including student #36 who wrote that the DG could be improved by providing “more 

time, longer class periods so that we could go over what it was exactly that we were 

writing.” 
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Example 9 

Student # 8, G1: “I like how we did the same activity and order every day.  

It helped really understanding Spanish, not just on paper 

but in real conversations” 

Student # 22, G1: “I like the way everything was formatted.” 

Student # 28, G2: “I like that we did a lot of the same task everyday so I 

always knew what we were doing.”   

Student # 57, G3: “I liked that we got the packet for every lesson.”5 

 

The remaining 19 comments were associated with liking or disliking certain 

elements of the lesson plans or DG phases that ranged from one participant reporting the 

warm-up as helpful and another disliking it, to a desire for more repetitions of the text or 

being able to see it more (nine comments), to ten students that liked the self-assessment 

or reconstruction phases (see Example 10).  Of all of the specific DG phases mentioned 

as being “liked” by the participants, the largest number talked about the reconstruction 

phase.  Liking the reconstruction phase is mainly attributed to the benefits of 

collaboration as explained above, but the examples below indicate more of liking the 

actual act of reconstructing as opposed to the act of working in groups as mentioned by 

the participants in Example 3.  The preference that the participants had for one phase of 

the DG over another may very well be linked to differences in learning styles.  For 

example, social (interpersonal) learners may prefer the reconstruction phase, while 

                                                
5 Referring to the packet that contained the vocabulary words and instructions for each phase.  The packet 

also included the questions for the self-assessment activity. 
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intrapersonal learners may like the self-assessment better.  Auditory learners may find the 

listening phase most appealing.  Since the participants were not given a learning styles 

inventory at the start of the study, though, these survey answers cannot be associated with 

specific learning styles with certainty. 

Example 10 

Student # 15, G1: “I liked the concept of rewriting a story.  It helped me 

with remembering words.  This helped me with 

understanding what‟s being said.” 

Student # 30, G2: “I liked how we got to work in groups and try to put the 

passage back together.” 

Conclusions for issues with the organization and administration of the DG 

 

 Although the survey comments regarding the organizational and administrational 

aspects of the DG were varied, a number of conclusions can be made based on the 

qualitative data and supporting literature.  Group work (collaboration) was viewed 

positively by the learners and seemed to make them more comfortable with the changes 

in the learning environment and teaching style.  The change in teaching style, certainly 

noticed by all, was well-accepted and in some cases appreciated.  However, the 

participants in general did not like the fact that the DG was repeated six times in two 

weeks.  Finally, the learners expressed varying opinions regarding which phase of the DG 

or part of the DG lessons they liked the best.  This can most likely be attributed to 
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differences in learning styles of the students.  The analysis of the survey results continues 

below with a discussion on student perceptions about the DG and learning. 

The DG and learning 

 

The second most commonly mentioned theme on the student surveys was 

learning.  As previously mentioned, the collaborating teacher uses a deductive approach 

to teaching Spanish grammar and the concept of language learning via Focus on Form 

(FonF) or Inductive Learning (IL) was novel to the participants.  The motivation behind 

conducting this study was to find out which of the three variations of the DG activities 

(DG, DG+V, or DG+V+D) would be most effective in helping high school Spanish 

students notice and learn (or begin to learn) the TG forms.  Based on the long period of 

time needed to become proficient in a foreign language, it was not expected that learning 

in this study would be equivalent to mastery; rather, the learners would become familiar 

enough about the TG concepts to score above chance on the post-tests.   In the case of 

this study learning (or signs of learning) the TG was measured by the pre-test, immediate 

post-tests and delayed post-test and analyzed in Chapter 4.   

The participants were provided with the opportunity to self-report about their 

learning on the survey which asked what they learned in week one, what they learned in 

week two and what they learned overall.  The nature of the answers to this survey 

question guided the creation of the subthemes for learning, learning target grammar 

forms, focus on meaning versus focus on linguistic forms, learning skills and perceptions 

of learning.  In the following sections the subthemes will be compared and contrasted, 

and the results will be compared with the quantitative results and related research.   
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Learning Target Grammar forms 

Over the course of the first week, the students were presented with a set of DG 

lessons to teach them Spanish demonstrative adjectives.  During the second week of 

treatment the TG was the imperfect tense.  These TG topics were decided on by the 

researcher and collaborating teacher who needed the TG topics to follow the second-year 

Spanish curriculum.  In order to determine the actual amount of TG that was noticed and 

consequently learned, the students took the pre-test, an immediate post-test with only 

demonstrative adjective questions and the delayed post-test.  The pre-test and delayed 

post-test had TG items from both DG lesson sets (demonstrative adjectives and imperfect 

tense).  All three tests included multiple-choice and fill-in-the-blank items.  The 

quantitative results indicated that, unexpectedly, there were no between groups 

differences.   

Despite the findings that the treatment type had no bearing on the outcomes for 

learning the TG, the results showed that all three groups improved significantly from the 

pre-tests to the delayed post-tests for both multiple-choice and fill-in-the-blank question 

types for demonstrative adjectives and the imperfect tense.  Though these findings 

contribute to previous DG studies that found that learners did focus on TG forms (Leeser, 

2004; Nabei, 1996; Qin, 2008; Swain & Lapkin, 2001), they must be interpreted with 

caution and compared to the qualitative results.   

On the survey the participants were asked to report what they learned a) during 

week one, b) what they learned during week 2, and c) what they learned overall.  The 

survey item also stated, “Be sure to include information on new grammar you may have 
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noticed.” Nine students for week one (16%), 16 for week two (29%) and nine again for 

what they learned overall reported learning TG.  For example, student # 24 (week 1) said, 

“I learned new grammar like aquel, aquellos, and aquellas.”  Student # 17 (overall) wrote, 

“past tense conjugations.”  Though these numbers are not very high, they do indicate that 

the DG activities caused some of the participants to notice and learn the TG.  It could be 

that, due to the age of the participants and the critical period hypothesis that much of the 

learning that occurred was implicit versus explicit as previously discussed.   

Another possible explanation for the lower numbers of students who reported 

learning the TG lies in what Tomlin and Villa (1994) describe as the three processes of 

detection that they believe lead to noticing.  The first process is alertness which is the 

learner being ready to deal with incoming stimuli and data.  Second is orientation, which 

refers to the allocation of resources based on learners‟ expectations about the incoming 

stimuli.  It is the orientation that is affected by prior experiences that will, for example, 

determine if a learner focuses on form, meaning or both based on the type of stimulus 

received.  Finally, the process of detection is the learners focusing their attention on 

specific information.  Give the novelty of the inductive activities, it is possible that there 

was a “breakdown” in the orientation process.  Since their normal orientation is that 

stimulus about grammar will come in the form of notes and a deductive lesson, they were 

not expecting a grammar lesson and therefore, explicit detection may not have happened. 

A final possible explanation that corresponds well with the 13% difference in 

learners who reported learning the imperfect tense over demonstrative adjectives was the 

linguistic complexity of the demonstrative adjectives.  Izumi and Bigelow (2000), 
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reported that the linguistic complexity in their study did impede noticing and the 

production of LREs related to the TG.  It is also possible that the participants simply did 

not mention learning demonstrative adjectives (overall) because at the time of the survey 

administration, they had just completed the imperfect tense lessons and that was foremost 

on their minds. 

Focus on meaning versus focus on linguistic forms 

 

An important characteristic of the DG is, according to Wajnryb (1988, 1990), that 

TG is taught within a meaningful context and making meaning while drawing attention to 

form is one of the key objectives of the DG.  According to research about the DG, there 

are differing opinions about how well the DG can focus learners’ attention to a specific 

linguistic feature.  In comparing the Language Related Episodes (LREs) from a Jigsaw 

task and the DG, Swain and Lapkin (2001) found that the DG more narrowly focused 

learners’ attention on the TG than did the Jigsaw activity.  García Mayo (2002) 

concluded that the DG did not focus learners on the target form in the text as her 

participants produced significantly more meaning-based LREs than form-focused.  

Salazar Campillo (2006) found the DG to be an activity that allowed learners to focus on 

form and receive feedback about the form, but stated that it was not the most effective of 

the activities she studied, possibly due to the DG giving more freedom for learners to 

focus on many forms, not just the target grammar (TG).  The DG activities used in the 

current study were designed in a way to help focus learners’ attention to the TG forms.  

The instructions explicitly asked learners to pay attention to new grammar and 

incorporate it in their texts (see Example 11), and the self-assessment activity, and in 
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Group 3, the whole-class discussion, specifically asked the learners to report about new 

grammar they may have noticed and how they think it works. 

Given that the purpose of the Dictoglosses was to find a variation that 

successfully helped learners notice linguistic forms, in this case demonstrative adjectives 

and the imperfect tense of the Spanish language, it is encouraging that in week one 27% 

of the participants reported learning linguistic forms, 18% during week 2 and 20% overall 

mentioned learning linguistic forms on the open-ended survey.  These numbers are in 

addition to the participants who reported learning the TG forms specifically as explained 

above.   

Example 11: Written instructions from student activities packet (see Appendix C) 

“Please pay specific attention and try to notice the new grammar used in 

the story.”  

 

“After hearing the story three times, you will be sharing your notes and 

working in groups to reconstruct the story in Spanish, trying to incorporate 

the new vocabulary and grammar that you may have noticed.” 

“FACILITATOR: You are the group leader for the day.  You make sure 

your group stays on task and does their best to focus on the gist of the text 

and address any new grammar that was noticed by group members.” 

 

“Tell me about any new grammar concepts that you think you noticed.  

Explain how you think this new grammar works and what its purpose is.” 

 

Though these instructions were given in order to facilitate noticing of the TG, the 

results showed that they also noticed other linguistics forms as well as lexical items 
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(meaning).  It is somewhat unclear, though, what some learners meant when reporting 

learning forms because they were often times very general (see Example 12). 

Example 12 

Student # 16, G1, week 2: “I learned a little more grammar.” 

Student # 47, G2, week 1:  “a little bit of grammar but not too much.” 

Student # 57, G3, overall: “I learned conjugations I didn‟t know before.” 

 

Some of the general comments may have referred specifically to the TG, but were 

not specific enough to be considered evidence of the students learning the TG.  Others 

may have simply written that they learned “grammar” because, based on the number of 

times the instructions said to pay attention to grammar, they knew they should have 

learned grammar.  Other students who mentioned learning a linguistic form other than the 

TG forms were more specific.  The variation in their answers regarding accent marks, 

subject pronouns, word order (see Example 13) shows that the DG is not an activity that 

focuses learners solely on the target form as previously reported by Salazar Campillo 

(2006).  

Example 13 

Student #2, G1, week 2: “Got better at how a sentence is put together.” 

Student # 32, G2, week 1: “A lot of the marks above the letters I would 

have never put there.” 
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Student # 43, G2, week 1: “I noticed weird conjugations of words I knew 

before.” 

 

Much of the DG literature that analyzes the Language Related Episodes (LREs) of 

the participants has found that there is a tendency for students to focus on lexical 

meaning rather that linguistic form (Garcia Mayo, 2002; Murray, 1994; Salazar Campillo, 

2006).  In an attempt to help the participants of this current study notice the TG forms, 

the instructions explicitly said that the students should pay attention and try to notice the 

new grammar.  Nonetheless, the survey data showed that during week one 13%, week 

two 18%, and overall 23% of the participants  focused in part on meaning and reported 

learning new lexical concepts.  This is compared to 16% and 29% for each week 

respectively and 16% overall that reported learning TG.  These differences, when 

combined with the “general grammar” answers indicate that on a global level the lessons 

did focus learners‟ attention on form more than meaning, as 27% for week one, 18% for 

week two and 21% overall said they learned some type of linguistic form, which makes 

the number of students who reported learning some type of linguistic form higher than 

those who reported learning lexical items (see Table 16).   

Even though in the execution of the lessons the importance of noticing form was 

stressed more than noticing meaning, it makes sense that 13 % (week 1), 18% (week 2) 

and 23% (overall) reported learning lexical items.  As suggested by Wajnryb, (1990) new 

vocabulary was presented before each DG lesson as a way of preventing unknown words 

from interfering with the noticing of the TG.  The participants were also allowed to ask 
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the researcher or their classroom teacher the meaning of words that they were using in 

reconstructing, which they did.  Wajnryb and others (Doughty and William, 1998; Swain 

and Lapkin, 2001) also stress that the DG facilitates the noticing of form through 

meaning making.  All of the survey results in which participants indicated that they 

learned lexical meaning, except two, were reports of learning vocabulary words or new 

words.  It is not known if the students who reported learning new words were referring 

specifically to the new vocabulary words presented by the researcher or if they learned 

new words other than those that were presented as vocabulary words.  Only two students 

who reported learning lexical meaning talked about understanding the texts as a whole.  

For example, regarding week 2, student # 72 said, “I started catching on to the text and 

was able to get an idea about what it said.”  For the same week student # 53 reported, “I 

got most of the words-even some of the smaller ones.”   
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Table 16: What the participants reported learning: form versus meaning 

 

What the participants learned Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Total % 

 

Week 1      

Target Grammar 6 0 3 9 16% 

Lexical meaning 3 1 3 7 13% 

General linguistic forms 5 6 4 15 27% 

 

Week 2      

Target Grammar 7 2 7 16 29% 

Lexical meaning 5 2 3 10 18% 

General linguistic forms 5 3 2 10 18% 

      

Overall      

Target Grammar from week 1 0 0 0 0 0% 

Target Grammar from week 2 6 1 2 9 16% 

Lexical meaning 7 1 5 13 23% 

General linguistic forms 6 3 3 12 21% 

 

Learning skills 

 

Many of the survey answers referred to concepts that were broader than just 

learning a vocabulary word or a new verb ending.  These answers were either categorized 

as skills learned or perceptions of learning.  Below is a discussion of skills that the 

participants reported learning.  Wajnryb (1988) is very specific about what the DG does 

and does not aim to do. She specifically stated that the DG does not aim to: “seek to test 

the memory,” “improve note-taking skills,” or be a “text for the purposes of listening 

comprehension, nor does it seek directly to augment aural skills.”  Despite her claim, 

many of the participants of the current study reported learning language skills that 

correspond with Wajnryb‟s list of what the DG does not aim to do.  25% of the students 
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in week 1, 16% in week 2, and 34% overall reported learning skills, and in fact learning 

skills was the most commonly provided answer when the students were reporting what 

they learned overall, that is over the course of the study.   

It seems logical, especially for students who are exposed to little input in Spanish, 

that they would become more comfortable with listening skills (at least in understanding 

the voice of the text recordings) after hearing texts a total of 18 times in two weeks.  The 

most commonly reported skill learned was, in fact, listening with a total of 20 responses.  

Improving on note-taking skills was the next most reported skill, with eight occurrences 

followed by improved reading comprehension and improvement of reconstruction/writing 

skills with five instances each.   

If, as the students reported, it became easier to understand the texts over the 

course of the study, it makes sense that the note taking skills would also improve, 

especially after the first day once they knew what they needed to write down in order to 

be able to successfully reconstruct the text.  More than anything, though, it is 

commonsensical that students‟ skills would improve after “practicing” them by 

completing six DG lessons over two weeks.  It is also logical that the skill improvements 

will not be retained if the students do not continue practicing the skills. 

It is important to keep in mind, that the current study does not provide evidence to 

support or to refute students‟ claims that the DG improved their skills.  In order to 

determine if there were improvements in listening comprehension and note taking skills, 

for example, a thorough exploration of the students‟ notes and reconstructed texts will 

need to be done in a future article.  Given that attitude towards learning language (and 
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regarding an activity) is crucial to language learning (Savignon, 1997), then it is 

important for learners to perceive they are learning.  Further participant perceptions 

regarding learning are discussed below. 

Perceptions of learning 

 

 The survey question asked the study participants what they “feel like [they] 

learned or got better at.”  There were 45 instances of the students writing about their 

perceptions of whether or not they were learning and why, as opposed to actually 

reporting what they learned.  Unlike deductive learning, which draws learners‟ attention 

to new forms by overtly explaining and practicing them, noticing and learning TG via the 

DG can be subtler for the learners.  Since the DG was novel to all of the participants, it 

was expected that the students would take a day or two of practice before being 

comfortable with the activity and the cognitive load of mastering the activities might 

cause a temporary lack of noticing and learning of TG.  One of the most positive results 

from this survey item is the decrease in the number of respondents over the two weeks 

who reported they didn‟t learn anything or were still getting used to the DG.  During the 

first week, 15 participants responded that they did not learn anything or much or were 

still getting used to the DG activities (see Example 14).  This number dropped to eight in 

the second week and down to just five when reporting what they learned overall.  In other 

words, by the end of the study there were 51 (91%) students felt like they had learned 

something or improved their language skills to some extent.  Of the five who reported not 

learning anything over the course of the study, four were from Group 2, which again 
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shows that their attitudes towards learning via the DG did not seem as positive as the 

other classes.  

Example 14 

Student # 33, G2, week 1: “Nothing, because no one ever explained 

anything to us.” 

Student # 33, G2, week 2: “Nothing really because we just listened to the 

computer.” 

Student # 36, G2, weeks 1 and 2: “I can‟t say I learned anything.” 

Student # 44, G2, week 1: “I didn‟t do too good [sic] on the first week, but 

just because it was new and I wasn‟t really used to doing 

it.” 

Student #44, G2, week 2: “I thought I did pretty good on the second week 

because I had done it already and I was used to it.” 

Because of the pre-test, post-test, delayed post-test design, the students were not 

allowed to see their test results and were not provided any feedback regarding their 

progress.  Feedback, though it comes in many varieties, has been shown to be effective in 

advancing language learning as it causes learners to notice TG forms (Doughty & Varela, 

1998; Mackey, 2006; Spada & Lightbown, 1993).  If they would have been provided 

feedback via getting to review the tests they took, or while they were completing the DG 

lessons, it may have been more apparent to students like the above mentioned that 

learning was occurring as the quantitative results suggested.  Schmidt (1990) argued that 

conscious processes were important to language comprehension and production and 
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stated that conscious awareness (noticing) plays in important role in grammar instruction 

since learners must consciously notice the grammatical form of their input in order to 

acquire grammar.  Robinson (1995) argued that “attentional demands of pedagogical 

tasks and individual differences in memory and attentional capacity both affect the extent 

of noticing, thereby directly influencing SLA” (p. 284).  Equally important in his article 

is the idea that “information processing during acquisition and learning both require 

conscious attention to form in the input” (p.298), and that non-conscious processing does 

not aide in L2 learning.   

Not all of the student perceptions about learning pertained to perceiving that they 

were not learning or noticing anything new.  Other comments reported realizations that 

the students made about what they needed to do to be successful, discussing how they 

recognized what the TG was but did not quite understand it (again, further evidence that 

there implicit learning occurred), and their thoughts about the organization and 

administration of the lessons (see Example 15). 

Example 15 

Student # 8, G1, week 2: “I took my notes in Spanish which really helped 

me use Spanish a lot and learn and comprehend better .” 

Student # 60, G3, week 2: “Noticing the –ab in past tince [sic] verb.  Not 

really catching why it was there. 

Student # 63, G3, overall: “I never want to work with a recorder ever 

again.” 
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Issues regarding the texts  

 

The last emerging theme from the survey data to be discussed in the current study 

was also the most narrowly focused theme pertaining to issues regarding the texts.  This 

theme is closely related to organization and administration, as one of its subthemes 

pertains to specific phases in the DG.  However, the sheer number of comments (30) 

specifically regarding the texts warranted making it a separate theme.  Within this theme 

the subthemes of speed and difficulty level of text and repetitions of the text are found.   

Due to the researcher‟s experience with using the DG in the secondary classroom, 

and the knowledge that the study participants had been previously exposed to little 

native-like input, there was concern about the presentation of the texts.  Classroom 

instruction and most student-teacher interactions occur in English.  The language learners 

in this study, according to the collaborating teacher, only hear paragraph length input 

when they watch the videos that accompany their textbook (approximately once a 

month).  The input from the videos is presented at a very slow, non native-like pace with 

simplified sentence structures that have been highly contextualized to promote 

understanding.  According to Krashen (1985) the input made available to the learners 

needs to be at the i + 1 level in order for it to be comprehensible (understandable yet 

causing progress in learning/acquisition).    Given the participants previous experience 

and the idea of i + 1 in mind, the pace that the texts were read for the recordings for this 

study was slowed considerably from the native-like pace recommended by Wajnryb  

Furthermore, the recommended “slightly longer than normal pauses” between sentences 

were lengthened to five seconds (Wajnryb, 1990).  For example, reading the texts at a 
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native-like pace allowing for slightly longer pauses as Wajnryb suggested would have 

taken approximately 50 seconds to play the first text.  As it was, the playback time was 

one minute and 22 seconds.  The texts were written with vocabulary and grammar that 

the students had studied previously in the school year; the only novel information was the 

target grammar (demonstrative pronouns and the imperfect) and a few new lexical items.  

All new lexical items were presented to the students ahead of time in the form of a 

vocabulary list with translations of the words.  According to the textbook-based 

curriculum and the classroom teacher, the texts should have been easily comprehensible 

by the students.  Although these modifications were made to the DG texts, 18 of the 56 

participants (32%) stated that the texts were too fast or they could not understand them 

(see Example 11).   

 

Example 16 

Student # 18, G1: “I didn‟t like the listening exercise because it was hard 

to catch or remember what is important in the story.  So 

there was [sic] always words or even sentences missing.  If 

it went slower, that might help a little.” 

Student #20, G1: “What I didn‟t like was how we did the paragraphs.  I 

think it was too high of a level for me.” 

Student # 24, G1: “I thought the speaking was too fast; it would help if it 

went slower, and some of the words were hard to 

understand and we didn‟t know how to spell them.” 
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Student # 48, G3: “The storys [sic] were too long and read too fast.  I 

would have done better if it had [been] read slower and also 

read it one more time.” 

Student # 58, G3: “It was hard to write down the things I heard when we 

were listening to the story because I kept forgetting what I 

heard.  Longer pauses between sentences may have helped 

a little.” 

 

The issue of the students perceiving the texts to be too difficult is important to the 

overall success of the activity.  The DG is an activity designed to help students notice TG 

within a meaningful context.  If the context is not comprehensible to the students, the 

activity can be completed, but as mentioned by student # 34, “sometimes you just 

memorize what words you saw and write them down, but don‟t really know what they 

mean.”  If this happens, unfortunately, the meaningful context that is meant to assist 

learners in noticing the TG is not available.   

Fortunately, a majority of the students did not report feeling like the texts were 

too difficult.  Given the numbers of students who were not concerned with the difficulty 

level of the texts and the observation made by the researcher that the participants were 

preoccupied with writing down all of the words and reconstructing the texts word for 

word, it is possible that the texts were not too difficult for the students to get the gist, but 

they were preoccupied because they did not understand every word.  Even though 

Wajnryb says that the DG is opposite of the cloze activity and the DG calls for students 
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to write down key content words and then create the text, the participants frequently 

commented during the reconstruction phase that they were not able to write down all of 

the words and were concerned with conveying the exact information presented in the 

texts.  The researcher reminded the students on a daily basis that they did not need to 

write down all of the words and the text needed should be reconstructed in their own 

words, (see Appendix C), but not being able to write down everything remained a 

concern for them.  Frequent remarks were also made in the Group 3 class discussion and 

in the self-assessment activity in all three groups that the students would begin to take 

down notes only to miss what was being said next, therefore never understanding the 

entire text at once.   
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Repetitions of the text   

 

The traditional DG activity as presented by Wajnryb (1990) calls for reading the 

text two times.  In order to adjust the activity to fit the needs of the beginning language 

learners, the texts in the current lessons were each presented three times. Almost 18% of 

the participants referred to the number of text repetitions when answering the survey 

questions about what they liked and did not like about the DG.  While a number of 

students who reported that the DG was boring or too repetitive, there were others, 16%, 

who reported that they needed to see or hear the text another time to help them better 

understand it or take more notes (see Example 17).   

Example 17   

Student # 8, G1: “I also thought that the three time listening thing was too 

short of a time.” 

Student # 23, G1: “It could have been repeated more times when listening 

to the recordings.” 

 

However, only one student reported actually liking the fact that the texts were 

repeated three times.  Any repetitions beyond the three that were provided would make 

the activity more repetitive and boring which was the number one thing that the students 

already did not like about the activity.  Over the course of the six lessons, not a single 

student asked to hear or see any of the texts for a fourth time.  In order for the input to be 

at the i + 1 level that pushes the students to improve their language skills, the texts were 
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not designed to be so simple that they could be copied down verbatim.  Rather, as student 

# 34 said, “they made you really have to pay attention to do well, both in what was 

written on the screen and what was being said.”  Paying attention (to promote noticing) 

is, after all, the purpose of the DG activity. 

Conclusions 

 

Research question three explored student perceptions about the DG activity as it 

related to the organization and administration of the DG based on the theoretical 

framework of the DG, the DG and learning and issues regarding the texts.  Under the 

theme organization and administration of the DG based on the theoretical framework of 

the DG, the major findings were that in general the change from deductive to inductive 

learning was generally accepted by the students, though it did not go unnoticed.  One of 

the highlights of completing the DG activities that emerged from the survey data was the 

opportunity for the learners to collaborate with their peers during the reconstruction phase 

of the DG.  One of the most promising outcomes of the survey as seen in the DG and 

learning in terms of students‟ attitudes towards the DG and their perceptions of learning 

was that by the end of the study there were only five students who perceived that they did 

not learn anything, though what they learned was a combination of TG forms, other 

linguistic forms and lexical items.   In the subtheme issues regarding the texts, it was 

discovered that although the writing and recording of the texts was done in a very 

deliberate manner keeping in mind the participants previous experience with Spanish 

input and the textbook-based curriculum followed in their classroom, many students 

commented that the texts were too difficult, fast or not played enough times.  Many of 
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these issues will be re-visited below from the point-of-view of the collaborating 

classroom teacher. 

 

Research question # 4: Collaborating classroom teacher’s reactions to the DG 

 

How does the collaborating teacher feel about the effectiveness of using the DG 

for teaching grammar at the high school level? 

 

Research question four intended to shed light on the collaborating teacher‟s 

perceptions regarding the effectiveness of using the DG for teaching grammar at the high 

school level.  The collaborating classroom teacher was interviewed two times-once 

before and once after the DG treatments.  During the initial interview the teacher 

expressed that she had not used the Dictogloss before and was unsure how it would work 

in her class since the students never did inductive activities.  The day before the delayed 

post-test, the second interview was conducted to inquire about the collaborating teacher‟s 

opinions concerning the DG activity after seeing it taught and her students work with it 

for six days.  As in research question # 3, Content Analysis was used to analyze the 

interview data from which three themes emerged.  After describing in more detail 

information about the collaborating teacher‟s teaching style based on the first interview, 

this section will explore her views about the DG and learning, the organization and 

administration of the DG, and the implementation of the DG in the collaborating 

teacher‟s repertoire.  
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Current teaching style of the collaborating classroom teacher 

 

During the first interview, the researcher elicited information from the 

collaborating teacher regarding her language teacher training and the style of teaching she 

currently employs in her classroom.  The teacher had originally planned on teaching 

physical education and coaching, but chose to minor in Spanish in order to be more 

marketable.  Due to the structure of how her university education program trains pre-

service teachers, she never had a foreign language (FL) teaching methods class that 

“showed her or told her how to teach Spanish.”  She felt like they were very concerned 

with classroom management and other administrative issues, but was never trained in 

how to write FL lesson plans or design class materials.  Therefore, when she got her first 

teaching job, and it was in Spanish, she utilized information that she learned in her 

physical education methods course and the high school Spanish courses she had taken to 

design her lessons. 

The collaborating teacher is currently in her fourth year of teaching high school 

Spanish in the same school.  After previously teaching first-year Spanish, she has 

recognized that her current second-year Spanish students did not come to her with the 

requisite knowledge and skills to be successful in the second-year Spanish course taught 

at her school.  She also expressed that she feels a great deal of pressure from the school 

administration for her students to be passing.  As a way of remedying the situation of 

having learners who, she says, are not ready for second-year Spanish, but “need” to pass, 

she teaches slowly and deductively, giving notes, drilling and practicing concepts and 

vocabulary words until the students have them memorized.  A typical lesson plan 
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involving grammar instruction in her classroom consists of introducing the topic to be 

learned, giving notes that tell what the form is and its usage rules.  When she is done 

giving the rules, the teacher gives the students examples either by asking them to 

translate sentences from English to Spanish or by giving them fill-in-the-blank sentences.  

For the remainder of the class period they complete practice activities working alone 

almost exclusively.  The teacher expressed being excited to see how the DG lessons work 

and stated that if they appear successful, maybe she has been “doing something wrong” 

or “there is a better way to teach.”  She was, however, apprehensive stating, “Just 

knowing some of my kids, they are going to shut down, because they‟re not going to have 

the information like they always do.  But I think that‟s because they are used to me...I 

don‟t know what they did in [first-year Spanish]...so that‟s one of my concerns.”  On the 

other hand, she said, “I can see some of the other kids who really try to understand 

something or really pay attention and try to figure things out, I think they are going to be 

really good at it.”   

The DG and learning: The teacher’s perspective 

 

During the second interview, the collaborating teacher was asked if, after seeing 

the DG six times, she thought that it was an appropriate activity for beginning foreign 

language learners.  She considered it to be appropriate depending on the TG that is to be 

noticed and believed that the current study was a good example of both appropriate and 

inappropriate types of TG to use.  Her observation that the TG form chosen for the DG is 

a complex matter is seen in Doughty and Williams (1998).  As they stated, since not all 

grammatical features are acquired the same way, they cannot be taught the same way.  
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They went on to explain that there are many ways to decide how best to choose forms; 

such as choosing what forms are problematic or considering order of acquisition (a 

discussion that is beyond the scope of this study since the researcher did not choose the 

forms at hand).  They did say, however, that more salient forms are more likely to be 

acquired first because they are consciously noticed (such as the –ar imperfect endings in 

this study).  They also cautioned that the DG appears to engage learners in syntactic, not 

semantic processing (which could explain why the study participants noticed that Spanish 

demonstrative adjectives agree in gender and number, but did not notice well enough that 

they also imply location to be successful on the post-tests).   

In the teacher‟s opinion, during the course of the study the DG only worked for 

triggering noticing of the imperfect tense and not the demonstrative adjectives. She 

surmised that her students view Spanish grammar only as verb conjugations and do not 

realize that grammar refers to many different linguistic features.  The teacher said that 

they are so familiar with verbs and conjugating them that they can see the stem of the 

verb, recognize that it is a verb and notice that the ending is different than what they have 

already learned.  The teacher stated that during the DG lessons, the students probably 

recognized a verb, like correr (to run), from the stem but noticed that the ending was not 

a present tense ending.  She got the impression from observing the group work and class 

discussion that the students noticed the –ar verbs more than the –er and –ir verbs, which 

supports the proposition made by the researcher that the –ar endings were more salient 

and marked, therefore more easily noticed by the participants.  When the collaborating 

teacher was asked why she believed the students noticed the –ar verbs more than the 
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others, she said, “It‟s a bigger difference-the „b.‟ Where does the “b” come from like in 

ábamos?  For ir and er it‟s only -íamos and if you think about it, it‟s [more] like -amos 

and maybe they just missed the í.” 

On the other hand, the teacher said that with the demonstrative adjectives, the 

students did not have any prior knowledge to build on and, in her opinion, even with the 

“clue” words (like here, there, way over there, close, far away), they just did not notice 

what was being taught.6  She stated that it is unlikely that they know the concept of 

demonstrative adjectives even in English because they do not overtly think about them.  

Another reason that she presumed her students might not have understood how 

demonstrative adjectives work is that she has always taught her classes that adjectives 

that end in “e” do not change to match in gender as do demonstrative adjectives, which 

change from the masculine singular for este to the feminine form esta, and the plural 

masculine and feminine forms estos and estas..  In general, the teacher concluded that 

demonstrative adjectives were too complex and difficult to teach beginning level students 

via the DG.  On the contrary, it was clear from the quantitative data that the students did 

understand how to make the demonstrative adjectives agree with gender and number, but 

semantic issues prevented the concept from being fully learned.  Regardless of the exact 

TG to be taught, she said it should be something that the students already have basic 

knowledge about and they can use the DG to build on what they know. 

The collaborating teacher was asked what her perceptions were regarding if her 

students were excited to be learning via the DG.  She reported that she did observe 

                                                
6 At the time of the interview the teacher did not know any statistical results, but she was supposing her 

students had not learned them well. 
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students becoming excited about learning.  She reported that at the very beginning of the 

study, her students were very frustrated because the DG was something new that they 

were not used to, but there were changes from the first day to the second and third as the 

activity became easier for them, a conclusion strongly supported by the student surveys.  

She observed that the students could see themselves getting better and were pleased, 

often discussing how much of the text they were able to reconstruct compared to the first 

day.  She also noticed certain learners responded exceptionally positively to the activity; 

specifically students # 8 and # 34.  Student #34 became more excited every day, making 

it her goal to reconstruct the entire text correctly.  On the last day she exclaimed, “I think 

I got it all!” when her group was done with the reconstruction phase.  She also said that 

student # 8 obviously like the DG because it made her really think and be challenged, 

which she likes.  She was always excited for the days the researcher came.  Finally, 

during the time between the last DG lesson and the interview, the cooperating teacher 

noticed her students purposely using some of the new vocabulary words, like jugadores 

(players) that they learned, and were excited about their vocabulary acquisition, but did 

not discuss the TG forms.  It is interesting to note the spontaneous use of the lexical items 

that the students learned as opposed to the TG, which was the main focus of the lessons.  

This occurrence is not uncommon in the DG literature with many previous researchers 

showing their participants to focus on meaning rather than grammatical form (García 

Mayo, 2002; Murray, 1994; Salazar Campillo, 2006). 

Near the conclusion of the interview, the researcher revealed to the cooperating 

teacher that the initial results indicated that there were not significant differences between 
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classes in the amount of TG learned by the participants, and asked for the teacher‟s 

opinion as to why this might be.  The teacher said that she was “shocked,” but 

immediately attributed it to the differences in the learners in each class that prevailed 

over the types of DG treatment they received.  She said that Group 1 “hardly ever misses 

class and they are always there for everything.”  They are a better class in following 

directions, taking notes, staying on task, answering questions and trying to understand the 

material, which perhaps is key in explaining why there were no between-groups 

differences even though Group 1‟s lessons provided them with less guidance.  Group 2 

had more behavior issues and is frequently off-task, while Group 3  was “never there” 

(the students had poor attendance) and they missed so much material in general (e.g., 

only 17 of 26 participants were present often enough to remain in the study).  While her 

observations regarding class behavior may be true, all of the indications regarding 

intelligence show the three groups to be similar.  For example, there were no significant 

differences between the first semester grades between the groups, and even though at 

times Group 2 possibly did not perform as well on the post-tests, they actually 

outperformed Group 1 on the pretest.  Therefore, group behavior cannot be the only 

possible explanation for the study outcomes.  Perhaps attitudes towards learning via the 

DG do have an effect on learning outcomes-which will be further discussed in Chapter 6 

(areas for future research).  In this case however, it simply seems that the added visual 

component or extra metatalk through the whole-class discussion did not help learners in 

Groups 2 and 3 notice more TG than those participants in Group 1. 
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Organization and administration of the DG: The teacher’s perspective 

 

During the second interview, the collaborating teacher was asked what she 

thought of using the DG with second-year high school Spanish students.  She responded 

that she liked the activity in general, but was very specific about which of the variations 

she felt was best based on the way the lessons were organized and administered.   

She reported that she did not like the versions of the DG that did not have the 

discussion at the end and felt strongly that the whole class discussion is the phase that 

helps the students to say, “Oh!  That‟s what it was!” or “I get it now!”  When using the 

DG during her own lessons, she would implement the variation that was used with Group 

3 (with bi-modal input and a class discussion).  She thought that seeing the text helped 

students by providing support for their listening skills.  During the group work she 

overheard students saying if they could see it one more time, or hear and see the text a 

second time they could do better.  She felt that her students‟ confidence in their listening 

skills was low because she does not work on listening skills frequently, and that the DG 

is not as effective for students with low-level listening skills as the DG+V or DG+V+D.  

Unexpectedly, her sense about which DG variation was more effective was not supported 

by the quantitative data.  Though there is qualitative data that suggests the participants in 

Group 3 found the whole-class discussion to be effective in helping them notice the TG, 

that qualitative data is not supported by the quantitative data.  A possible resolution of 

those differences will be discussed in the pedagogical implications in Chapter 6.  

The collaborating teacher also spent some of the second interview discussing the 

implications of using groups to reconstruct the DG texts.  She detected that they were 
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frustrated at times because of the groups, as was reported by some students, and is typical 

of students who are doing collaborative work for the first time (Lim & Jacobs, 2001).  

The triads were formed by the teacher in an effort to combine learners who would work 

well together and in a way that would create the most homogeneity between the groups.  

The teacher explained that she first separated students who she did not want working 

together for behavioral reasons, she then filled in each group with a combination of 

academically strong and less strong students.  Even so, the participants did not all work 

well together.  The teacher attributes most of these problems to some students who did 

not work hard because of their relatively low level of Spanish or their general apathy 

towards learning Spanish.  This, she said, was frustrating to the students who worked 

really hard to get the full script.  It is possible, that since the researcher separated friends 

when forming groups with the intention of preventing off-task behavior that she actually 

separated students who would have collaborated well together.  She also observed 

participant irritation over having to do the DG so many times when learners were used to 

having a variety of activities in each class period.   

At the end of the interview, when initial results were being discussed, the 

researcher presented the differences in numbers of correct answers on the multiple-choice 

and fill-in-the blank post-tests to the collaborating teacher.  The researcher asked why the 

collaborating teacher thought the students might have done very well on the on the 

multiple-choice questions for the imperfect tense, but not the fill-in-the-blank.  She 

attributed this to the fact that the students had not been given notes including the verb 

endings, consequently asked to memorize them, and therefore could not produce them.  
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Furthermore, because the instructions did not say conjugate the verbs in the imperfect 

tense, the teacher thought that many students simply looked for the grammatical subjects, 

conjugated the verbs in the present tense and never closely read the paragraph.  If they 

did not read the paragraph carefully they may have missed cuando yo era un niño 

pequeño [when I was a little boy], which was the only lexical item that indicated the use 

of the past tense.  When asked about the differences between why the fill-in-the-blank 

demonstrative adjective post-tests were better than the multiple-choice tests, she could 

not offer any explanations.  She did conclude, though, that the post-test instructions need 

to explicitly say to use the TG or the students might not. 

The implementation of the DG into the repertoire of the teacher  

 

In the second interview, when the teacher was asked whether or not she liked the 

DG activity, and if she would use it with her classes, she responded that she liked it 

enough that she was actually was thinking about using it with her second-year Spanish 

enhanced classes (similar to Pre-AP), because they were going to be learning the 

imperfect tense.  She was impressed with how the DG pushed her students beyond “their 

boundaries and challenged them.”  She had also thought about designing a DG-type 

activity and giving only the written paragraph to the students and having them try to 

translate it in order to notice the new grammar instead of leaving it to chance that their 

listening skills would be strong enough for them to understand the audio version.  She felt 

that by doing that, the students would spend more time on noticing something important 

in the text instead of retelling the story.  In other words, she thought the difficulties in 

listening comprehension impede noticing grammar.  In fact, Qin (2008) used this type of 
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DG with success.  The participants in that study who completed the DG scored as well on 

the delayed post-test as participants who learned via input processing. 

The cooperating teacher added that if she did teach a DG lesson, she would 

conduct the class discussion, during which the students would share what they “figured 

out” [noticed], and then she would take the opportunity to tell them the rules and show 

them the conjugations of the verbs (give her traditional notes).  Though the teacher stated 

that she understood that the researcher had to conduct the class discussion in a way that 

did not provide the students with answers, she would guide to her students to come to the 

correct conclusions if they did not fully understand the TG form.  This guidance, she said 

would primarily be by making comments such as “You are on the right track, can you tell 

me more?” or “That’s almost right, look at this word.”  The teacher believed that without 

the class discussion, the students would be able write something down without noticing 

or understanding it (Student # 34: “Sometimes you just memorize what words you say 

and write them down, but don’t really know what they mean.”), or know that there is 

something new but “can’t quite make the connection (Student # 60, week 2: “Noticing 

the –ab in past tince [sic] verb.  Not really catching why is was there).”  With the group 

discussion, learners can hear classmates discuss the connection they already made and 

realize what it was they couldn’t figure out (Student #62:  “What I liked about the DG 

lessons was we, as a group, got the chance to discuss what we thought about the text 

rather than try and understand it by ourself [sic].”).  In reality, there were participants 

who made comments similar to these on the survey across all three groups. 
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When discussing the features of the DG that she would preserve if she were to use 

the DG in her class, the collaborating teacher stressed that even though it is not necessary 

to audio record the script rather than read it herself in class, she would do so if she did a 

DG with audio.  She noticed that it is more challenging to play the text than have the 

teacher reading the script because the pace cannot be altered or strategic words stressed 

when it is noticed that the students look lost or request that the teacher slow down.  With 

the recording she feels it would be easier to convey to the learners that they only have 

three chances to listen, so they need pay attention starting with the first time.  By 

maintain uniformity of the audio recordings of the text, all of her classes would be 

expected to understand the same input. 

Finally, she stated that one of the most important elements that she would bear in 

mind if she were to use the DG in the beginning high school language classroom, is that 

the DG should unquestionably be one component in a series of activities to teach a 

concept and not be used as a stand-alone activity.  The collaborating teacher would use it 

only at the beginning of a chapter or for introducing a new concept.  She thought the DG 

was effective in order to give the students an initial “taste of something”, but she would 

absolutely give the students the same notes at the conclusion of the class discussion that 

she always does so they know the rules for irregular forms, accents and usage.  She did 

not think, based on her observations of the students working, that the DG provided them 

all of the information they needed to know to successful learn and consequently use the 

two TG forms that were presented in the study. 
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Conclusion  

 

This section presented the results for the qualitative part of the study.  The 

students‟ and collaborating teachers‟ opinions regarding the use of the DG in the 

secondary classroom were explained.  Overall, the students had varied opinions regarding 

what they liked and did not like about the activity and what they learned during each 

week.  However, though the use of Content Analysis (Merriam, 1998) there were 

numerous themes and subthemes that emerged from the data.  From the survey data 

regarding what the participants liked and did not like, three main themes in student 

opinion regarding the DG were found, organization and administration of the DG based 

on the theoretical framework of the DG, the DG and learning, and issues regarding the 

texts.  The data from the survey question regarding what they learned revealed four 

subthemes of learning, learning target grammar, focus on meaning versus linguistic 

forms, learning skills and perceptions of learning. 

From the two interviews with the collaborating classroom teacher, three main 

themes emerged, the DG and learning, the organization and administration of the DG, 

and the implementation of the DG.  According to her, it appeared that the DG worked 

better for the imperfect tense than the demonstrative adjectives and helped participants 

learn vocabulary, observations that can be supported with previous research (Doughty 

and Williams, 1998; García Mayo, 2001).  Both the collaborating teacher and study 

participants reported finding the DG sufficiently beneficial that a classroom teacher could 

comfortably add the DG to their repertoire of classroom activities.  Based on her 

observations of the six DG lessons, she would use in her classroom and deemed it 
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appropriate for secondary FL learners, but only using the DG+V+D variation and with 

conducting a more guided class discussion.   

 These results of Chapters 4 and 5 are summarized briefly in Chapter 6 and the 

conclusions, pedagogical implications and limitations of the study are discussed. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 This chapter first briefly summarizes the major findings for each of the research 

questions.  The summary of findings is followed by a discussion of the limitations of the 

study, pedagogical implications of the study, recommendations for future research, and 

final remarks.   

SUMMARY OF THE MAJOR FINDINGS 

 

The purpose of this study was to examine the effectiveness of the Dictogloss 

(DG) in the high school foreign language classroom.  Specifically, the study examined 

three different variations of the DG activity in order to determine if there were between 

group differences in noticing which triggered learning of the target grammar (TG).  Six 

DG lessons were presented to three groups of high school (ages 14-18) second-year 

Spanish students over the course of two weeks.  During the first week, the TG presented 

was demonstrative adjectives, the second week, the imperfect tense.  Group 1 (DG) 

completed a traditional DG (as defined by Wajnryb 1990) with the exception of the last 

phase that did not include a whole class discussion, rather a self-assessment activity that 

allowed the learners to compare their texts with the originals.  Group 2 (DG+V) 

completed the same lesson as Group 1 with the addition of bimodal input (written and 

oral) during the first time they heard each text.  Group 3 differed from group 2 due to the 

addition of the whole-class discussion during the last phase (DG+V+D).  
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The study was intended to expand upon the current body of DG literature which 

focuses primarily on university foreign and second language students and younger 

learners in immersion and ESL settings.  Most of the previous research has examined the 

student output, specifically the Language Related Episodes (LREs) to determine what the 

learners are noticing and focusing on when reconstructing texts (Garcia Mayo, 2002; 

Malmqvist, 2005; Nabei, 1996; Salazar Campillo, 2006; Swain & Lapkin, 2001).  The 

current study used a pre-test, post-test, delayed post-test design to determine if the 

noticing that occurred during the DG lessons triggered the learning process; something 

that was otherwise seen only in Qin (2008). 

The pre-test was administered the day before the treatments began.  The day after 

the first set of three demonstrative adjective DG lessons, the immediate post-test about 

demonstrative adjectives was given.  The following week after the next three DG lessons, 

the imperfect tense immediate post-test was administered.  The delayed post-test was 

taken two weeks after the last DG lesson.  This study also collected qualitative data in the 

form of student surveys, student work, audio recordings of the reconstruction phases and 

whole-class discussions, and interviews with the collaborating classroom teacher. 

73 high school Spanish II students participated in the DG lessons, but due to 

attrition caused by absences, only the data for 56 students was used in the study.  All of 

the students reported taking only first or second-year Spanish previous to the current 

semester and three were possibly heritage speakers whose data was similar to their peers‟ 

and therefore were not excluded from the study.  The major findings for each of the four 

research questions are summarized below. 
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Research questions one and two: The effectiveness of the DG in the high school 

classroom 

 

The first two research questions focused on which of the three DG variations was 

most successful in facilitating the noticing of the TG forms.  The first question examined 

if the bimodal input that consisted of an audio and written version of the text would be 

more effective than the audio version only.  Groups 2 and 3 were exposed to the bimodal 

input, while Group 1 completed audio only lesson.  The data from the post-tests revealed 

that Groups 2 and 3 did not outperform Group 1 in any of the test item types-

demonstrative adjective multiple-choice, demonstrative adjective fill-in-the-blank, 

imperfect tense multiple-choice, and imperfect tense fill-in-the-blank.  The second 

research question asked if the metatalk produced by Group 3 in the class discussion 

would enable the participants of that group to outperform both Groups 2 and 3.  Again, 

since there were no between groups differences for any of the test item types, it could not 

be shown that the additional opportunity to produce metatalk in the whole-class 

discussion furthered the participants knowledge about the TG forms. 

Research question three: Students’ opinions regarding the DG 

 

Research question three sought to find out the students‟ opinions regarding using 

the DG to learn grammar in the high school foreign language classroom.  In an open-

ended survey, they were asked what they liked and did not like about the DG, and what 

they learned from the lessons during each week and overall.  The answers were 

tremendously varied, but through Content Analysis, there were a number of themes and 

subthemes that emerged from the data as follows:   
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 Organization and administration of the DG based on the theoretical framework of 

the DG 

o Issues with teaching styles and learning practices 

o Issues with the lesson procedures  

o Issues with group work 

 The DG and learning 

o Learning target grammar 

o Focus on meaning versus focus on linguistic forms 

o Learning skills 

o Perceptions of learning 

 Issues regarding the texts  

o Speed and difficulty level of text 

o Repetitions of the text  

 

Under the theme organization and administration of the DG based on the theoretical 

framework of the DG, the major findings were that:  

 In general the change from deductive to inductive learning was accepted by the 

students, though it did not go unnoticed.  

 

  The opportunity for the learners to collaborate with their peers during the 

reconstruction phase of the DG was a highlight of the study for many participants. 

 

 

For the DG and learning it was seen that: 

 

  One of the most promising outcomes of the survey was that by the end of the 

study there were only five students who perceived that they did not learn 

anything. 

 

 Others reported learning a combination of TG forms, other linguistic forms and 

lexical items. 
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In the subtheme issues regarding the texts, it was discovered that: 

 

 Although the writing and recording of the texts was done with the participants 

previous experience with Spanish in mind, many students commented that the 

texts were too difficult, fast or not played enough times.   

 

Research question four: Collaborating teacher’s opinions regarding the DG 

 

The collaborating teacher was interviewed before and after the treatments were 

administered to the participants.  Before the commencement of the DG lessons, she stated 

that she always taught using a deductive approach and was unsure if her student could be 

successful learning the TG via the DG.  After the completion of the collaborating teacher 

reported that she thought highly enough of the DG to use it in her own classes.  She felt 

very strongly that the lesson be an introduction only to a new concept and that it needs to 

be used in conjunction with other more deductive activities such as note-taking in order 

for sufficient learning to occur.  She would only do the version that was done with Group 

3 that included the bimodal input and class discussion.  She attributed the unexpected 

results (no differences between classes) to learners‟ behavior and attitudes towards 

learning Spanish and learning in general, and concluded that the DG+V+D would be 

more effective if the discussions had not been scripted for research purposes.  

 

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

This study looked at language learning in a realistic setting.  While more and 

more researchers ask for precisely such studies, there are a few issues that further 

quantitative research studies could consider.  This was a classroom-based study whose 
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participants were from three intact classes of second-year Spanish, and it was impractical 

and impossible to randomize the groups.  Therefore, the results may only be true for 

Spanish language learners in similar situations.  Despite the concerns that are often 

expressed about classroom-based studies, there is a need to know how language learning 

and teaching activities function in the setting where they are designed to be used, 

imperfect learning conditions notwithstanding.  One of the main purposes of this study 

was to determine if the DG was effective in teaching TG form to high school Spanish 

students in a typical classroom setting. 

This study had 56 participants in three groups.  Due to the difficulty in finding a 

collaborating classroom teacher who was willing to give up two weeks of class time to 

participate in the study, the research took place with a teacher who only had three 

sections of the same course.  Due to these circumstances, there was no true control group.  

Because one of the purposes of the study was to test the effectiveness of the DG 

variations that were developed, the traditional DG treatment that was done in Group 1, to 

some extent, acted as the control group.  

 The collaborating teacher agreed to allow the research to take place in her 

classroom with the condition that the TG features taught in the DG lesson had to come 

from the curriculum.  Both demonstrative adjectives and the imperfect tense are 

semantically complex and were not the TG forms that I originally wanted to use.  As seen 

in Doughty and Williams (1998), teaching semantics via the DG (due to the nature of 

metatalk that tends to focus on syntax) can be challenging.  It did appear that the 

participants did not learn that demonstrative adjective choice needs to consider location 
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of the noun the adjective modifies in relation to the speaker even though they learned the 

syntax regarding the noun/adjective agreement.  The semantic and aspectual differences 

of the Spanish past-tense were avoided all together by presenting texts that used only the 

imperfect tense and not the preterit.  While it did not pose a problem in the teaching of 

the lessons, the participants never learned that there is more than one aspect in the 

Spanish past tense.  It was also pointed out by a colleague after the completion of the 

study that the multiple-choice test for the imperfect tense had design flaws in that for 

some items, the possible answers required the participants to make decisions about tense, 

aspect, mood and person.  While it would have been better to provide fewer possible 

answer types, as the participants only had prior knowledge of the present indicative, they 

did not actually make decisions about aspect and mood.   

This study did not control for factors such as learning styles, differing language 

proficiency and language skills, or motivation that could have affected the participants‟ 

performance on the Dictoglosses.  For example, a visual learner with strong listening 

skills may have performed better on the DG + V than a kinesthetic learner with strong 

speaking skills.  Regardless, these factors cannot be taken into account for every activity 

completed in a language class.  Rather, the classroom teacher has to plan a variety of 

activities that address the needs of all different types of learners. 

Finally, while the quantitative data was scored and analyzed by machines, the 

qualitative data was analyzed by the researcher who worked alone.  There was not a 

second researcher to triangulate the coding categories of the survey answers or self-

assessment answers.  While every attempt was made to analyze the data more than once, 
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discuss it with colleagues, and code it consistently, human error and bias could still have 

affected the qualitative outcomes of the study. 

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 

 

The role of grammar instruction in foreign language education is controversial as 

some researchers advocate for more implicit instruction (Doughty and Varela, 1998; 

Krashen, (1985, 1993); Long, 1991; White, 1998) while others support more explicit 

instruction (Ellis, 1993; Fotos, 1993; DeKeyser, 1995; Robinson, 1996).  The Dictogloss 

was designed to assist the language learner in noticing new grammar and understanding 

its use without being taught explicitly until the last phase in which the teacher-led 

discussion is intended to expand on what the learners have already noticed or learned.  

The theoretical underpinnings of the DG assume that the learners will consciously notice 

the TG forms, which according to Schmidt (1990) is essential for learning to occur.  

About half of the participants reported in the self-assessment activity that they had 

noticed and began to learn the TG forms.  Since the post-test scores were statistically 

significantly higher than the pre-test it can be confirmed that in this study, the DG did 

help the students consciously notice the TG.   

It was clear from the test scores, the survey answers, and the self-assessment 

answers that the participants only learned partial information regarding the TG forms, 

and were not able to form a complete set of rules regarding the use of the imperfect tense 

or demonstrative adjectives in Spanish.  For example, although the texts included equal 

numbers of imperfect tense examples of –ar, -er and –ir verbs, no student ever mentioned 

learning forms other than –ar endings.  Additionally, even though many students realized 
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that the verbs were conjugated in the past tense, they did not learn that the imperfect 

tense is used to express habitual actions in the past, rather than completed actions in the 

past-an important aspectual distinction in the Spanish language.  Partial learning of the 

TG was also observed throughout the demonstrative adjective lessons, as it was apparent 

by test answers and the self-assessment that many learners noticed that the adjectives 

needed to agree in gender and number with the noun they modified.  However, the DG 

was not effective in teaching the semantic meaning of location that is a part of the 

demonstrative adjectives.  Based on this data and group of participants, two important 

theoretical implications can be seen:  a) the acquisition of an entire concept does not 

happen during one moment in time, rather it is an ongoing process; and b) the DG is 

possibly more appropriately suited for teaching syntactic information rather than 

semantic information.  

In addition, one essential implication that most previous DG studies have not 

explored needs to be mentioned.  Jacobs and Small (2003) point out that the research 

indicates not only that learners are forced to focus their attention on form, but that they 

are also involving the four language skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking.  

Thus, DG represents a language teaching paradigm shift (Jacobs and Farrell, (2001), 

which incorporates sound principles of language teaching, such as learner autonomy, 

cooperation among learners, focus on meaning, thinking skills, and alternative 

assessment.  

The DG in this current study helped learners to notice and begin to learn the TG 

forms, but the students who participated in this research study were accustomed to 
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receiving direct, explicit instruction in the form of notes from their classroom teacher.  

Yet, the development of learner autonomy, defined by Holec (1981) as the ability to take 

charge of one's own learning, is key in today’s language classroom.  Additionally, 

learning thinking skills and developing metacognition (higher order thinking skills) is 

critical for successful learning (Livingston, 1997).  Especially through collaboration in 

the reconstruction stage of the DG and reflection in the final analysis stage, the DG is an 

effective tool for encouraging learners to become autonomous and to utilize higher-order 

thinking skills because these features of DG compel them to think about language and 

form their own hypotheses about how the language works.   

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

This study has provided numerous areas for future research.  First, in order to  

examine the intricacies of the DG and how effective it is in triggering high school 

beginning foreign language learners to notice and learn grammar, data was collected that 

went beyond the scope of the current study.  During a review of the relevant DG 

literature, I noticed that most studies examine what happens in the metatalk between 

learners in the reconstruction phase. It does not appear that the reconstructed texts 

themselves are ever analyzed so that the actual use of the new TG forms can be explored.  

Given that learning a new grammar concept does not occur during one single acquisition 

point, rather during an ongoing process that takes more than three DG lessons to happen, 

it is important in assessment of student work to recognize the learning process.  In 

assessing a student’s reconstructed text, if the DG is effective, there should be evidence 

that learning is occurring through correct use which hopefully increases over time.  On 
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the other hand, a discrete point test such as a multiple-choice test does not provide 

students with the opportunity to demonstrate partial learning.  I would like to examine the 

texts collected in this study to determine if there is increased correct use of the TG forms 

over time as a way of showing that noticing and understanding something about the TG 

occurred.  The amount and quality of the TG used in the student texts can also be 

compared with the student metatalk that was recorded during each text reconstruction as 

well as the answers on the self-reflection activity and survey. 

 As seen below, student #28 used two correct imperfect tense forms on day four 

(the first day of imperfect tense instruction) and attempted to use the tense three other 

times.  On the second day of imperfect tense instruction, he used six correct instances in 

the reconstructed text, an obvious improvement over day four.  All of the texts from each 

Group could provide insight into the learning processes that occurred over the course of 

the study. 

Day 4: Cuando yo era7 una niña pequeña yo asista a escuela primaria 

Mis amigos y yo cabinabamos a la esquela todos los días 

En la esquela leía mucho libros pero mi amigo Carlos leír más 

Yo siempre animadoro pero mis amigos Carlos y Mateo dibujan 

dinosaurios. Mi hermana nadaban y mi hermana hacer gimnasia. 

Yo jugaban muchos en mi casa después de las clases y tú? Que hacer 

 quando es pequeño 

 

Day 5:  Cuando yo estaba en la escuela secondaría jugaba basquetbol 

Había muchas miebros en el equipo pero no practican mucho con mejor  

                                                
7 Correct instances of the TG are in bold, incorrect attempts at using the TG are underlined.  The text is 

presented as written by the student. 
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Amigas y jugábamos en todos los partidos  

Corríamos mucho y levanta pesas también 

La banda siempre tocan en los partidos y las animadoras gritan mucho 

Todos los personas en mi pueblo asistin en los partidos porque son mucho 

bueno 

Despues de todos de partidos todas las jugadoras comen a Pizza Hut 

Y tu? Jugabas basquetbol cuando eres pequeno 

 

 Second there are a number of replication-type studies that can be conducted in 

order to improve on some of the methodological challenges of the current study.  A 

similar study with an increased number of participants and more groups would be 

appropriate in determining if the results of this study seem to be more generalizable than 

what could currently be claimed.  An addition of a control group would help show how 

much TG is noticed and learned via the DG compared with other types of language 

learning activities.  A study similar to this one that uses other target grammar would also 

certainly be helpful in explaining how TG is learned and how thoroughly it can be 

learned via the DG.  Finally, given the previous claims (Doughty and Williams, 1998) 

and results of this study that show that semantics may not be best learned via the 

traditional DG, it would be interesting to research what could be done differently in the 

DG instructions or procedures that may cause the DG to better trigger semantic learning. 

One of the hypotheses of this study was that the additional metatalk produced in 

the whole-class discussion in Group 3 would cause the participants of that group to 

outperform those in Groups 2 and 1.  Though this was not the case, it is believed that, due 

to the scripted nature of the discussions, the metatalk produced in the discussion was not 
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any different in nature than the self-metatalk that occurred during the self-assessment.  In 

other words, very little novel or insightful information was mentioned during the 

discussions compared to what the learners had already figured out for themselves.  In 

order to further examine the important role that the metatalk that stems from the whole-

class discussion can play in promoting noticing and learning, similar studies that do not 

so drastically limit the role of the teacher as a discussion facilitator must be completed.  

Given the methodological dilemmas, this type of study would have to employ a mixed 

methods approach as did the current study. 

A final avenue for possible research pertains to the possible trend in the current 

data that was not statistically significant.  During both interviews with the collaborating 

classroom teacher, she stressed the issues that could arise in the study based on the 

participants‟ attitudes towards language learning.  She did not think that Group 2 would 

perform as well as the other students because in her opinion, they do not have a positive 

attitude towards learning Spanish.  In fact, and again it is said with caution, there was a 

trend that indicated that Group 2 did not perform as well on the post-test and delayed 

post-test as did Groups 1 and 3.  More learners in Group 2 than in any other group also 

reported not learning (despite the evidence from the pre-test and the participants‟ first 

semester grades that show no apparent differences in prior knowledge levels of the 

participants).  There is research to suggest that the attitude of the learner is important to 

the ultimate success of language learning (Krashen 1981, 1985; Savignon, 1997; Shak, 

2006).  Savignon (1997, p. 107) claimed that the “ultimate success in learning to use a 

second language most likely would be seen to depend on the attitude of the learner.”  
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Krashen (1981) discussed “three sorts of bad language learners” (p. 38) in which he says 

the “very worst has neither acquisition nor learning going for him,” which could be due 

to attitudinal factors that could include a lack of interest in the target language.   

Given this information, it would be intriguing to conduct a study similar to the 

current one that specifically examines the effect of student attitudes towards learning the 

foreign language via the DG on the outcomes for noticing and learning the TG form.  

Examining the role of attitude in language learning at the high school level is important 

because in the United States, age 14 is when most students begin learning a foreign 

language.  Most high schools have many sections of first and second-year language 

courses and much smaller numbers of upper level courses.  For example in my last year 

teaching at the participating school, there were approximately eleven sections of first-

year Spanish compared with two sections of third-year Spanish and about twelve fourth-

year students.  As the background surveys for this study support, most of the beginning 

language students in this particular school take foreign language because they have to in 

order to fulfill a requirement.  It seems essential, then, that attitude towards language 

learning at the high school level, how it affects ultimate language learning success, and 

how foreign language can best be taught to this specific population in order to promote a 

desire continue learning a foreign language, be addressed. 

PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 

 

The results of this study provide several implications for teaching foreign 

language, specifically at the high school (secondary) level.  Since this study was designed 

with three treatment groups, the results were not such that the DG could be established as 
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better, or worse, than other teaching or learning activities that might be done in a second-

year foreign language course.  Previous research has already shown that the DG does 

promote learning, but that learners may primarily notice meaning (Garcia Mayo, 2002; 

Murray, 1994; Nabei, 1996; Salazar Campillo, 2006) or both meaning and form (Leeser, 

2004; Qin, 2008; Swain & Lapkin, 2001; Wajnryb, 1990).   

However, there were many things that I learned about using the DG in the high 

school classroom. It appeared, based on qualitative and quantitative results, that the 

adaptations made to the DG, such as telling students in the instructions to look for new 

grammar and think about how grammar works, in addition to asking the them to assess 

how well they noticed the new grammar and what they learned about it, did cause 

learners to focus on both form and meaning rather than just meaning.   

Beginning level FL classroom teachers should not use the DG as a stand-alone 

activity to teach students a new grammar concept.  Rather, it seems to be an appropriate 

activity for beginning language learners as a way of introducing a new concept or 

reinforcing one that has previously been taught.  The increases in TG knowledge of the 

participants between the pre-test and delayed post-test were statistically significant, but 

the actual mean number of items the learners got right indicated that the concepts were 

not fully learned.  However, even if the TG forms have to be discussed in detail during 

the last phase of the DG activity, the benefits of exposing learners to target language 

input, collaboration, writing practice, opportunities to speak in the target language, and 

training learners to notice linguistic features (Thornbury, 1997) outweigh the risks that 

learners may not learn everything they eventually need to know regarding a TG concept. 
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It is important to note that Wajnryb (1988, 1990) developed the activity for ESL 

students in order to provide them with the opportunity to produce the output in the TL.  

According to the collaborating teacher in the current study, the students in her class 

communicated very little in Spanish.  Therefore, the metatalk that occurred in the output 

was in English.  Without specific prior training and teaching of lexical items to assist the 

participants with communicating in the target language, the participants in this study did 

not have the ability level to complete the reconstruction stage in the target language.   

While the classroom teacher may choose to encourage their students to speak in 

the target language, according to Malmqvist (2005) this can “put serious constraints at 

least on some learners‟ ability and willingness to contribute to the discussions” (p. 139).  

Due to the complexity of the DG activity, it can be expected that beginning level students 

will revert back to using their native language, at least for logistical purposes, in order to 

successfully complete the activities.  

Wajnryb also recommended that the texts be read at a native-like pace, pausing 

slightly longer than normal between sentences.  From this experience in working with 

beginning high school Spanish students, I learned that it is imperative that the text level 

not be overwhelming to the students, as the activities in stages 3 and 4 of the DG hinge 

on text comprehension.  As explained in Chapter 3, the pace of the text was reduced 

greatly, and there were approximately five second pauses in between the sentences in the 

DG text.  Even so, there were frequent remarks in Group 3‟s whole class discussion that 

when students began to take notes they missed what was being said next.  A possible 

solution to this problem would be to provide more time between sentences to allow 
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learners to write.  However, since the students are supposed to write down only important 

words needed to reconstruct the text in their own words, there should not be enough time 

for students to write down the text verbatim.  A second solution is to provide students 

with target language input everyday to increase their general listening ability, which is 

something that, according to the collaborating teacher, did not occur frequently.  Finally, 

students could be trained to jot down key words through a variety of listening exercises.   

I also found that language teachers who would like to take steps in moving from a 

deductive teaching style to a more inductive one may find the DG an appropriate first 

step.  As the collaborating classroom teacher said, the students can be guided during the 

whole-class discussion so that the teacher is comfortable with the level of new grammar 

learned during the activity.  It should be pointed out that teachers who want to implement 

the DG in the classroom need to plan for the error correction and analysis phase carefully.  

It is not recommended that the guide questions and procedures used in the study (see 

Appendix C and Appendix E) be used without the modifications discussed below.   

As previously mentioned in Chapter 3, for research purposes, the lessons, 

including the self-assessment activities and whole-class discussions were carefully 

scripted.  Therefore, I felt that the teaching in the final phase was impoverished and in a 

classroom setting where research is not involved, the teacher may want to consider 

following Wajnryb‟s (1990) original recommendations more closely.  For example, if a 

self-assessment activity is going to be done, it only seems appropriate that the learners 

have the opportunity to discuss their answers with their peers and the teacher upon 

completion of the activity.  The teacher may provide immediate feedback regarding 
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students‟ answers, as well as read the self-assessment to determine what types of follow-

up activities need to be done to assist the students in better learning or practicing the TG.  

If whole-class discussions are conducted, classroom teachers need to ask more follow-up 

questions, and push students to notice the TG and make connections regarding 

similarities and differences between their own work and the original text.  If it is noticed 

that the students have misconceptions regarding the TG, the teacher may choose to 

address them immediately and not leave it to chance that further practice will re-shape 

learners‟ hypotheses about the TG forms. 

Finally, as Savignon (1997) and Krashen (1981) point out, students‟ attitudes 

towards learning may be one of the most important determining factors of ultimate 

language learning success.  It is important to bear in mind that the participants in this 

study, for the most part, liked the DG activity and its challenges, but disliked repeating 

the procedure six times in two weeks.  As with any successful language classroom daily, 

weekly, or long term lesson plans, the teacher should plan a variety of activities that 

allow development of reading, writing, speaking, listening, metalinguistic and critical 

thinking skills in a way that accounts for different learning styles of the students in the 

class.  The DG is meant to serve as one activity in a teacher‟s repertoire and is not 

intended to be a language teaching method or approach in and of itself.   

CLOSING REMARKS 

 

The Dictogloss has been popularized lately in language teaching literature (Garcia 

Mayo, 2002; Jacobs & Small, 2003; Lim & Jacobs, 2001; Murray, 1994; Thornbury, 

1997) as one of Wajnryb‟s (1990) main claims was that it prompts learners to pay 
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attention (notice) target grammar features while working within a meaningful context.  

However, in many of the previously mentioned studies, the learners did not notice the TG 

to the extent hypothesized by the researchers (Garcia Mayo, 2002; Murray, 1994; Salazar 

Campillo, 2006), instead, they focused on lexical meaning.   

In an attempt to create a version of the DG that allowed beginning level high 

school foreign language students to notice form and meaning simultaneously, changes 

were made to the traditional administration of the activity.  Some changes like the rate of 

speech and explicit instructions that encouraged noticing appeared to be successful in 

helping learners notice form.  Additional modifications were made that were thought to 

add additional support to the noticing process in Groups 2 and 3 did not have an effect on 

the amount of TG noticed and learned.  In general the participants liked the activity and 

reported that they learned TG, vocabulary and other skills over the course of the study.  

The collaborating teacher, an advocate of deductive teaching and learning, liked the 

activity and at the conclusion of the study was already making plans to use it in the 

classroom.  It is important for high school teachers to keep in mind that this is just one of 

many activities in which learners can focus on linguistic forms and meaning at the same 

time.  While the TG learned from the DG may be impoverished and require additional 

instruction and/or practice, it does provide opportunity for students to improve their 

metacognitive skills and higher order thinking processes.  Before implementing the 

activity in a high school classroom, the teacher needs to consider the previous language 

learning experiences of the learners and what their unique needs may be to help them be 
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effectively notice and learn the target grammar while practicing their listening, speaking 

and writing skills. 
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Appendix A1: Child consent and cover letter 

 

Parent Permission for Child Participation and Child Assent Form 

Title: Using the Dictogloss in the high school foreign language classroom:  Noticing and 

learning new grammar 
IRB PROTOCOL #2010-01-2004 

Conducted By: Amy Hornby Uribe, Ph.D. Candidate 
Of The University of Texas at Austin:  Department / Office; Foreign Language Education  

Telephone: 512-297-0334 

E-mail: auribe@mail.utexas.edu 

Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Zsuzsanna Abrams, Ph.D. 

Of The University of Texas at Austin:  Department / Office; Germanic Studies  

Telephone: 512- 232-6374 

E-mail: zsabrams@mail.utexas.edu 

 
Dear Parents and Guardians, 

 

My name is Amy Hornby Uribe and I am a former Spanish teacher at Hutto High school.  I am 

currently working on my doctorate in Foreign Language Education at the University of Texas-
Austin and hope to complete my dissertation this semester and graduate.  I have been given 

permission by Mr. Manny Lunoff and Ms. Claudia Gonzalez to work with your students in Miss 

Gonzalez’ Spanish II classes while I collect data for my study.  I feel very fortunate to have the 
opportunity to be in Hutto High School once more and work with the students that I care so 

deeply about.  After reading this letter, if you have any questions about the work I will be doing 

here or your child’s participation in the study, please feel free to contact me at 512-297-0334.   

 
Through this letter you are being asked to allow your child to participate in a research study.  This 

form provides you with information about the study.  Mrs. Amy Uribe will also describe this 

study to you and answer all of your questions. Please read the information below and ask any 
questions you might have before deciding whether or not to take part. Your participation is 

entirely voluntary.  You can refuse to participate without penalty or loss of benefits to which you 

are otherwise entitled.  You can stop your participation at any time and your refusal will not 
impact current for future relationships with UT Austin or Hutto High School.  To do so simply 

tell the researcher (Amy Uribe) you wish to stop participation.  The researcher will provide you 

with a copy of this consent for your records. 
 

The purpose of this study is to investigate how high school Spanish II students learn Spanish 

using the Dictogloss Activity.  Additionally the researcher hopes to positively contribute to the 

general body of knowledge regarding how high school students learn foreign languages.  There 

will be no more than 90 student participants. 
 

Your child will be asked to do the following things as part of their normal classroom 

activities: 

mailto:auribe@mail.utexas.edu
mailto:zsabrams@mail.utexas.edu
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 Take a short pre-test to determine if they already know the material to be 

presented 

 Learn a small amount of new Spanish vocabulary (primarily from the textbook) 

 Listen and take notes as the researcher reads a series of short paragraphs in 

Spanish over 6 different class periods 

 Work in the same groups of three students during each lesson to reconstruct the 

paragraph that was read to the students 

 Compare the paragraph read by the researcher to the one that they wrote for each 

lesson and analyze any differences 

 Take a post-test (like a quiz) for each of the two concepts presented 

 Take a delayed post-test a minimum of two weeks after the last lesson to see what 

knowledge he/she retained 

  

If you agree to allow your child to participate in this study, we will ask your child to 

do the following things: 

 

 Complete a Background Information Survey 

 Complete a short survey giving their opinion about using Dictogloss in the class 

 Allow researcher to collect your child's pre-test, 2 post-test, and delayed post-tests 

responses 

 Allow researcher to audio record your child while they are in groups during each 

lesson to reconstruct the paragraph that is read 

 
Since the data being collected is about what happens during regular Spanish II classes, the 

activities listed as normal classroom activities are the activities that your child will be doing 
regardless of whether or not your child participates in the study.  If you choose for him/her to not 

participate, he/she will not do the Background Information Survey, complete the survey on 

using the Dictogloss in class, be recorded or turn any work in to the researcher.  All work 

from class activities done by non-participating students will be turned into Ms. Gonzalez.  
Your decision to allow your child to participate or not will have no affect on the education they 
receive or the grades for the class. 

 

Total estimated time to participate in study is: 6 full class periods to teach the lessons and 6 
partial class periods for the pre- and post-tests (quizzes), questionnaire and survey. 

 

 
Risks of being in the study 

 The risk associated with this study is no greater than everyday life. 

 This language learning activity may involve risks that are currently unforeseeable. If you 

wish to discuss the information above or any other risks your child may experience, you 

may call the Principal Investigator listed on the front page of this form. 

 
Benefits of being in the study: As a result of participating in the study, your child will have the 
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opportunity further their skills in Spanish and learn new concepts about the language.  The will be 

provided with six class periods in which they are asked to do their best to communicate with each 
other using the Spanish language and improve their language skills.   

 

As a study participant your child will also have the unique experiences of personally reflecting on 

how he/she learns Spanish, working with a University of Texas graduate student in foreign 
language education and participating in research that will contribute positively to what we know 

about how high school students learn language. 

 

Compensation: 

 If all students in a class section return their consent forms on time, regardless of whether 

or not they choose to participate in the study, they will receive “Pesos” from Ms. 

Gonzalez (which can be converted in to bonus points, etc.) as well as a food treat 
provided by Mrs. Amy Uribe. 

 

 All students who participate in the class activities associated with the study (regardless of 

whether or not they choose to participate in the study) will be given a pizza party to 

express the researcher‟s gratitude for helping her finish her Ph.D. and graduate. 

 

Confidentiality and Privacy Protections: 

 

 Please be aware that the Dictogloss lessons and the student groups will be digitally audio 

recorded.  The recordings will be coded so that no personally identifying information is 

visible on them.  The recordings will be kept in a secure place, and will be heard only for 

research purposes by the investigator (Amy Uribe) and her associates.  After the 
completion of the study, the audio recordings will be retained for possible future analysis.  

Any audio recording that contains information from a non-participating student will be 

destroyed. 

 All other data such as tests, surveys and activities will be kept in a locked file cabinet in a 

secure location.  Any information that could identify the students will be removed.  After 
the completion of the study, the written data will be retained for future analysis.  It will 

be destroyed when it is no longer needed by the researcher. 

 The data resulting from your participation may be made available to other researchers in the 

future for research purposes not detailed within this consent form. In these cases, the data 
will contain no identifying information that could associate you with it, or with your 

participation in any study. 

 
The records of this study will be stored securely and kept confidential. Authorized persons from 

The University of Texas at Austin and members of the Institutional Review Board have the legal 

right to review your child‟s research records and will protect the confidentiality of those records to 

the extent permitted by law.  All publications will exclude any information that will make it 
possible to identify you as a subject. Throughout the study, the researchers will notify you of new 

information that may become available and that might affect your decision to remain in the study. 
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Contacts and Questions: 

If you have any questions about the study please ask now.  If you have questions later, want 
additional information, or wish to withdraw your child‟s participation call the researchers 
conducting the study.  Their names, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses are at the top of this 

page.  If you would like to obtain information about the research study, have questions, 

concerns, complaints or wish to discuss problems about a research study with someone 

unaffiliated with the study, please contact the IRB Office at (512) 471-8871 or Jody 

Jensen, Ph.D., Chair, The University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review Board for 

the Protection of Human Subjects at (512) 232-2685. Anonymity, if desired, will be 

protected to the extent possible. As an alternative method of contact, an email may be 

sent to orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu or a letter sent to IRB Administrator, P.O. Box 7426, Mail 

Code A 3200, Austin, TX 78713. 

  

You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records.

mailto:orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu
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You are making a decision about allowing your student to participate in this study. Your 

signature below indicates that you have read the information provided above and have 

decided to allow him or her to participate in the study. If you later decide that you wish to 

withdraw your permission for you student to participate in the study, simply tell me. You 

may discontinue his or her participation at any time. 

 

 

 ___ Yes, I agree to allow my child to participate.  Please complete the below signature 

sections and have your child return this form to Ms. Gonzalez. 

 

___ No, I do not agree to allow my child to participate.  Your signature is not required 

below.  Please have your child return this form to Ms. Gonzalez. 

 

______________________________ 

Printed Name of (student) 

 

_________________________________    _________________ 

Signature of Parent(s) or Legal Guardian Date 

 

_________________________________    _________________ 

 

Signature of Investigator      Date 

 

We may wish to present some of the audio recordings from this study at scientific 

conventions, as demonstrations in classrooms or for educational purposes.  Please sign 

below if you are willing to allow us to do so with the recording of your child. 

 

______________________________ 

Printed Name of (student) 

 

_________________________________    _________________ 

Signature of Parent(s) or Legal Guardian Date 

 

 

“I have read the description of the study titled Using the Dictogloss in the high school 

foreign language classroom:  Noticing and learning new grammar that is printed 

above, and I understand what the procedures are and what will happen to me in the 

study. I have received permission from my parent(s) to participate in the study, and I 

agree to participate in it. I know that I can quit the study at any time.” 

 

________________________________   ____________________ 

     Signature of Child                                                            Date 
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“I have permission from my parent(s) to allow any audio recording of me to be used 

at scientific conventions, as demonstrations in classrooms or for educational 

purposes, and I also agree to their use.” 

________________________________   ____________________ 

     Signature of Child                                                            Date 
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Appendix A2: Adult consent  

Title: Using the Dictogloss in the high school foreign language classroom:  Noticing and 

learning new grammar 
IRB PROTOCOL # 2010-01-0024 

Conducted By: Amy Hornby Uribe, Ph.D. Candidate 
Of The University of Texas at Austin:  Department / Office; Foreign Language Education  

Telephone: 512-297-0334 

E-mail: auribe@mail.utexas.edu 

Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Zsuzsanna Abrams, Ph.D. 

Of The University of Texas at Austin:  Department / Office; Germanic Studies  

Telephone: 512- 232-6374 

E-mail: zsabrams@mail.utexas.edu 

 

 

You are being asked to participate in a research study.  This form provides you with information 

about the study.  The person in charge of this research will also describe this study to you and 

answer all of your questions. Please read the information below and ask any questions you might 
have before deciding whether or not to take part. Your participation is entirely voluntary.  You 

can refuse to participate without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.  

You can stop your participation at any time and your refusal will not impact current or future 
relationships with UT Austin or Hutto High School.  To do so simply tell the researcher you wish 

to stop participation.  The researcher will provide you with a copy of this consent for your 

records. 

 
The purpose of this study is to investigate how high school Spanish II students learn Spanish 

using the Dictogloss activity.  Additionally the researcher hopes to positively contribute to the 

general body of knowledge regarding how high school students learn foreign languages.  There 
will be one teacher and no more than 90 student participants. 

 

If you agree to be in this study, we will ask you to do the following things: 

 Participate in two, 1 hour interviews regarding your educational and teaching 

background, language teaching beliefs and opinions regarding using the Dictogloss in the 

high school classroom.  These interviews will take place at a time/location convenient to 

the participant. 

 Complete a three question survey giving your opinion about using the Dictogloss in the 

class. 

 Proctor the pre-test and post-tests if necessary. 

 Collect the informed consent forms from your students by asking the students to place 

them in an envelope and keeping them secured in a locked desk or file cabinet. 

 Remain in your classroom during the Dictogloss lessons. 

 

Total estimated time to participate in study is 14 hours.  This includes time spent in 6 full class 
periods and 6 partial class periods, the two interviews and time needed to complete the survey. 

 

Risks of being in the study 

mailto:auribe@mail.utexas.edu
mailto:zsabrams@mail.utexas.edu
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 The risk associated with this study is no greater than everyday life. 

 This research project may involve risks that are currently unforeseeable. If you wish to 

discuss the information above or any other risks you may experience, you may ask 

questions now or call the Principal Investigator listed on the front page of this form. 

 

Benefits of being in the study include the opportunity to collaborate and share ideas about 

language teaching with a colleague in foreign language education and learn about conducting 

classroom research. 

 

Compensation: A gift card in the amount of $50.00 for IKEA.  You will be responsible for any 

taxes assessed on the compensation. 

 

Confidentiality and Privacy Protections: 

 Please be aware that both of the interviews will be audio recorded.  Additionally, the 

Dictogloss lessons and the student groups will be audio recorded.  The audio recordings 
will be coded so that no personally identifying information is visible on them.  The 

recordings will be kept in a secure place, and will be heard only for research purposes by 

the investigator (Amy Uribe) and her associates.  After the completion of audio 

transcriptions, the recording of the interviews will be destroyed.  All other audio 
recordings will be retained for possible future analysis and kept in a locked filing cabinet. 

 The survey will not contain any identifying information and the original survey form will 

be destroyed after research notes have been completed.  During the course of the study, 

the survey will be kept in a locked filing cabinet. 

 The data resulting from your participation may be made available to other researchers in the 

future for research purposes not detailed within this consent form. In these cases, the data 

will contain no identifying information that could associate you with it, or with your 

participation in any study. 
 

The records of this study will be stored securely and kept confidential. Authorized persons from 

The University of Texas at Austin and members of the Institutional Review Board have the legal 

right to review your research records and will protect the confidentiality of those records to the 
extent permitted by law.  All publications will exclude any information that will make it possible 

to identify you as a subject. Throughout the study, the researchers will notify you of new 

information that may become available and that might affect your decision to remain in the study. 

 

Contacts and Questions: 

 
If you have any questions about the study please ask now.  If you have questions later, want 

additional information, or wish to withdraw your participation call the researchers conducting the 

study.  Their names, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses are at the top of this page.   

If you would like to obtain information about the research study, have questions, concerns, 
complaints or wish to discuss problems about a research study with someone unaffiliated with the 

study, please contact the IRB Office at (512) 471-8871 or Jody Jensen, Ph.D., Chair, The 

University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects at 
(512) 232-2685. Anonymity, if desired, will be protected to the extent possible. As an alternative 

method of contact, an email may be sent to orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu or a letter sent to IRB 

Administrator, P.O. Box 7426, Mail Code A 3200, Austin, TX 78713. 

You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records.

mailto:orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu
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Statement of Consent: 
 

I have read the above information and have sufficient information to make a decision about 

participating in this study.  I consent to participate in the study. 

 
Signature:___________________________________________ Date: __________________ 

 

 
 

___________________________________________________ Date: ___________________ 

Signature of Person Obtaining Consent 
 

 

Signature of Investigator:__________________________ Date: __________________ 

 

 

We may wish to present some of the audio recordings from this study at scientific 

conventions, as demonstrations in classrooms or for educational purposes.  Please sign 

below if you are willing to allow us to do so with the recordings that contain your voice. 
 

 

_________________________________    _________________ 

Signature Date 
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Appendix B: Background questionnaire 

Background Information 

 

SECTION I: 

Please provide some demographic information about yourself. 

1. Gender: _____ Male _____ Female 

2. Age: ________ 

3. Grade: _____________________________________________________________ 

4. What are your primary reasons for taking this course? Please check all that apply. 

_____ a) to fulfill a high school language requirement 

_____ b) to get into college 

_____ c) to better communicate with my family 

_____ d) to improve my bilingual skills for my current or future job(s) 

_____ e) to talk to my friends in Spanish 

_____ f) to listen to and watch Spanish language TV programs, films, music, and radio 

_____ g) to read Spanish language newspapers, magazines, and books 

_____ h) to feel closer to my culture 

_____ i) other (please specify): ____________________________________________ 

 

5. What prior exposure have you had with Spanish (e.g., use of Spanish in the home, 

travel, etc.)? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

6. How long have you studied Spanish? (e.g., two years of high school Spanish, one 

semester of middle school). 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

7. How would you describe your current proficiency in the Spanish language in each of 

the following areas? Please check only one for each area. 

 

a) Speaking _____ Strong   b) Listening_____ Strong 

                           _____ Average                        _____ Average 

                           _____ Weak            _____ Weak 
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c) Reading  _____ Strong   d) Writing _____ Strong 

                           _____ Average                       _____ Average 

                           _____ Weak            _____ Weak 

                                                  

8. Have you ever done a Dictogloss activity in any of your Foreign Language classes? 

 

______ yes (please explain) ___________________________________________ 

______ no 

 

 

9.  Do you consider yourself a heritage student of Spanish or a non-heritage student (see 

definitions below)? 

 

NOTE: For this study, a heritage student is defined as someone who grew up in a home 

where the Spanish language was spoken by family members; you may not even speak 

Spanish, but you might understand it. 

 

A non-heritage student is defined as someone who did not grow up in a home where the 

Spanish language was spoken by family members; you may have studied Spanish before 

in school, but you were not around the language while growing up. 

 

_____ Heritage Student _____ Non-Heritage Student 

 

_____ If Spanish is your native/first language, please check here. 

 

10. Please check all that apply below. 

 

_____ a) I do not speak Spanish or understand Spanish, but my ethnic heritage is 

Hispanic. 

 

_____ b) Most of my family speaks English, but I do have one or two grandparents who 

speak Spanish. 

 

_____ c) My parents speak to me mostly in Spanish, but I speak to them mostly in 

English. 

 

_____ d) Other (please explain): 

____________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix C:  Student Instruction Packet 

Student Instructions Group 1 

 

Please turn this packet in at the end of the class period.  Do not write on it. 

Warm-up: See vocabulary sheet 

Part 1 
1. Shortly you will be listening to a text.  You will hear the text three times. 

 The first time, simply listen to the story, try to understand the gist of it and answer 

the comprehension question. 

 The second and third times, take notes and write down the words and phrases you 

would need in order to retell the story in Spanish. 

 Do not worry about writing down every single word; rather, write what you 

perceive to be the key words.   

 Please pay specific attention and try to notice the new grammar used in the story.    

 After hearing the story three times, you will be sharing your notes and working in 

groups to reconstruct the story in Spanish, trying to incorporate the new 

vocabulary and grammar that you may have noticed. 

2. Look over the vocabulary list now with Sra. Uribe and repeat the words after her. 

3. Read over the comprehension question now with Sra. Uribe and prepare to answer the 

question on your own sheet of paper. 

4. Let’s get started! 
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Part 2 
Now that you have heard the text and taken notes, you will be working in groups of 3 or 4 

to reconstruct, that is, retell the story. 

 Share the notes that you have taken and work together cooperatively to re-write 

the story in Spanish (in your own words).   

 Remember to fulfill the individual roles in your group. 

o RECORDER: EVERYONE is a recorder every day.  ALL must write 

their own copy of the text! 

o FACILITATOR: You are the group leader for the day.  You make sure 

your group stays on task and does their best to focus on the gist of the 

text and address any new grammar that was noticed by group members 

o CHECKER: Your responsibility is to make sure that all group members 

can explain all of the groups’ grammar and vocabulary choices in 

creating the reconstructed text. 

o LANGUAGE MONITOR: Your role is to encourage the group to use as 

much Spanish as possible when working together to reconstruct the text.  

Of course English will be used when communication in Spanish has 

broken down or is beyond the level of the students.  GROUPS OF FOUR 

HAVE 2 LANGUAGE MONITORS EVERYDAY. 

  

  Pay specific attention to the new grammar used to tell this story. 

  You will have approximately 15 minutes to work.   

 Be prepared to individually compare and contrast your final text to the original 

text when you are done. 

 You will be turning everything in at the end of the activity. 
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Part 3  
Directions for the self-assessment stage  

Now that you have completed reconstructing the text as a group, you will each 

individually assess how well you did at reconstructing the text and noticing the 

new concepts.  DO NOT MAKE ANY MARKS ON YOUR PAPER UNLESS 

YOU ARE USING THE COLORED PEN/PENCIL THAT I HAVE GIVEN 

YOU! 

 

1. Read the original text that is projected on the screen. 

2. Circle and number the mistakes that you made and below explain why what 

you wrote is wrong.  Limit the circles to items that are one to 3 or 4 words 

long.  Do not do this for entire sentences. 

i. For example:  Yo                 español. 
 

 

1. Conjugated verb in the wrong form, should be 

hablo 

3. Compare your text with the original and comment below your text about what 

you think you did well in reconstructing the text. 

4. Compare your text with the original and comment below about what you think 

you could have done better with. 

5. Tell me about any new grammar concepts that you think you noticed.  Explain 

how you think this new grammar works and what its purpose is. 

6. Tell me about other related things that you thought about when comparing 

your text to the original text. 

 

habla 
1 
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Student Instructions Group 2 

Please turn this packet in at the end of the class period.  Do not write on it. 

Warm-up: See vocabulary sheet 

Part 1 
1. Shortly you will be listening to a text.  You will hear the text three times. 

 

 The first time, listen to the story and read the accompanying text as you listen.  

Try to understand the gist of it and answer the comprehension question. 

 The second and third times you will not see the text, you will only hear it.  Take 

notes; write down the words and phrases you would need in order to retell the 

story in Spanish. 

 Do not worry about writing down every single word; rather, write what you 

perceive to be the key words.   

 Please pay specific attention and try to notice the new grammar used in the story.    

 After hearing the story three times, you will be sharing your notes and working in 

groups to reconstruct the story in Spanish, trying to incorporate the new 

vocabulary and grammar that you may have noticed. 

 

2. Look over the vocabulary list now with Sra. Uribe and repeat the words after her. 

3. Read over the comprehension question now with Sra. Uribe and prepare to answer the 

question on your own sheet of paper. 

4. Let’s get started! 
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Part 2 
Now that you have heard the text and taken notes, you will be working in groups of 3 or 4 

to reconstruct, that is, retell the story. 

 Share the notes that you have taken and work together cooperatively to re-write 

the story in Spanish (in your own words).   

 Remember to fulfill the individual roles in your group. 

o RECORDER: EVERYONE is a recorder every day.  ALL must write 

their own copy of the text! 

o FACILITATOR: You are the group leader for the day.  You make sure 

your group stays on task and does their best to focus on the gist of the 

text and address any new grammar that was noticed by group members 

o CHECKER: Your responsibility is to make sure that all group members 

can explain all of the groups’ grammar and vocabulary choices in 

creating the reconstructed text. 

o LANGUAGE MONITOR: Your role is to encourage the group to use as 

much Spanish as possible when working together to reconstruct the text.  

Of course English will be used when communication in Spanish has 

broken down or is beyond the level of the students.  GROUPS OF FOUR 

HAVE 2 LANGUAGE MONITORS EVERYDAY. 

  

  Pay specific attention to the new grammar used to tell this story. 

  You will have approximately 15 minutes to work.   

 Be prepared to individually compare and contrast your final text to the original 

text when you are done. 

 You will be turning everything in at the end of the activity. 
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Part 3  
Directions for the self-assessment stage  

Now that you have completed reconstructing the text as a group, you will each 

individually assess how well you did at reconstructing the text and noticing the 

new concepts.  DO NOT MAKE ANY MARKS ON YOUR PAPER UNLESS 

YOU ARE USING THE COLORED PEN/PENCIL THAT I HAVE GIVEN 

YOU! 

 

1. Read the original text that is projected on the screen. 

2. Circle and number the mistakes that you made and below explain why what 

you wrote is wrong.  Limit the circles to items that are one to 3 or 4 words 

long.  Do not do this for entire sentences. 

i. For example:  Yo                 español. 
 

 

1. Conjugated verb in the wrong form, should be 

hablo 

3. Compare your text with the original and comment below your text about what 

you think you did well in reconstructing the text. 

4. Compare your text with the original and comment below about what you think 

you could have done better with. 

5. Tell me about any new grammar concepts that you think you noticed.  Explain 

how you think this new grammar works and what its purpose is. 

6. Tell me about other related things that you thought about when comparing 

your text to the original text. 

habla 

1 
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Student Instructions Group 3 

Please turn this packet in at the end of the class period.  Do not write on it. 

Warm-up: See vocabulary sheet 

Part 1 
1. Shortly you will be listening to a text.  You will hear the text three times. 

 

 The first time, listen to the story and read the accompanying text as you listen.  

Try to understand the gist of it and answer the comprehension question. 

 The second and third times you will not see the text, you will only hear it.  Take 

notes; write down the words and phrases you would need in order to retell the 

story in Spanish. 

 Do not worry about writing down every single word; rather, write what you 

perceive to be the key words.   

 Please pay specific attention and try to notice the new grammar used in the story.    

 After hearing the story three times, you will be sharing your notes and working in 

groups to reconstruct the story in Spanish, trying to incorporate the new 

vocabulary and grammar that you may have noticed. 

 

2. Look over the vocabulary list now with Sra. Uribe and repeat the words after her. 

3. Read over the comprehension question now with Sra. Uribe and prepare to answer the 

question on your own sheet of paper. 

4. Let’s get started! 
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Part 2 
Now that you have heard the text and taken notes, you will be working in groups of 3 or 4 

to reconstruct, that is, retell the story. 

 Share the notes that you have taken and work together cooperatively to re-write 

the story in Spanish (in your own words).   

 Remember to fulfill the individual roles in your group. 

o RECORDER: EVERYONE is a recorder every day.  ALL must write 

their own copy of the text! 

o FACILITATOR: You are the group leader for the day.  You make sure 

your group stays on task and does their best to focus on the gist of the 

text and address any new grammar that was noticed by group members 

o CHECKER: Your responsibility is to make sure that all group members 

can explain all of the groups’ grammar and vocabulary choices in 

creating the reconstructed text. 

o LANGUAGE MONITOR: Your role is to encourage the group to use as 

much Spanish as possible when working together to reconstruct the text.  

Of course English will be used when communication in Spanish has 

broken down or is beyond the level of the students.  GROUPS OF FOUR 

HAVE 2 LANGUAGE MONITORS EVERYDAY. 

  

  Pay specific attention to the new grammar used to tell this story. 

  You will have approximately 15 minutes to work.   

 Be prepared to individually compare and contrast your final text to the original 

text when you are done. 

 You will be turning everything in at the end of the activity. 
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Part 3  
Directions for the self-assessment stage  

Now that you have completed reconstructing the text as a group, you will each 

individually assess how well you did at reconstructing the text and noticing the 

new concepts.  DO NOT MAKE ANY MARKS ON YOUR PAPER UNLESS 

YOU ARE USING THE COLORED PEN/PENCIL THAT I HAVE GIVEN 

YOU! 

 

1. Read the original text that is projected on the screen. 

2. Circle and number the mistakes that you made and below explain why what you 

wrote is wrong.  Limit the circles to items that are one to 3 or 4 words long.  Do 

not do this for entire sentences. 

i. For example:  Yo                 español. 
 

 

1. Conjugated verb in the wrong form, should be 

hablo 

3. Compare your text with the original and comment below your text about what 

you think you did well in reconstructing the text. 

4. Compare your text with the original and comment below about what you think 

you could have done better with. 

5. Tell me about any new grammar concepts that you think you noticed.  Explain 

how you think this new grammar works and what its purpose is. 

6. Tell me about other related things that you thought about when comparing your 

text to the original text. 

 

 

 

PART 4: Group discussion lead by Sra. Uribe 

 

 

 

 

  

habla 
1 
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Appendix D:  Whole-class discussion guide questions (group 3 only) 

1. What are some of the similarities between your text and the original text? 

 

2. Do you think your text did a good job of retelling the story?  Why or why not? 

 

 

3. What are some of the differences between your text and the original text?  Why 

do you think you had these differences? 

 

4. Tell me about something from the original text that you did not understand at first 

but you think you understand now.  Do you think you started to understand after 

reconstructing the group text, after the self assessment activity, or now because of 

this discussion? 

 

 

5. What vocabulary or grammar do you think you learned from this text if any?  

How do you think the grammar works? 
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Appendix E:  Participant Survey 

Name_________________________  

      Class period___________________ 

      Group number _________________  

 

Please answer the following questions honestly and thoroughly.  Be as specific as 

possible and consider both weeks and the entire lesson plan from warm up to reflection 

when answering the questions.  Use the back side if you need more space. 

 
1. Explain what you liked about the Dictogloss lessons taught by Sra. Uribe. 

 

 

 

 

2. Explain what you didn’t like about the Dictogloss lessons and tell how they could 

be improved to better meet your needs. 

 

 

 

 

3. What do you feel like you learned or got better at…   (BE SURE TO INCLUDE 

INFORMATION ON NEW GRAMMAR YOU MAY HAVE LEARNED OR 

NOTICED) 

 

…during week 1: 

 

 

 

…during week 2: 

 

 

 

….overall: 

 

 

 

 

4. Please write additional comments and thoughts about the lessons on the back. 
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Appendix F:  Student Pre-test 

Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 

 

Multiple Choice: Choose the best answer for each question. 

 

1. Hoy en la escuela tú __________ una actividad especial, pero yo no. 

a. tengo 

b. tienen 

c. tenemos 

d. tienes 

2. Me gusta _______ museo de niños que está allí en el centro. 

a. aquel 

b. esa 

c. este 

d. ese 

3. En la escuela primaria, todos los días nosotros _________ temprano. 

a. duermes 

b. dormimos 

c. dormías 

d. dormíamos 

4. Hace muchos años tú_______ el piano muy bien. 

a. tocas 

b. toca 

c. toques 

d. tocabas 

e. estas 

5. Allá al otro lado de la tienda tienen _______ bicicleta que me gusta. 

a. aquella 

b. esa 

c. esta 

d. estas 

6. Los jugadores de fútbol americano ________ mucho. 

a. practico 

b. practicas 

c. practicamos 

d. practican 
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7. Cuando tú ________ pequeño, fuiste a México dos veces, ¿verdad? 

a. fuiste 

b. eras 

c. serás 

d. eres 

8. De niño, Uds. normalmente _______ en un restaurante los sábados, pero nosotros 

no. 

a. comen 

b. comemos 

c. comían 

d. comer 

9. Mira, __________ chica que está aquí cerca de nosotros es una animadora. 

a. ese 

b. aquella 

c. esa 

d. esta 

10. Mira, _______ vestidos que tengo aquí en el carrito pueden ser regalos.   

a. ese 

b. esos 

c. estos 

d. aquellos 

11. ¿Qué ________________ cuando eras pequeño? 

a. hacías 

b. haces 

c. hacen 

d. hacían 

12. En la escuela primaria, mis amigos y yo _________ a la escuela todos los días. 

a. caminamos  

b. caminaban 

c. caminan 

d. caminábamos 

13. Mañana yo ______ a Waco para visitar la Universidad de Baylor. 

a. voy 

b. fui 

c. era 

d. vas 
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14. En el pasado, ______ muchos libros pero ahora no tengo tiempo. 

a. leyó 

b. leo 

c. leer 

d. leía 

15. Muchos escritores famosos ________ en un diario todos los días cuando eran 

pequeños. 

a. escribían 

b. escriben 

c. escribió 

d. escribes 

16. _____ profesoras allá en la Universidad de Stanford son inteligentes e 

interesantes. 

a. Esas 

b. Estas 

c. Aquellas 

d. Esos 

17. Para enseñar la clase necesitas ______ computadora que está allí. 

a. este 

b. esta 

c. aquella 

d. esa 

18. En las mañanas me despierto a las 6:00 pero no me ______ hasta las 6:30. 

a. levantar 

b. levanté  

c. levanto 

d. levantas 

19. Mis primos _______ mucho a California cuando eran pequeños. 

a. viajábamos 

b. viajan 

c. viajaban 

d. viajo 

20. Allí en la mesa están _____ refrescos de naranja que me gustan.  ¿Me traes uno? 

a. aquellos 

b. esos 

c. estos 

d. esas 
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21. Al otro lado del salón de clases están ______ tijeras para hacer el proyecto. 

a. esas 

b. aquellas 

c. eses 

d. estas 

22. En la escuela secundaria, mi mejor amiga y yo _____________ pesas para el 

básquetbol. 

a. levantábamos 

b. levantaba 

c. levantar 

d. levantan 

23. _______ personas que están allí son miembros del grupo Bon Jovi.  ¡Me encanta! 

a. esas 

b. esos 

c. aquellas 

d. estas 

24. Mis amigos Pedro y Mateo _____________ dinosaurios en la escuela primaria. 

a. dibujan 

b. dibujo 

c. dibujaban 

d. dibujas 

25. Todas las personas _______ los dientes antes de ir a la escuela. 

a. se cepillar 

b. se cepillan 

c. se maquillar 

d. se maquillan 

26. _____sombreros que tiene el Sr. Franco allá son muy bonitos. 

a. Aquellos 

b. Aquellas 

c. Estos 

d. Esos 

27. Cuando eran jóvenes, mis abuelos no ______________ la televisión. 

a. ven 

b. veían 

c. ver 

d. veo 
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28. _______ estadio que está allá muy lejos es increíble y muy grande. 

a. Ese 

b. Esos 

c. Aquel 

d. Este 

29. Mi amigo Raúl ___________________ cada mañana. 

a. afeitarse 

b. aféitate 

c. me afeito 

d. se afeita 

30. De niño, yo siempre __________ con mis amigos en el parque. 

a. juego 

b. jugaste 

c. jugaba 

d. juegas 

31. En mi escuela secundaria, la banda siempre ___________ en los partidos de 

básquetbol. 

a. tocaste 

b. tocar 

c. tocaba 

d. tocaban 

32. ¿Cuál libro prefieres leer? ¿ _________ libro que está allí con Pepe, o este libro 

que tengo? 

a. este 

b. ese 

c. aquel 

d. esta 

33. Aquí en ________ puerta compras tu boleto para el partido. 

a. aquella 

b. esta 

c. esos 

d. esa 

34. De niña, mi hermana _______ a una escuela primaria en Wisconsin. 

a. asista 

b. asistía 

c. asistió 

d. asiste 
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35. Cuando ellos no ____________________  algo, la Srta. repite la palabra en 

español. 

a. entendemos 

b. entiende 

c. entienden 

d. entenden 

36. ¡Ay Dios mío!  ¡_______ examen que estoy tomando es demasiado difícil! 

a. ese 

b. aquella 

c. aquel 

d. este 

37. Allí en el departamento de zapatos están _______ zapatos rosados que quiero. 

a. esas 

b. estos 

c. esos 

d. aquellos 
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Fill in the blank:  Complete the paragraph with the correct form of the word in 

parentheses.  The word in parenthesis may not need to be modified.   

 

Cuando yo era un niño pequeño, ___________________ (vivir) en la Ciudad de México.  

Es una ciudad muy _____________________ (bonito) pero muy grande.  Mi hermano y 

yo éramos deportistas, y no ___________________ (estudiar) mucho porque la tarea era 

____________________ (aburrido).  Muchas veces mi papá ___________________ 

(jugar) el fútbol con nosotros.  Nuestros amigos siempre __________________(ver) la 

televisión después de las clases, pero yo no.  ¿Y tú?  Cuando eras pequeño ¿ 

___________________ (hacer) cosas  _________________ (divertido) con los amigos?   

 

 

Me encanta ir a los partidos de básquetbol de los Longhorns porque hay muchas cosas 

que ver.  Mira la foto.  _________________ (este) jugadores son Damion James y Dexter 

Pittman.  __________________ (ser) de Texas.  Vamos a buscarlos.  ¿Ves allí? 

__________________ (ese) niñas son las animadoras.  Son muy 

_____________________(guapo), ¿no?  ¡Oh, mira!  __________________ (ese) persona 

en frente de nosotros es Gail Goestenkors, la entrenadora de las mujeres, y 

____________________(aquel) señor allá es Rick Barnes.  ¡Y finalmente lo que más me 

gusta!  _____________________ (aquel) chicas ____________________ (ser) los 

miembros del equipo de baile.   
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Appendix G:  Teacher interview guide questions 

SEMI-GUIDED INTERVIEW #1 (pre-treatment) 

 

1. How old are you? 

2. Tell me about your background with the Spanish language. 

3. Where did you complete your teacher education program?  Tell me about that 

program. 

 

4. How long have you been teaching? 

5. Please describe your teaching experience. 

6. How do you structure your classes during a typical week? 

7. How many teachers in your dept?  Male? Female?   

8. What are the language teaching beliefs of the language chair?  How department 

run?  

 

9. What curriculum are you expected to follow as a part of the language department 

at this school?  May I please get a copy of these documents? 

 

10. What is your approach to teaching grammar to high school Spanish students and 

what approaches have you used with these groups this year? 

 

 

11. How do you think that high school language learners best learn grammar?  What 

about the other skills such as speaking and listening? 

 

12. Have you ever used the Dictogloss in your classes before?  If so, what is your 

opinion about the activity?  If you have not personally used the Dictogloss, have 
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you ever seen the Dictogloss used before?  If so, what is your opinion about the 

activity? 

13. What do you consider to be some of the characteristics of high school learners 

that help them learn a foreign language?  What about characteristics that make 

learning a language more difficult? 

 

 

14. How do you think high school language learners best learn a second or foreign 

language? 

 

 

15. Please share any information that you think would be important for me to know in 

regards to completing this research project in your classroom. 
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SEMI-GUIDED INTERVIEW #2 (post-treatment) 

 
1. What is your opinion about using the Dictogloss with second-year Spanish 

students? 

 

2. What did you like about the DG activities? 

 

3. What did you not like about the DG activities? 

 

4. Do you think it is an effective language learning activity?  If yes, please explain 

how.  If no, please explain why not. 

 

 

5. How do you think the Dictogloss activity could be improved to better meet the 

language learning needs of your Spanish II students 

 

6. Is the Dictogloss an activity that you would use in the future with your classes?  

Explain why or why not. 

 

 

7. After observing the variations of the Dictogloss activities that were done with 

your three classes, to you feel that one variation is more effective than the others 

for teaching grammar?  What features of the activity do you think made it more 

effective? 

 

8. How did the different types of Dictogloss that were used in each class affect how 

your students learned grammar?  Why do you think that is? 

 

 

9. How do you think making the written text available to the students made the 

outcome of the activity different than the variation of the activity that did not 

allow the students to read the text? 

 

10. Did you notice that the students were frustrated at any point during the lessons?  

Why do you think that is?  On the other hand, were they at any point excited 

about their progress?  Why do you think that is? 
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11. In what ways do you think the outcomes of the activity were different for the 

students who had a full class discussion during the last phase of the Dictogloss 

versus the self-assessment activity? 

 

12. Please share any additional thoughts that you have about using the Dictogloss 

with second-year Spanish students. 
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Appendix H:  Sample Lesson Plan 

Lesson plan: Imperfect tense day 1  

Topic:  My life in elementary school 

Target Grammar: imperfect tense 

 

I. Warm-up (5 min.) 

a. Explain to the students that they are going to hear a story about when I 

was in elementary school.  Ask the students the following questions and 

have them answer aloud (this will be done in Spanish): 

i. ¿Es divertida o aburrida la escuela primaria? 

ii. ¿Qué hacen los niños en la escuela primaria? 

iii. ¿Qué les gusta a los niños cuando son niños pequeños en la 

primaria? 

Student answers will be written on board by teacher or shared orally. 

b. Present students with the vocabulary list: (2 min.) 

i. Practice pronunciation of new words 

ii. Ask if they have any questions about the new words (if they ask 

specifically about the target grammar, simply say “let’s find out” 

or “vamos a ver.” 

II. Go over procedures for DG (5 min., MUST DISCUSS AHEAD OF TIME 

TOO) 
a. Form groups and assign group roles (this done ahead of time by teacher 

and modified based on attendance) 

b. Read the instructions for the DG , hand out description of steps to students 

c. Take student questions regarding the procedures 

III. Text presentation (5 min.) 

a. Play text first time (for bimodal groups project script on to screen as well) 

i. Students listen and answer a simple comprehension question like: 

¿De dónde es la Sra. Uribe? 

ii. Play text a second time  while students take notes 

iii. Play text a third time  while students take notes 

IV. Reconstruction of text –all students make a copy of the text to turn in (15 

min.) 

a. Teacher circulates throughout room correcting any errors that do not 

pertain to the target form and answering questions that do not pertain to 

the target form. 

V. Analysis (10-15 min.) 

a. Students complete the self-assessment activity (10 min.) 

b. Group 3 also completes class discussion (5-10 min) 
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Appendix I:  Dictogloss texts 

Demonstrative adjective texts  

 

1. Buenos días y gracias por ayudarme.  Para enseñar la clase, puedes usar este libro, 

esta actividad y estos planes que están aquí.  También necesitas esa computadora 

y ese proyector que están allí junto a mi escritorio.  Allá al otro lado del salón de 

clases están aquellos papeles y aquellas tijeras para hacer el proyecto.  Los 

estudiantes pueden escuchar aquel radio que está junto a las tijeras.  Este número 

es mi número de teléfono y puedes llamarme con ese teléfono allí si tienes 

preguntas. 

 

2. Bienvenido a Hutto High School.  No es como tu escuela en Asia y en este partido 

de futbol americano, vas a ver muchas cosas diferentes.  Aquí en esta puerta 

compras tu boleto.  Esos jugadores son los Hippos y los jugadores al otro lado del 

estadio son los Hawks.  Mira, esos estudiantes tocan en nuestra banda y aquellos 

estudiantes en azul al otro lado del estadio tocan en la banda del otro equipo.  

Aquellas animadoras son de ellos también.  Mira, esta chica cerca de nosotros es 

una animadora de Hutto.  Esas chicas allí son miembros del equipo de baile las 

“High Steppers.”  

 

3. Mamá, sabes que mi cumpleaños es el domingo.  Hay muchas cosas en esta tienda 

que quiero.  Primero, este disco compacto de Lady Gaga es fabuloso.  También 

estos vestidos que tengo en el cochecito pueden ser un regalo.  Allí en el 

departamento de zapatos están esos zapatos rosados que quiero mucho.  Si no 

quieres comprar zapatos, me puedes comprar esa camisa roja de Roxy que está 

allí con la ropa de chicas.  Por último, allá al otro lado de la tienda tienen aquella 

bicicleta que me gusta y también aquel monopatín negro que tiene Ana. 
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Imperfect tense texts  

 

1. Cuando yo era una niña pequeña, yo asistía a una escuela primaria en Wisconsin.  

Mis amigos y yo caminábamos a la escuela todos los días.  En la escuela yo leía 

muchos libros, pero mi amigo Seth, leía más.  Yo siempre dibujaba animales pero 

mis amigos Pete y Matt dibujaban dinosaurios.  Mis hermanos participaban en 

muchas actividades.  Mi hermano nadaba y mi hermana hacía gimnasia. Yo  

jugaba mucho en mi casa después de las clases.  ¿Y tú?  ¿Qué hacías cuando eras 

pequeño?  

 

2. Cuando yo estaba en la escuela secundaria, jugaba básquetbol.  Había muchos 

miembros en el equipo, pero yo practicaba mucho con mi mejor amiga y 

jugábamos en todos los partidos.  Corríamos mucho y levantábamos pesas 

también.  La banda siempre tocaba en los partidos y las animadoras nos gritaban 

mucho.  Todas las personas en mi pueblo asistían a los partidos porque éramos 

muy buenas.  Después de todos los partidos, todas las jugadoras comían en Pizza 

Hut.  ¿Y tú?  ¿Jugabas básquetbol cuando eras pequeño? 

 

3. Cuando mis abuelos asistían a la escuela, las cosas eran muy diferentes.  Hacían 

su tarea más porque no veían la televisión ni jugaban videojuegos.  Mi abuela 

jugaba deportes y mi abuelo iba a sus partidos.  Las clases empezaban a las 9:00 

porque todos trabajaban en las granjas.  No tenían internet y  mi abuela buscaba 

información para sus proyectos en los libros.  Mi abuelo no escribía sus informes 

porque no le gustaba estudiar.  Mi abuela siempre ayudaba a mi abuelo.  Tal vez 

no todo cambia.  Yo también ayudaba a mi novio. 
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Appendix J:  Sample warm-up, vocabulary and comprehension 

question 

Vocabulary list, warm-up and comprehension question: DAY 4 

 

 
Warm-up:  

1. ¿Es divertida o aburrida la escuela primaria? 

2. ¿Qué hacen los niños en la escuela primaria? 

3. ¿Qué les gusta a los niños cuando son niños pequeños en la primaria? 

 

 

Vocabulario:  

niña pequeña =  little girl 

asistir   =  to attend 

caminar  =  to walk  

leer   = to read 

dibujar  =  to draw 

dinosaurios  =  dinosaurs 

nadar   =  to swim 

hacer gimnasia =  to do gymnastics 

 

 

Comprehension question: Answer on your own sheet of paper while 

listening to the text the first time. 

 

¿De dónde es la Sra. Uribe? 
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Appendix K: Permission letter for background questionnaire 

 

Hi Amy, 

 

It's nice to hear from you!  I hope everything is going well for you.  I have no problem 

with you using parts of my questionnaire.  Thanks for asking.  What is your dissertation 

going to cover?  I'm interested in reading it once you finish. 

 

Michael 

 

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: auribe@mail.utexas.edu [mailto:auribe@mail.utexas.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2009 10:12 AM 

To: Tallon, Michael 

Cc: auribe@mail.utexas.edu 

Subject: your dissertation 

 

Dear Michael, 

 

How are you?  Hope everything is going well for you with your 

teaching, etc.  I am working on my dissertation, and I have found 

your work very helpful even though we aren't studying the same 

thing. 

 

I do need to make a background questionnaire, though and I was 

wondering if I would be able to use parts of your to help with mine? 

I need to distinguish heritage and NSs from NNSs and thought that 

part of your questionnaire was well done.  There are also a few things 

from the first page I would keep. 

 

 

Take care and hope to hear from you soon, 

 

Amy Uribe 

 

 

https://webmail.utexas.edu/horde/imp/message.php?thismailbox=INBOX&mailbox=%2A%2Asearch_b3wex1yedwggo4gc4wgc8&index=18498
https://webmail.utexas.edu/horde/imp/message.php?thismailbox=INBOX&mailbox=%2A%2Asearch_b3wex1yedwggo4gc4wgc8&index=18498
https://webmail.utexas.edu/horde/imp/message.php?thismailbox=INBOX&mailbox=%2A%2Asearch_b3wex1yedwggo4gc4wgc8&index=18498
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Appendix L:  IRB approval letter 
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In accordance with Federal Regulations for review of research protocols, the Institutional Review Board has 
reviewed the above referenced protocol and found that it met approval under an Expedited category for the 
following period of time:  

Title: Using the Dictogloss in the high school foreign language classroom:  Noticing and learning 

new grammar 

IRB APPROVAL – IRB Protocol # 2010-01-0024  

Dear: Amy J Hornby Uribe  

02/01/2010-0/31/2011 . (expires 12am [midnight] of this date.) 

Expedited category of approval:  

(1) Clinical studies of drugs and medical devices only when condition (a) or (b) is met. (a) Research on 
drugs for which an investigational new drug application (21 CFR Part 312) is not required. (Note: Research 
on marketed drugs that significantly increases the risks or decreases the acceptability of the risks 
associated with the use of the product is not eligible for expedited review). (b) Research on medical devices 
for which (i) an investigational device exemption application (21 CFR Part 812) is not required; or (ii) the 
medical device is cleared/approved for marketing and the medical device is being used in accordance with 
its cleared/approved labeling.  
 

(d) excreta and external secretions (including sweat);  

OFFICE OF RESEARCH SUPPORT  

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN  

P.O. Box 7426, Austin, Texas 78713 (512) 471-8871 -FAX (512 471-

8873) North Office Building A, Suite 5.200 (Mail code A3200)  

FWA # 00002030  

Date: 02/01/10
  

PI(s): Amy J Hornby Uribe  Department & Mail Code: SPANISH & PORTUGUESE:  

 

(2) Collection of blood samples by finger stick, heel stick, ear stick, or venipuncture as follows: (a) from 
healthy, non-pregnant adults who weigh at least 110 pounds. For these subjects, the amounts drawn may 
not exceed 550 ml in an 8 week period and collection may not occur more frequently than 2 times per 
week; or (b) from other adults and children2, considering the age, weight, and health of the subjects, the 
collection procedure, the amount of blood to be collected, and the frequency with which it will be collected. 
For these subjects, the amount drawn may not exceed the lesser of 50 ml or 3 ml per kg in an 8 week 
period and collection may not occur more frequently than 2 times per week. 
 

 3) Prospective collection of biological specimens for research purposes by Non-invasive means. 
Examples:  
 

(a) hair and nail clippings in a non-disfiguring manner;  

(b) deciduous teeth at time of exfoliation or if routine patient care indicates a need for extraction;  

(c) permanent teeth if routine patient care indicates a need for extraction;  

(e) uncannulated saliva collected either in an un-stimulated fashion or stimulated by chewing 
gumbase or wax or by applying a dilute citric solution to the tongue;  

(f) placenta removed at delivery;  

(g) amniotic fluid obtained at the time of rupture of the membrane prior to or during labor;  
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(h) supra- and subgingival dental plaque and calculus, provided the collection procedure is not 
more invasive than routine prophylactic scaling of the teeth and the Process is accomplished in 
accordance with accepted prophylactic techniques;  
(i) mucosal and skin cells collected by buccal scraping or swab, skin swab, or mouth washings;  

    (j) sputum collected after saline mist nebulization.  
 

(4) Collection of data through noninvasive procedures (not involving general anesthesia or sedation) 
routinely employed in clinical practice, excluding procedures involving x-rays or microwaves. Where medical 
devices are employed, they must be cleared/approved for marketing. (Studies intended to evaluate the 
safety and effectiveness of the medical device are not generally eligible for expedited review, including 
studies of cleared medical devices for new indications). Examples:  
 

(a) physical sensors that are applied either to the surface of the body or at a distance and do not 
involve input of significant amounts of energy into the subject or an invasion of the subject's 
privacy;  
 (b) weighing or testing sensory acuity;  
 (c) magnetic resonance imaging;  
 (d) electrocardiography, electroencephalography, thermography, detection of naturally occurring 
radioactivity, electroretinography, ultrasound, diagnostic infrared imaging, doppler blood flow, and 
echocardiography;  
 (e) moderate exercise, muscular strength testing, body composition assessment, and flexibility testing     

where appropriate given the age, weight, and health of the individual. x 
 

(5) Research involving materials (data, documents, records, or specimens) that have been collected, or 
will be collected solely for non-research purposes (such as medical treatment or diagnosis). (NOTE: Some 
research in this category may be exempt from the HHS regulations for the protection of human subjects. 45 
CFR 46.101(b)(4). This listing refers only to research that is not exempt).  
 

 (6) Collection of data from voice, video, digital, or image recordings made for research purposes.  
 

 (7) Research on individual or group characteristics or behavior (including, but not limited to, research on 
perception, cognition, motivation, identity, language, communication, cultural beliefs or practices, and social 
behavior) or research employing survey, interview, oral history, focus group, program evaluation, human 
factors evaluation, or quality assurance methodologies. (NOTE: Some research in this category may be 
exempt from the HHS regulations for the protection of human subjects. 45 CFR 46.101(b)(2) and (b)(3). 
This listing refers only to research that is not exempt).  
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 Please use the attached approved informed consent  
 

You have been granted Waiver of Documentation of Consent According to 45 CFR 46.117, an IRB may 
waive the requirement for the investigator to obtain a signed consent form for some or all subjects if it finds 
either:  
 

 The research presents no more than minimal risk  
 
AND  

 The research involves procedures that do not require written consent when performed outside of a  
research setting <OR>  

 The principal risks are those associated with a breach of confidentiality concerning the subject's participation in the 
research   
AND  

 The consent document is the only record linking the subject with the research  
AND  

 This study is not FDA regulated (45 CFR 46.117)  
AND  

 Each participant will be asked whether the participant wishes documentation linking the participant with the 
research, and the participants wishes will govern.  
You have been granted Waiver of Informed Consent According to 45 CFR 46.116(d), an IRB may waive or alter 
some or all of the requirements for Informed consent if:  
 

 The research presents no more than minimal risk to subjects; 
 The waiver will not adversely affect the rights and welfare of subjects;  
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  The research could not practicably be carried out without the waiver; and 

  Whenever appropriate, the subjects will be provided with additional pertinent information 
they have participated in the study.  

 
 This study is not FDA regulated (45 CFR 46.117)  

RESPONSIBILITIES OF PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR FOR ONGOING PROTOCOLS:  

 (1) Report immediately to the IRB any unanticipated problems.  
 
(2) Proposed changes in approved research during the period for which IRB approval cannot be initiated 
without IRB review and approval, except when necessary to eliminate apparent immediate hazards to the 
participant. Changes in approved research initiated without IRB review and approval initiated to eliminate 
apparent immediate hazards to the participant must be promptly reported to the IRB, and reviewed under 
the unanticipated problems policy to determine whether the change was consistent with ensuring the 
participants continued welfare.  
 
(3) Report any significant findings that become known in the course of the research that might affect the 
willingness of subjects to continue to take part.  
 
(4) Insure that only persons formally approved by the IRB enroll subjects.  
 
(5) Use only a currently approved consent form (remember approval periods are for 12 months or less).  
 
(6) Protect the confidentiality of all persons and personally identifiable data, and train your staff and 
collaborators on policies and procedures for ensuring the privacy and confidentiality of participants 
and information.  
 
(7) Submit for review and approval by the IRB all modifications to the protocol or consent form(s) prior to 
the implementation of the change.  
 
(8) Submit a Continuing Review Report for continuing review by the IRB. Federal regulations require IRB 
review of on-going projects no less than once a year (a Continuing Review Report form and a reminder 
letter will be sent to you 2 months before your expiration date). Please note however, that if you do not 
receive a reminder from this office about your upcoming continuing review, it is the primary responsibility of 
the PI not to exceed the expiration date in collection of any information. Finally, it is the responsibility of the 
PI to submit the Continuing Review Report before the expiration period.  
 
(9) Notify the IRB when the study has been completed and complete the Final Report Form.  
 
(10) Please help us help you by including the above protocol number on all future correspondence relating 
to this protocol.  

Sincerely,  

 
Jody L. Jensen, Ph.D. Professor 
Chair, Institutional Review 
Board 

 Protocol Number:  Approval Dates:  -2010-01-0024       02/01/2010-1/31/2011 
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